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ABSTR.ÀCT

The purpose of this exploratory study k¡as:
1"

To determine whether there is

an improvement in support satisfaction, self-esteem, and attitudes towards
pregnancy over the study period among pregnant adolescents, exposed to two different types of prenatal
services.

To determine whether support satisfaction is related
to leveIs of self- esteem and pregnancy-related attitudes among pregnant adolescents in this study.
3.

To describe observed levels and fluctuation in social
support, self-esteem, and pregnancy-related attitudes

in relation to cultural differences, type of prenatal
services, pêFsonal characteristics,
and life situations of the study participants.
Standardized instruments r.'ere used to measure social support

variables, self-esteem,
and pregnancy-related attitudes.
Case studies were developed, incorporating qualitative data.
Instruments were administered during individual interviews
with participants, conducted at monthly intervals during the
second and third trimesters of pregnancy and at one month
post-delivery. The participants who completed the study
were eleven pregnant women, ranging from 16 to 23 years of
êgê, who were reg istered at Lindenview Residence (Group a)
and two pregnant adolescents who $rere Iiving in the community (Group n).

IV

participants had a high perceived need for social
support which generally decreased while support satisfacLion
increased. support networks averaged six members, including
family, friends, and professionals.
À11

Pregnancy-rerated attitude scores were almost arl in the
high range and generally increased as support satisfaction

increased" AttiLude towards baby was consistentry higher
than attitude towards pregnancy. Both scores declined
slightly at the final interviews"
participants who showed the greatest improvements were young l¡omen who vrere f reeing themselves temporarily from a disruptive or deprived environment by staying at Lindenview, and participants from stabre middre-crass
backgrounds, with stable supports and aspirations for future
careers "
Others who were experiencing ongoing negative
events and several participants who were unrealistic and immature benefited less from available supports. Group B participants had a high need for support, less support from
professionals, and less positive feedback.
Sub-groups of

A setting where there is sharing of common experiences,
freedom to maintain outside contacts and meet socialization
needs, provision of support, guidance, and faciritation of
supportive family relationships by professionars was beneficial for the group of pregnant teens in this investigation.
Educationar strategies which buird upon the growing sense of

compeLence, posiLive

attitudes towards baby, and availability of supports among these young women may be employed to
enhance future prospects for themselves and their children,

VT
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1

"'l

o\rERvrEw

Àdorescent pregnancy is a stressful rife event which
crearly charlenges adaptive capacities, both physiological
and psychological, and cal1s for modification of health-rerated behaviors" The effect of stressful events on one's
health depends, to a large extent, orì social support and
personal resources for coping"

Life stress during pregnancy, which is related to psychological distress, depression, and anxiety (corretta, Hadrer,
& Gregg, 1981; Norbeck & Tildon, 1983) may also contribute
to pregnancy complications and interfere with fetal growth
(Gorsuch & Key, 1974; Norbeck & Tildon, 1978; picone, À1len
& schramm, 1983)" Evidence relating to the ratter association, however, is inconsistent (Coaaington, 1972; NuckholIs,
cassel & Kaplan, 1972)" rn general, the rerationships found
between rife events and hearth, ârthough statistically
significant, are frequently modest" stronger results have been
obtained when mediating variabres such as social support
have been incorporated in the research design.

1-

2

Extensive research findings have given credibiliLy to t.he
hypothesis that social supporL may ptay an important role in
modifying the deleterious effects of life stress on health
and well-being (Cassel, 1974i Cohen & Hoberman, 1983; Dean &

Lin, 1977; Hamburg & Ki11ilea, 1978). À greater awareness
of t.he types and sources of social support which may have a
beneficial effect on health may help to delineate the mechanisms which explain these effects (rhoits, 1982)" The beIief that the mechanisrns involve, grimarily, cognitive perceptions of stress and social support is consistent with an
existing body of research (Coyne & Lazarus, 1980; Hamilton,
1979)

"

Social support as a buffer of Iife stress during pregnancy has been indicated in several studies (Cotletta et aI",
1981 i Norbeck & Til-don, 1983; Nuckholls et â1. , 1972) "
A
direct linkage between social support and pregnancy complications has been reported (Barrera, 1981) and a direct, additive effect of social support on psychological well-being
has been demonstrated among diverse population groups (andrews, Tennant, Hewson, & Vaillant , 1978i Turner, Frankel &
Levin, 1983; Wiiliams, Ware, & Ðonald, 1981 ) "
Social support may also be linked with mediating variables which minimize the experience of stress" In particuIar, social support may contribute to more effective coping
responses and the development of positive attitudes toward
the self and pregnancy which, in turnr Dây reduce stress and

3

improve health outcomes (Cohen & Syme, 1985- CoIletLa,

Ha-

d1er, & Gregg, 1981; DeÀraujo, Van Arsdel, & Holmes, 1973f
Gore, 1978i Heinstein, 1967). The enhancemenL of self-esteem
through soc iaI support i s well-documented (t'toss n 1973 ¡
Schmid, 1981; WilIs, 1983) and self- esteem improvement appears to be closely tied with reduction of levels of stress
(Colletta et â1., 1981; Kaplan, Robbins, & Martin, 1983i Lucas, 1972; PearIin, Lieberman, Menagham, & MuIlan, 1977;
ZilIer, Smith, & Long, 1969) or anxiety (ritts, 1972i Rosenberg,

1965)

"

Effective support systems and high self-esLeem may al-so
contribute to improvements in health behaviors (eottlieb &
Green, 1985) and fewer physical symptoms during and foIlowing pregnancy (Nuckholls et" aI, 1972) as weII as a greater
ability to cope following delivery (Colletta et. âI, 1981)"
Common social and economic conseguences of adol-escent motherhood such as dependence on welfare, broken families, and
child abuse (furstenberg, 1976; McKeny, WaIters, & Johnson,
1979) may be reduced by increased social support during
pregnancy.

for the provision of social support
for pregnant adolescents may include maternity homes and
health clinics offering comprehensive healLh and social services for young pregnant women.
Favorable settings

4

This study is designed, pFimarily, to determine whether
pregnant adolescents in two different settings experience
improvements in psychosocial factors which enhance health
and weì-I-being, and to examine how changes in social support during pregnancy may coincide with changes in self-esteem and pregnancy-related attitudes" It is also of interest
in this investigation to determine which type of support
networks and support functions facilitate the stress-buffering process. Finally, an attempt is made to explain the inter-relationships of these variables among pregnant adolescents who have different ethnic backgrounds, socio-economic
status, and life situations.
1

1

.2
.2.1

DEFT¡{ITION

OF TERMS

Stress

In some of the early research in the area of stress, the
physiological basis of stress vras defined as a non-specific
bodily response that is wearing on the biological system
( seIye, 1 956 ) .
À psychosocial definition of sLress, which is most appro-

priate in this study, assumes a damaging transaction between
person and environment. Thus, stress is broadly defined by
Lazarus (1971, p"54) as a problem arising out of a demand
that taxes the system, be it a physiological system, a social system, or a psychological systemr up to the Iimits of
the potential to adapt, and the response of that system.

5

Furthermore, in keeping with the cognitive phenomenologi-

cal tradition of Lewin (1935), the reaction to stress depends on horv the person interprets or appraises the significance of a harmful, threatening, or challenging evenL"

1.2.2 Socia1

Support

Conceptualization of social support shows extreme lack of
consistency (Turner eL âL, 1983)" Each definition of so-

cial support does focus, however, on the helping elements
and processes of the social-relational
systems in which the
individual is located and is being supported by others (Eckenrode & Gore, 1981 ).
Social network, a closely related termt rêfers to the
structure and function of linkages between individuals,
groups, or other institutions.
Structural characteristics
of networks include their size or number of members, density
or extent to which the members know one another, homogeneity/heterogeneity of membership or extent to which members
share the same values or Iifestyle,
and dispersion of members or ease with which members can have face-to-face contact and be called upon f or hetp (t'litchell , 1 969 ) " These
characteristics have proven to be useful indicators of the
type of social supporL that is likeIy to be available
through the network (walker, Macbride & Vachon, 1977)" Networks may also be categorized as friends, families or other
individuals v¡ho provide soc iaI support.

6

Socia1 support, orì the oLher handr rêfers to the impact
that netv¡orks may have on an individual (procidano & HeIler,

1983). Measures of social support should allow for Lhe possibility that many ties may be non-supportive as perceived
by the individual" Àccordingly, neLworks may be broken down
into Lwo types: One made up of strictly supportive members
and another type made up of network members who, in addiLion
t.o providing support, mây also be a source of inter-personal
conflict. It is useful to identify the unique support functions which are provided by various categories of support
network

members"

Àppropriate definitions of social

support include Cobb's

definition (co¡u,1974, p" 300):
".., information belonging to
three classes:
1.
2"

3.

one

or more of the following

Information leading the subject
cared for and loved

to believe he is

Information leading the subject to believe he is es-

teemed and valued

Information leading the subject to believe he belongs
to a network of communication and mutual obligation"

Kap1an and colleagues (t<aplan, Cassel, &

Gore, 1977 ) state
Lhat most definitions of social support address the degree
to which an individual's needs for affection, esteem or approval, belonging, identity and security are met by interaction with others. These social needs may be met by socio-emotional aid such as affection,
sympathy, understanding,

7

acceptance and esteem from significant others.

The provi-

sion of instrumentar aid such as advice, information, help
with family responsiblities and financial aid (rhoits, 1gg2)
also contribute to meeting those needs.
Following a revievr of research in Lhe area of social support, âs well as papers by capran (1976) and Hirsch (1990),
the folrowing categories of support functions which are relevant to pregnant teenagers have been defined by Barrera
(1981):
1.

2,
3.

Materiar aid Providing materiar aid in the form of
money and other physical objects
Physical assistance Sharing of tasks
rntimate interaction rnteracting in a non-directive
manner such that feelings and personal concerns are
expressed

¿.

Guidance - Offering advice and guidance

5"

Feedback

- Providing individuals with information re-

garding themselves
6"

Social ParLicipation - Engaging in social interactions for fun, relaxation, and diversion from demanding conditions

These six functions of social

support constitute the basis of a measure of social support which was adopted in this
study and which is described in Chapter 3,

I
Using the same instrument, as above, a measure of "supporL
need" based on the same six supporL functions rdas obtained"
Support need is the degree of perceived need for various

types of social support during a specified t.ime period. It
is closely associated with the concept of anxiety; in Barrera's (1981) study, measures of support need viere correlated
with both anxiety (r="51, p<"001) and a measure of stressful
life events (r="36, p<,001 ) (Barrera, 1981 ).

1.2.3 Self Esteem
definitions of self-esteem range from simple single- trait definitions (Rosenberg, 1979) to complex
definitions related to self-concept (ritts,
1972). Rosenberg (1965, p. 9) defines self-esteem as "t.he evaluation
which an individual makes and customarily maintains regarding himself". It expresses an attitude of approval or disapproval. Self-esteem has been described as a process in
which the person perceives characteristics of herself and
reacLs to these characteristics emotionally or behaviorally
(wetts & Marwell, 1980, p" 64)"
Commonly-used

Self-esteem will be defined in this thesis as "a set of

evaluations of the self-concept and its components" (Schmid,
1981, p" 4), following the Jessors in their work with adoIescents (Jessor & Jessor , 1977) " The subcomponents of the

self which are incorporated in the definiLion relate to emotional well-being, relationships in generaJ-, and relaLionships with peers.

9

1"2,&

Fresnancv-re ]aÈed

A,tt, í

tudes

Àn attitude,

in a broadly-defined sense, is a "learned
disposition to respond in a consistently favorable or unfavorable manner with respect to a given objecL" (Fishbein,
1975, p. 6)" The evaluative dimension has commonly been regarded as the most distinct.ive feature of attitudes (fhurstone, 1931 ¡ Osgood, 195'1 ).
Àttitudes toward pregnancy and baby are measured in this
study using an instrument which incorporates semantic differential scales "
1.2,5

Copinq

Àlthough coping has not been included among the variables

to be measured in this study, it is crucial to the understanding of the relationships in the theoretical model employed in this study (See Section 2"1)"
Coping has been defined as "any response to externat Iife

strains that serves to prevent, avoid or control emotional
distress" (Pearlin & Schooler, 1978, p" 3). Inherent in this
concept of coping is the assumption that when an individual
is faced with a potentially harmful event, something must be
done to satisfy the demands of the situation Lo avoid a dysfunctional emotional reaction,

10

Categories of coping include:

1. Direct action coping Responses that eliminate or
modify the stress- producing situation" This type of
response is usual-1y most efficacious in preventing
emotional distress, but is not always possible, due
to lack of skills or resources (Lazarus , 1966; PearIin & Schooler, 1978) "
2, Change in perception of threat
Responses that control the meaning of the demanding experience after it
occurs but before the emergence of stress. This category of response is common but some specific types
in this category such as selective ignoring or focusing only on a positive aspect of an event may be less
effective than other means such as positive comparisons (PearIin & Schooler, 1978)"
3. Stress-control
Responses that function to control
stress by converting the endurance of unavoidable
hardship into a moral virtue.
This type of response
is based on cultural beliefs and values (Lazarus,
1966; Pearlin 6, SchooIer, 1978) "
Other ways of managing stress include eating,
listening to music,
smoking, and drinking (Colletta et al., 1981).

11

1

"2.6 Stabilítv of Varíables
The following discussion refers to

the usual degree of
stability or instability of each of the variabres" periodic
fructuations in scores which were due to occurrences of negative events t.hat affected the participant emotionally were
occasionally observed in this study and may be regarded as
except ional

.

1,2.6,1 St,ability of Social

Support

Àlthough the degree of fluctuation of social support during pregnancy has been largely unexplored, it has been stat-

ed in the literature that "social support should not be regarded as a static variable" (Dean & Lin, 1977 r p. 413).
Dean and Lin (1977 ) further explained that social support
would be expected to change as a result of various types of
stressors" llhile an inverse relationship between stress and
social support would generally be expected, certain stressful life events may increase support. if the threats are external rather than internal " Thus, with the occurrence of
pregnancy and as levels of st.ress during pregnancy are aItered, changes in social support would be expected.

1,2.6"2 Stabilíty of Self -esteem
In general, individuals with low self-est,eem have unstable self-concepts. Although self-concept among pregnant ado-

12

lescents was, in one st.udy, reported t.o be stable (Leonard,
1983), further investigaLion is required t.o conf irm t.his
i solated f inding.

In a study of self-concept among non-pregnant Leenagers
the correlation coefficient of two measures of self-concept
taken over a two-year period was .53 while test-retest reliability of the tool being used was r=.68. Where shifts in
self-concept did occur, they were predominantly among the
group with initial
negative self-concept (EngeI, 1958).
Thus, while substantial shifts in self-concept over a period
of several- months are not common, it is conceivable, especiaIly among a group such as low-income pregnant adolescents
characterized by low self- esteem that such shifts would occur. The level at which shifts in self-esteem coincide with
changes in self-concept is not c1ear.

1"2.6"3 Stability of Pregnancy-related Attit,udes
In a study conducted by Leonard (1983) a significant
(p<.05) change over the course of pregnancy in attitudes toward pregnancy, the baby, and smoking, as a result of a
self-enhancement program for pregnant adolescents was reported" In a separate investigation (Grimm & Venet,1966) a
considerable degree of consistency over a five month period
during pregnancy was reported for worry about baby (r=.70)
and desire for pregnancy (r=.81 ).
This limited evidence
suggests that pregnancy-related attitudes may be expected to
change in response to an effective intervention"
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'l

PT¡RPOSE OF YÍTE STT'DY

"3
1.

To determine whether there is improvement in support

satisfaction,
self-esteemn and attitudes towards
pregnancy over the study period among pregnant adolescents, exposed to two different types of prenatal
services.
¿"

3"

1.4

To determine whether support satisfaction is related

to levels of self- esteem and pregnancy-related attitudes among pregnant adolescents in this study.
To describe observed levels and fluctuation in social
support, sel-f-esteem, and pregnancy-related attitudes
in relation to cultural differences¡ type of prenatal
and life situservices, p€rsonaÌ characteristics,
ations of the study participants,
RESEARCH QT'ESTIONS

The following research questions were formulated based

on

a review of the literature and the t.heoretical framework described in Chapter 3:
1"

1I the

of support saÈisfaction among pregnant
adolescenLs in both groups increase during the study

T^Ii

leve

1

period?
2"

wilI the level of support need among pregnant adolescents in both groups decrease during the study period?

14

J.

Will the IeveI of self-esteem among pregnant. adolescents in both groups increase during the study periÕd!

4"

Will pregnancy-related atÈåÈudes among pregnant adolescents in both groups shift. during the study periodl

5,

1,5

will support satisfact.ion be
a) positively related to self-esteem
b) positively related to pregnancy-related attitudes
c ) inversely related to support need
in both groups of pregnant adolescents?
ÐESIGN OF THE

STTJDY

This was an exploratory study utilizing measures of social support, sêIf-esteem, and pregnancy-related attitudes
during the second and third trimester of pregnancy and approximately one month after delivery, supplemented with
background information for each participant,
The initiat

study groups consisted of

14 residents at

Lindenview residence who registered during t.he summer

and

all of 1986 (Croup a) and 4 patients at Mount Carme1 Cl-inic
who began receiving care during the fall of 1 986 (Group n) "
Participants ?rere between 4.5 and 7 "5 months into their
pregnancy when they ent.ered t.he study"
f
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Data were collected

from both groups during two to five

interviews conducted at monthly intervals, Each participant
lras followed until approximately Lwo v¡eeks prior to delivery
and case sLudies were developed from data obtained using
standardized instruments which were supplemented with gualitative data from field observaLions and informal interviews,
The data analysis combines two approaches" The first. is

an assessment of the findings from case studies in relation

to the research questions. The second is a more descriptive
analysis of typical cases, from which possible explanations
of the above f indings emerged and ner.¡ questions were der i ved.

Objectivity was maximized by bringing extensive information to bear on each poinL of interpretation and collaboratBasic human attributes
ing with a team to check on bias "
which may be derived from thi s type of research may be later
to
assessed by future research in terms of applicability
other groups and settings (ei sner, 1985)"
.I

.6

DESCRTPTTON OF PRE¡{ATA,L SERVTCES

Under the auspices of the Salvation Army, Lindenview Res-

idence provides educational guidance, health services, pêFsonal counseling, recreational and social activities prima-

rily to pregnant teenagers and young mothers. The residence
has a bed capacity of 17 " Services are delivered by a staff

16

of teachers, volunteers, a social worker, nurse, and¡ on an
occasional basis, an obstetrician-gynecologist and home
economi

st

.

Carmel CIíníc offers similar services to pregnant
teenagers who drop in rather than live in. while the range
of in-house medical services offered at Mount Carmel is more
extensive than at Lindenview, medical services are easily
accessible to Lindenview residents. The degree of exposure
Lo services and participation in programs at Mount Carmel
and at Lindenview varies considerably" Program components
which may contribute to social support are as follows:
Mounb

1.

¿.

3"

Instruction in financial, nutritional,
and health
aspects of pregnancy and childbirth" In addition,
academic courses are taught at Lindenview"
Socio-emotional and instrumental support provided by
the staff in the form of personal counseling and provision of health care"
Group activities include recreational, social, and
educational activities
as well as sharing of meals
and snacks"

4"

Personal sharing of information and socio-emotional

support among young !ùomen who are experiencing simi-

lar circumstances relating to adolescence and pregnancy

17

The latter

Clinic only
1"7

on

Lwo component.s are

provided

aL

MounL Carmel

a limited basis.

ASSIJMPTTCI}q

A basic assumption in this study is that the phenomena
being investigated are based on complex inter-relationships
and multiple realities versus singular truths.

Context-free

generalizations about the social realities being investigaLed would therefore not be very meaningful"
The opportunities for social

support within the settings
of this study are assumed to differ from the situations
among many pregnant. adolescents wherein these young females

isolated from both family and friends (Furstenberg,
1976) and delay in seeking prenatal care.

become

1.8

LIMITATIONS oF rHE

STTIDY

to the factors mentioned above and the small number
which would have greatly restricted the
of participants,
power of statistical testing, an experimental design $¡as not
followed" This limitation is somewhat compensated for by
the use of qualitative data in the presentation of case
studies to ansvrer the research questions"
Factors which
have a known effect on the study variables were recorded and
taken into account in the analysis. These factors include
êgê, ethnic background, education, decision whether to keep
Due

1B

the child or relinquish for adoption,
mation including living arrangements,
and major life events"

and background

infor-

family relationships,

the practical difficulties of locating pregnant
their co-operaadolescents in the community and eliciting
tion within the time restraints of the study, the number of
Group B participants who completed the study was insufficient to allow conclusions to be drawn regarding this group"
Due to

Within Group A, the observations of changes in the variables between interviews v¡ere confounded by the variations
among participants in stage of pregnancy at each interview.
Àt f i rst and second intervier¡rs, stage of pregnancy ranged
from 4 months to 8"5 months, while participants at the third
or fourth interview vrere all in their third trimester of
pregnancy" Thus, for example, positive trends identified at
later interviews may represent natural improvements occurring during the latter stages of pregnancy, regardless of
living situation and personal factors" There was considerab1e variation in these trends, however, among variables and
among participants, which warranted further explanation"
The group means in particular, therefore,

provide almost
no meaningful information regarding changes in social support, self-esteem, and pregnancy-related attitudes, Rather,
it is the case studies which provide the most accurate and
comprehensive information regarding individual participants,
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and from which meaningful observations are drawn" There are

limitations, however, in this regard" FirstIy, the researcher, in several cases, had no personal contact Frith
participants. Although this situation served to reduce the
potential for biasing t.he participants responses, which may
have occurred if the researcher unintentionally conveyed to
participants her expect.ations for the study results"
It
also made the task of interpreting the findings more difficu1t" Secondly, since nearly half of the participants vrere
interviewed only two or three times, it became even more
difficult to gain insight into their personal situations"
These limitations also decreased the potential for successive stages of inquiry which are useful in case studies.
some

There were several clear indications in the data based

on

responses on the three major instruments and responses to

questions asked of participants at the final interview that,
for the most part, participants answered the guestionnaires

carefully and honestly and comprehended them well " There
were only a few isolated examples, which were noted in the
case studies, where there vrere indications that responses
may have been inaccurate due to respondent fatiguê, Iack of
co-operation, or poor comprehension of the instruments.
There was some indication of a positive bias due to the

give socially desirable responses" One hundred percent. of attitude towards baby scores
were in the high range which may be the strongest indication
tendency for respondents to
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of a social desirabitity bias. Furt.hermore, some participanLs may have developed more positive feelings about themselves, Lheir pregnancy, and perceptions of support, due to
the individual attention they received from interviewers
while participating in the study.
Eighty percent of attitude towards pregnancy scores r^rere in the high range.
to the self-esteem questionnaire Írere weighted
heavill' towards moderaLe to high scores, but this may have
been due to the failure of the instrument to measure aspects
of self-esteem, such as perception of physical attractiveness, which would be expected to be lor.¡er among some pregnant adolescents and to decrease during pregnancy"
Responses

There may also have been a tendency for participants to

give responses regarding social support, which would reflect
well on the agency they are associated with" Several participants did not hesitate to indicate Lindenvier+ staff as
sources of negative interactions,
however, and scores for
support satisfaction and net.work size were more evenly distributed over the scoring range with a majority of scores in
the moderaLe range.
A final limitation is that the personal biases of the investigator may have been unintentionally introduced in the
interpretation of Lhe data.
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T}EITMTTATTONS

The study participants are a select group of individuals
General

ízations to other groups of pregnant

"

teenagers are

merely suggestive,
The overall

for prenatal
study

ef fectiveness of any particular arrangement,
ca re

was not adequately evaluated in this

"

do not provide hard evidence of whether or
not improvements in self-esteem, pregnancy-related attitudes
The results

or social support contribute to actual change in health behaviors and pregnancy outcomes among this group of adolescents. Extensive research utilizing
these variables and
measures of health has, however, demonstrated the importance
of these factors in contributing to health outcomes" This
evidence and other relevant literature
is reviewed in the
next chapter.

ehapÈer

ÍI

REVTEW ÕP W{E ITTERÂTURE

2"1

m{E rcRETÃ-gAr MÕI}EL

STRESS

,Þ

Netr¿ork of

Friends,Fami
Pro fess

icnals
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COPÏNG

& Other
Members
SELF-ESTEEH
PREGNAN CY_RELATED ATTI TUDES

Figure 1: social support/ Aaditional psychosocial variabres
The model designated in Figure 1 was formulated under the
assumption that the stress-buffering process originates wit.h

the experience of an accumulation of stressful rife events
resurting in lowering of self-est,eem, negative attitudes towards pregnancy, a possibre decrease in social support, and
a challenge to coping skilts,
Pregnant adolescents are
likely to be in such a position due to the accumuration of
life events ç¡hich are common during adolescence, particurar-
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ly among those adolescents in lower socio-economic groups
(caa & Johnson, 1980). Pregnancy and the possible lirniLations of environmental and personal resources associaLed
with low socio-economic status are additional stressors"
This assumption is in accordance with the literature in
v¡hich characteristics of pregnant adolescents have been examined (ealdwin & Cain, 1980; Coddington, 1979i CoIletta et
ê1.

,

1

981

; FurstenbeFg,

1976)

"

Several studies have shown thaL life stress scores based
on undesirable Iife events are correlated most strongly with

psychiatric symptoms such as depression, anxiety, and distress" Scores based on positive or desirable events, the
balance of positive and negative events, or total change
scores demonstrate relatively weak orr in some cases, nonsignificant associations with psychiatric symptoms (Cohen &
Hoberman, 1983; MueIler, Edwards, & Yarvis, 1977¡ Vinokur &
Selzer, 1975) " Within a population of young adolescents,
negative Iife events scores vrere found to be significantly
correlated with perceptions of health status and personal
adjustment (cad & Johnson, 1980).
The model predicts that social support provides resources

for coping and minimization of stress which wiIl result in
the elevation of self-esteem. with improvement in overall
welI-being, more positive attitudes toward pregnancy may deveIop" À logical assumption which follows is that these positive ouLcomes will impact on healt.h behaviors and physi-
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cal healLh.

Studies based on t.he health belief model lend

support to t.he hypothesis that health beliefs in combination

v¡ith psychosocial variables will predict the likelihood of
engaging in preventive health behaviors and sick-role behaviors (Gochman & Saucier, 1982i Janz & Becker, 1984)"
2"2

SOCTÃL SUPPORT AÌüD HEALTH

The beneficial effects of social support on health-re1at-

ed behaviors and health are clearly documented in t.he Iiterature (Cohen & Syme, 1 985).
Àlthough several possible

(thoits, 1982), the processes
through which social support affects health are poorly un-

mechanisms have been suggested

dersLood,

Early studies in the area of social support and health
used general indicators of social support such as marj.tal
status and social ties (Berkman & Syme, 1979), family interaction and spousal demonstrations of love (uedalie & Goldbourt , 1976) " These studies found that social support. was
negatively associated with morbidity and mortality rates"
These associations were independent of the effects of risk
factors such as smoking and lack of exercise" Subsequently,
researchers have developed and validated more sophisticated
tools to measure specific constructs (Barrera, Sandler, &
1 983; Turner et âI. ,
Ramsey , 1981 i Procidano & Heller,
1983). It was subsequently discovered that various types of
social support have distinct effects on physical as well as
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mental health status or well-being (wilIiams, Ware, & DonaId, 198i; Dean & Lin, 1977; Henderson, Byrne, Duncan-Jones,

Scot.t, & Àdcock, 1983; Turner et â1,, 1983). Distinctions
between socio-emotional and instrumental types of social
support have been mosL evident (thoits, 1982)" In Israel's
(1981) review of the literature, she concluded that qualitative, affective aspects of social support are mosL important
in predicting effects on health and well-being. Barrera
(1981), using a multi-dimensional measure of support, discovered that perceived satisfaction with support among pregnant adolescents was significantly correlated with total
symptomatology (r = -"49; p
symptomatology scale included depression, anxiety and sleep
problems

"

Exposure to psychosocial stressors may be associated with

an increase in general susceptibility to disease, which may
be alleviated by social support (gIoom, 1979i Cassel , 1974¡
Dohrenwend & Dohrenwend, 1978i Eckenrode & Gore, 1981), Soc ial support may act as a buf f er aga inst t.he harmf uI ef f ects
of stress and may have relatively less impact on health when
sLress is Iow" This is commonly referred to as the buffering hypothesis (CobU, 1976i Dean & Lin, 1977)" Considerable
evidence has been accumulated supporting the buffering hypothesis as it pertains to physical and menLa1 health (Cobb,
1976; Cohen & Hoberman, 1983; DeÀraujo et â1, 1973; Dean &
Lin, 1977; DressIer, 1978; Gore, 1978; Hamburg S. KilIilean
1979)

"
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Nuckholls and colleagues (1972) developed a measure of
"psycho-social assets" during pregnancy which included four-

teen it.ems and yielded a subjective rating of social support
provided by family and friends, combined with measures of
self-esteem and attitude towards pregnancy. The tool was
not designed to measure the independent effects of social
support. When social support was measured in combination
with other psychosocial assets, however, pregnant women with
low scores l¡ere three times more Iikely to experience pregnancy complications than were h'omen with high scores.

Studies using psychological symptoms as the dependent
variables and percepLions of available support as opposed to
quantitative measures of support as the independent variables have produced results which are generally consistent
with the buffering hypothesis (Andrews et al., 1978; Henderson et a1. , 1 980; Wilcox, 1 981 ) " Studies involving pregnant
vromen, however, have yielded inconsistent results"
In one prenatal study (Horbeck & Tildon, 1983) although
life sLress accounted for 21"4 percent of variance in emotional disequilibrium and social support accounted for 6.5
percent of variance, the interaction effect $¡as not significant" Significant effects were found for the interaction of
Iife stress and t.angible support when pregnancy complications were entered as the outcome variable, The contribution to explained variance was, however, very small" The
poor significance of these results may be attributed to the
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charact.eristics of the sample, however, as these subjecLs
Í¡ere in their lat.e twent.ies and t.hirties and were primarily
from middle-class backgrounds.
Àn additional hypothesis, r€ferred to

as the direct effects hypothesis suggests that social support has a cumulat.ive enhancing effect regardless of level of stress (Cohen &
Syme, 1985) There is some support for this hypothesis, particularly when the indicator of social support used is a
measure of integration in social networks (Andrews et âI.,
1978; Turner et âI., 1983; WilIiams, Ware, & Donald, 1981)"
The direct effect hypothesis does noL, however, discount

the buffering hypothesis" In fact, recent research provides
1 985 i
evidence f.or both hypotheses (Cohen & Syme,
Gore,
1978; Henderson eL â1., 1980) "

Àn extensive investigation using a measure of perceived

of support revealed that distinctions may be
made between the effects of various types of social support
and the two =lrpporË mechanisms on physical and psychological
symptomatology (Cohen & Hoberman, 1983). Using step-wise
regression analysis with life stress and support first entered in the equation, the interaction of these two variables accounted for an additional 6.6% of. depressive symptom
variance (p<.02) and 14"7% of physical symptom variance.
When the same process of analysis ?ras f oIIo¡ved using each of
availability
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three support subscales, significance vras reached in Lhe
case of appraisal, self-esLeem and belonging support subscales with depression as the dependent variable" with physical symptoms as the dependent variable, there were significant interactions in the case of tangible, belonging, and
self-esteem subscales" In total, the variables entered into
the regression accounted for 30% of variance in physical
symptoms (p<.001 ) and 46% of variance in depression
(p..001 ).
Significant main effects were found for measures
of support and the three subscales on measures of depression. In this particular study, however, social support
alone did not have a significant effect on physical health
problems

"

Distinctions according to sources of support have been
made" For example, it vras found (Procidano and HeIler,
1 983) ttrat
university students' perceived social support
from family was more strongly related to symptoms of distress and psychopathology than was perceived social support.
from friends. Perceived social support from friends was more
closely related to social competence than was perceived social support from family.
Conflicting results r^¡ere found
in another study (Turner et ê1., 1983) of discharged psychiatric patients, in which psychiatric symptoms h'ere more
strongly associated with support from friends (r=-.40;p<.01 )
than with family support (r=-.26¡p<"01 ).
One possible explanat.ion for these discrepancies is,
in accordance with
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Pearlin's ( 1985) viev¡ that dist.inct.ly dif f erent supports are
required for different types of problems and also over time
as a given problem passes through stages and Lransformations" In addition, it has been suggested (Cohen & Hoberman, 1983; Kahn & Àntonucci, 1980) that the kinds of socialsupport we require may change over the life cycle, perhaps
reflecting changes in the type of stressors we encounter
over a lifetime.

There is

an additional body of research which has been
useful in identifying possible mechanisms through which so-

cial support affects health. This research involves the relationship of social support with self-esteem and coping"
2"3

SOCIAL SUPPORT A}dD SEtF-ESTEEM

In a review of the social support literature (Hamburg &
Ki11i1ea, 1979), it rr¡as stated that signif icant others, by
conveying continued caring and respect for a distressed person, can affirm that person's self-concept and sense of
worth. In another report, there Ìras agreement t.hat self -esteem is, in part I a function of interaction with others,and
it was demonstrated that friends support and family support
were significantly (p . .001) but. not highly correlated with
self-esteem (Jessor and Jessor, 1977) " More specifically,
it has been explained (wi11s, 1983) tnat feelings of being
accepted and valued or unconditional positive regard within
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the conLext ot int.imate

interaction contributes t.o self-es-

teem enhancement.
2.&

SOCIAL SUPPORT A,ND

COPTb{G

It has been hypothesized that social support facilitates
the development of appropriate coping strategies for handling stress and illness (CottIieb & Green, 1985) which may
occur through modeling the behaviors of others, a common
practice among adolescents (¡lational Institute of Hea1th,
1977; Sherif & Sherif , 1964)" Taylor (1983) tras shovrn that
v¡omen who must cope with breast cancer look to other v¡omen
who have overcome this problem as models for coping.
Coping responses may reduce the experience of stress associated with pregnancy and other stressful Iife events, In

fact, coping appears to be a key mediating factor in the
stress-buffering process. Both supporL systems and self-esteem have been indicated as correlates of coping style and
they ffiây, in fact, be regarded as coping resources which
contribute to the stress-buffering process (Pearlin & Lieberman , 1977 ¡ Rosenberg, 1 965; Roskies & Lazarus, 1 980;
ZeIler, Smith, & Long, 1969) " Coping, either directly or
indirectly by relieving stress may lead to improvements in
self-esteem as weIl as pregnancy-related attitudes through a
feedback process. For example, coping may contribute to increased self-esteem and increased self-esteem may facilitate
coping.
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Dressler (1978) has identified specific types of coping
responses, particularly active coping responses such as
seeking assistance from others, which are most effective in
reducing stress and contribuLing to self-esteem. Inter-relationships between active coping and self-esteem are analogous to the mechanisms discussed by Bandura (1977) by which
expectations of self-efficacy or the belief in one's own effectiveness in performing behaviors is reinforced by repeated success in performing these behaviors and is a motivating
force conLributing to subseguent attempts to perform similar
behaviors

"

Pearlin and Schooler's (1978) investigation of the coping
process revealed that whether or not sLrains experienced by
individuals in marital or parental roles leads to emotional
distress depends to a large extent on their coping responses
to the strains.
Coping responses were more important in
blocking stress than were resources such as self-esteem,
this difference being reflected by correlation coefficienLs
of "47 and .15, respectively,
with regard to the benefits of positive attiLudes towards
pregnancy on health and well-being, published reports in
this area of research are lacking" In one study (Heinstein,
1980), however, women who expressed positive attitudes towards pregnancy experienced fewer fears and physical complaints during pregnancy.
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2"5

T'NDERTYT T{G COG$qT

TIVE

PROCESSES

Each of the linkages in the process of stress-buffering

or coping assumes that there are underlying cognitive processes.
This notion coincides with Lazarus' (Folkmanu
Schaefer, & Lazarus, 1981 ) model of cognitive processes
which suggests that the ways people think about a stressful
situation affects how they respond emotionally and how they
cope. He refers to t.hree basic types of stress appraisal,
as f ollows:
I

t"

Primary - Appraisal of the significance of one's encounter to well-being
Secondary -

Àppraisal of one's coping resources

and

options
3"

Re-appraisal Àppraisal of neÌr information after internal or environmental changes have been made

Lazarus (1971 ) has referred to "defensive re-appraisal"
whereby the harmfur significance of an event is distorted
and the event is misjudged as benign or neutral.

This manner of regarding stress appraisal partially explains the reciprocal nature of the rerationships between
variables depicted in the theoretical model in Figure 1 "
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2.6

SOE4E BEHAVTORAT TMPLTCATTONS

with regard to smoking and nuLrition behaviors, the present view is that attitudes or beliefs and behaviors interacL
in complex ways and that situational factors as wetl as facLors in a person's actual and perceived environment are
equally important determinants of health behaviors (Swanson,
1972).

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) put forth a theory of behavioral intentions which has gained considerable recognition
and support in the social psychology literature"

These au-

thors def ine behavior determinants in terms of the rel-at ive
influence of both personal attitudes and social norms. Àn
attitude towards performing a behavior is seen as a function
of the individual's perception of the consequences of the
behavior and his or her evaluation of these conseguences.
The social norm component is an individual's perception of
what most people who are important to him or her think with
regard to whether a specified behavior should be performed.
The two components vary in relative degree of importance depending on the personality characteristics of the individuê1, but have both proven to be strong predictors of behavior
change.

The influences on adolescent behavior which may be addressed to arrive at successful behavior change have been

categorized as the personal influence system and the environment influence system (eerry & Murray, 1982).
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The personal influence system includes t.he behavioral
skil1s that the adolescent possesses and the perceived environment which refers to the perception of the behaviors of
reference persons such as parents and peers and the percept.ion of their degree of approval or support of a particular
behavior" Several authors have arrived at a consensus that
adolescent behavior is affected by the perceived norms for
acceptable behavior in Lhe school (Jessor & Jessor , 1977 i
Perry & Murray, 1982),
The environment influence system affecting adolescent
health behaviors involves the peer group as a modelling
structure for acceptable behavior (¡¡ational Institute of
HeaIth, 1977) "
Thus, social support may affect health behaviors and associated measures of physical health either by creating social norms and opportunities for modelling of positive
health behaviors, or by indirectly leading to behavior
change via changes in perceived stress and self-esteem
(earp, Ory, 6, Strogatz, 1982¡ Levine & Green , 1982; Morisky
et âI., 1983) or possibly, in the case of pregnancy, through
changes in pregnancy-related attitudes.
Gottlieb and Green
(1984) have recently examined the relationship between social networks and lifestyle health practices and their consequences, using path analysis and data from the National
Survey of Personal Health Practices conducted by the National Center f or HeaIth Stat.ist.ics in 1979. Pearson's correla-
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tion coefficients indicated Lhat sociar supporL v¡as posiLively related to lifestyle health practices including smoking and weight maint.enance (p
rn terms of the effects of improved self-esLeem and pregnancy-related attitudes on coping responses and hearth behaviors, according to serf-consistency theory, peopre tend
to behave and interpret their experience in ways that confirm self judgements or which lead to self-enhancement (nosenberg, 1979) " Relative to this theory, Jessor's (Jessor &
Jessor, 1977) work with adolescents has demonstrated that
adolescents with low serf-esteem are more rikery to engage
in probrem behaviors because there is less risk of losing
serf-esteem and the possibility of increasing self-esteem
whereas those with higher self-esteem would not wish to
threaten the favorabre self-perception they arready have.
rt is conceivable that social support arters other hearth
beriefs related Lo perceived benefits or perceived barriers
to taking positive health actions. It is now fairly werl
documented Lhat these heatth beliefs which are incorporated
in the hearth belief model determine the likerihood of engaging in positive health behaviors (Janz & Becker, 1995).
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"7

SttMMARy

There is

considerable evidence to support the relationship of social support with physical and mental health, both

directly and indirectly by moderating the effects of Iife
stress" The exact mechanism of the effects remains to be
clarified" It is believed, however, that social supporL, as
perceived by the individual, frây increase the ability of the
supported individual to cope with stress, to prevent the
loss of self-esteem, and to develop or maintain favorable
attitudes towards pregnancy. These resources may also contribute to the likelihood of engaging in positive health behaviors,

The underpinnings of the model relating to cognitive
theory are complex" There is some degree of overlap in conception of the variables and reciprocity of their effects.
Different types and sources of social support may contribute, differentially to health outcomes. These distinctions may be explained, in part, by the relative ability of
each type or source of support Lo meet the most frequent
coping needs associated with common life events in a given
population group"
Despite these intricacies,

the literature bears strong
evidence for the relationships between variables specified
in the theoretical model explaining stress-buffering interactions

"

Chapter III
ffiTE{ODS

3,1

sTttÐY GROUPS

Group A consisted of fourteen pregnant adol-escents at
Lindenview Residence who arrived during the summer and farl
of 1 986 and who had been in the residence for two to three
weeks when they entered the study" Group B consisted of
three pregnant adolescents who were receiving services offered by Mount Carmel Clinic. Participants were between 4.5
and 7.5 months advanced in their pregnancy when they entered the study, Other characteristics of the study groups
are summarized at the beginning of Chapter 4.

3.2

O\¡ERVTEF{

OF

TNSTRT'MENTS

Three major data collection instruments were used to examine

specific variables and qualitative meLhods vrere introduced
to provide supplementary data for developing case studies
(Copies of instruments and additional data collection forms
are found in Àppendix À) "

1. The Ârizona Socíal Support Inventory Schedule or
ASSIS (Barrera et aI., 1981) was used to measure supporl satisfaction, support need, and network charac-
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teristics,
Each of the questions on the schedule refers to the supporL which was received during the
one-mont,h period prior to the interview,
The support satisfaction score is

2,

the sum of ratings on three-point scales measuring leveI of satisfaction r,¡ith support they received during the previous month, categorized according to six support
functions (See Section 1 "2 "2) "
The support need
score is derived in a similar manner from ratings of
perceived need for the six support functions. Network
size is the number of persons providing one or more
support functions during the reference period.
À
measure of the number of persons who have been a
source of negative interactions also was obtained,
and from the network members who were sources of both
support and negative interactions a "conflicted network" size was derived" À detailed explanation of how
t.he indices were derived accompanies the sample instrumenL in Appendix À"
The SeIf-esteem Scale, initially
developed by the
Jessors (Jessor & Jessor, 1977 ) and subsequently modified (Schmid, 1981), provided a measure of self-concept based on self-ratings for nine aspects of the
self. A weighted measure of self-esLeem incorporates
the participants' estimation of the importance of
these aspects of self to their overall self-esLeem.
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Two subscores vrere obtained

for each of the weighted

and non-$reighted measures. The competence subscores

3.

consisted of three items which measure general competence, decision-making ability and common sense" The
four items comprising the social skills subscores relate to such skills as establishing good relationships with other males and femalesr getting along
with others, and inter-personal sensitivity.
Finarly, a global self-esteem score Ì,¡as obtained, based on
the response to a singre item (euestion 1 ) which asks
the participant to rate overarl satisfaction with
self on a five-point scale. Berow a neutral score of
three would indicaLe some degree of dissatisfaction
with self and $cores greater than three wourd indicate some degree of satisfaction with self"
The Feerings Form (Leonard, 1983) was administered to
measure pregnancy-related attitudes by summing ratings on twelve 7-point semantic differential scares
with identicar adjective pairs for each of t.he two
concepts--pregnancy and baby.

A,

The General Perceptíons euestionnaíre, consisting
primarily of open-ended questions, rvas developed for
this study and r¡¡as administered at the final interparticipant.s were asked to explain in
view onry.
their own v¡ords their perceptions of the study, in
general, and other perceptions related t.o the study
var iables

.
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5.

6"

Eaekground ínformatíon obtained from staff

reporLs

and interviewer notes included recent life

event,s,

relationships, personality, program participation,
and other relevant information. More information of
this nature was obt.ained for Group A participants
than for Group B participants.
Informal Fíeld Observatíons of t.he nature of interactions between staff and residents or among residents
v¡ere recorded

3,3

"

BACKGROUTO AND R.å,TIONÀLE FOR SELECTION OF INSTRT'þÍENTS

3.3 ,'l

Measurinq Social Support,

The lack of clarity

in conceptualization and operationalization of social support (Dean & Lin, 1977) as well as the
Iack of adequate information to assess validity and reliability of instruments for measuring social support (rhoits,
1982) presented some difficulties
in choosing an instrument.
of social support has ranged from indices of
social integration and participation (Berkman & Syme, 1979)
and measuring structural characteristics of networks (ttitchel1 & Trickett, 1980) to measurement of supportive behaviors (Barrera et âI., 1981) and multi-dimensional measures
(Henderson et â1., 1982; Kahn & Antonucci, 1978, Schaefer et
1 981 ) .
The multi-dimensional measures may include
â1, ,
sources and degrees of support received from significant
others and the structural properties of support systems
(Barrera, 1981)
Measurement

"
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The appropriateness of an insLrument for examining social

support in the context of buffering against stress was an
important consideration in choosing an instrument. for the
present study. Cohen and McKay (1984) have argued that social support acLs as a buffer to the extent that support resources match coping requirements elicited by the stressors.
Taking into consideration the stressors of pregnancy as werl
as adolescence, t.he anticipated social and economic deprivation of some of the participants, and the stigma of teenage
pregnancy with the associated risk of the participants becoming socially isorated, it vlas reasonable to assume that
the range of support needs of the study group would be extensive" A multi-dimensional measure which covers a wide
range of support functions, ranging from tangible aid to
emotional support v¡as therefore judged to be most appropriate for this investigation.

In addition, according to the theory upon which this investigation is based, the buffering qualities of social support are cognitively mediated; that is, support operates by
affecting one's interpretation of the stressor, knowledge of
coping mechanisms, or self-esteem (Cohen & McKay, 1984). À
measure of perception of support rather than a measure of
size of network or frequency of supportive interactions
wou1d, therefore, be a more sensitive indicator of buffering
effects. Liem and Liem (1978) have shown that the amount of
help received is not always related to perceptions of being
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support.ed, Barrerra and colleagues (1981) examined the relationship of frequency of supportive interactions with both
network size and support satisfaction"
WhiIe there was a
small but significant correlat.ion between frequency of supportive interact.ions and neLwork size (r=.24ip<.05), support
satisfaction h'as not significantly correlated with either of
these two measures.
The Àrizona Social Support Inventory Schedule (aSSlS) se-

lected for use in this study provides a mu1ti-dimensional
measure of support satisfaction and related variables.
À
subjective index is obtained from individuals' seLf-reported
level of satisfaction with the support they received"
The procedures for identifying networks members using the

differ from the procedures used in previous network
studies which have typically asked subjects to l-ist people
who were "significant" or "important" to them (t'litchell ç
Trickett, 1980). By following procedures similar to those of
Jones and Fisher (1978) the ASSrS is believed to be more effective in identifying individuals who clearly serve supportive functions" The procedures of Jones and Fisher (1978)
involved the specification of supportive behaviors and asking subjects to name people who provided these supportive
ASSIS

behaviors.
Measures such as the Provision of Socia1 Relations Scale

(Turner et â1.,

1983) address only the support provided

by
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family and friends while disregarding the possibility of
support from professional care-givers. The ASSIS elicit.s
the names of all individuals who may provide support., including teachers, counselors, and social workers" ParLicipants also were asked to distinguish between support persons
in agency settings and support persons in the home or in the
community at large"
Taking into consideration that some behaviors provided by
support persons may have unintended negative effects,

the

was designed to measure the size of the conflicted
network which includes members who, in addition to providing
support, were sources of inter-personal conflict, This distinction was deemed to be relevant for measuring social support among pregnant adolescents,
based on clinical experience and intensive interviews with pregnant adolescents
which suggested that major sources of support could also
constitute major sources of strain (earrera et â1., 1981)"

ÀSSIS

The ASSIS is

designed to measure support need, âs per-

This index appears Lo measure a
ceived by the individual.
unique variable which is posit.ively correlated with symptomatology and which appears to be reflective of

levels of
rather than

stress or anxiety experienced by participants
social support, although support satisfaction and support
need are negatively rel-ated to each other (r"= -,55) (¡arrera, 1981).
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Additional factors which were considered in the selection
of this instrument were validity, reliability,
multi-dimensionality, length of time required to compleLe, and suitability for the target. group, considering their age, Ievel
of skiIl, and life situation"
The schedule took 10-15 minutes to administer and lvas,

therefore, suitable for respondents with poor concentration
]eveIs" The content rrras designed to be relevant f or preg*
nant adol-escents.
tsarrera (1982) conducted an initial

study to assess the
reliability and the concurrent validity of the ÀSSIS, relating it to the Inventory of Socially Supportive Behaviors
(rSSn). Àn initial
test of reliability was carried out by
administering the test to 45 university students in th'o assessment sessions that were separated by at least two days"
The interval was relatively brief as vras necessary to prevent subjects from experiencing a substantial number of
evenLs during the test interval, yet the period was considered to be long enough to prevent the memory of the initial
test responses from seriously influencing subjects' retest
responseS.

The mean for total neLwork size in both interviews

was

just over ten mernbers. The mean number of conflicted network members in both inLerviews was just over two. TesL-retest correlations showed Lhat total network size was a sta-
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ble indicaLor (r=.88, p < ,001). Additional analyses showed
that a mean of 73.87% of the netv¡ork members named in eit.her
the test or the retesL interviews were named in both assessments. Conflicted network size had a significant but somewhat lower test-retesL correlation coefficient (r=.54, p <
"001)"

in favor of
high satisfaction scores. A moderaLe test-retest correlation (r=.69,p < "001 ) was obtained" This coefficient is
comparable to reliability
scores for other measures of social support and may under-estimate the actual level of reliability
due to the real change in stress associated with
events which may have occurred betv¡een test and ret.est.
Test-retest reliability for the support need measure r¡as
good (r="80,p<"001 ).
Low internal consistency for support
satisfaction (.33) and moderate ratings for support need
( "SZ ) were initially
More f avorabl-e rat ings on
obtained.
both scores were obtained in subsequent testing of the tool
with a group of patienLs from a health department clinic.
The sample ?¡as similar to the study group of the presenL investigation, corrsisting of pregnant adolescents, the majority of whom attended an alternative high school and representing a variety of ethnic groups" Internal consistency of
t.he support satisfaction scale with this group was .50 and
for support need was .70 "
The support satisfaction

measure was skewed
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Another finding was revealed by further analyses with the
same group using the Inventory of Socially Supportive Behav-

iors; The presence of negative events appeared to diminish
individuals' satisfaction with the support. Lhey received.
ConcurrenL validity

was indicated by significant correla-

tions of network size with total symptomatology (r="29, p <
.01) and with subscales of depression, and anxiety. Support
satisfaction was significantly correlated with all of the
symptom dimensions (r=-.34 to -.49, p < "001 ) with the exception of somatization which was not strongly related to
any of the variables examined in the study" Support need
also demonstrated significant positive correlations v¡ith aIl
of the symptom dimensions (r=.48 to r=.56r p<,001 ) (Barrera,
1981).

3"3"2

Measurinq Self-Esteem

Self-esteem measures based on self-ratings

on a set of

socially desirable characteristics, summed to arrive at a
final score have been used in the past. For such methods to
be effective,
the following two assumptions must hold
(schmid,1 981 ):
" Each of the selected characteristics in the scale are
universally desirable
2. Each of the characteristics are equally desirable,
this is, they are of equal value to the individual's
1

self-esteem"
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There are problems with these assumptions and

r implications-- for example, the implication that a strength in
one area can compensaLe for a weakness in another area of
the self-concept. The components of the self are believed to
be organized in an hierarchical fashion and to have varying
degrees of centrality (Epstein, 1973; French & Kahn, 1962i
t.he i

Rosenberg, 1962) "
An approach was taken in the present study in an attempt

to overcome these uncertainties" First of all, respondents
refer to a 9-item scale covering the major components of the
self" The scale begins with the instruction: "How would you
describe yourself in terms of:..."
Following each item is a
five-category response set. For example, one question refers to "How well you are able to get along with other peopIe?" The possible responses are: "very weI1", "pretty
weIl", "WeII", "Not too wel1", and "Not well at all" " A t.ota1 self-esteem score is derived by summing scores on these
nine items" Finallyr wêightings of importance of each item
are assigned by the individual to give an estimate of the
impact of the descriptive components of the self on self-esteem. The weights of importance are elicited by a question
which asks the individual to go back over Lhe previous items
to rate their importance to self-esteem on a scale of 1 to
3: (1) not very important (2) somewhat important (3) very
important" The sum of the products of these scores multiplied by the scores on corresponding items in the first section of the instrument yietds a total weighted score,

4B

Correlations of the Self-esLeem Scale with other measures
of self-concept revealed a few sysLematic differences r+hich
support the validity of weighted measures of self-esLeem
(scfrmid,1981 ) "

The scale r¡as initially

developed and used in the 1977
Problem Behavior in Youth Study (Jessor & Jessor, 1977) "
Improvements v¡ere made by reducing the number of it.ems on
the scale by half to establísh a more unidimensional scale.
Competence and social ski1ls subscales were identified which
measure related yet distinct aspects of self-esteem.
The properties of the self-esteem scale and its compo-

nents hrere assessed with both a college sample and a highschool- sample ( Sctrmid,

1

981 ) .

Reliability

of the scale for high-school females vras .70
and homogeneity ratio was .21 " Item-total correlations were
acceptable with all items correlating with the total in the
desired middle range" The properties of the three-item competence subscale and a four-item social skills subscale were
acceptable (reliability
of r=.57 and r=.59r F€spectively;
homogeneity ratios of .30 and "27, respectively).
Às a check of convergent validity,

the correlation bet,ween the self-esteem scale and a Likert-type single-item
scafe assessing overall personal satisfaction for highschool females was .43 " The two subscales and overall personal satisfaction were moderately correlated, alLhough the
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correlaLions were sLronger for the social skills subscale
( r=. 36 ) than f or the competence subscal-e (r=.29)
"
Further analyses indicated that self-esteem, âs measured
by the scale r lrãs related to satisf action tvith f amily and
friends and with several areas of life. Self-esteem $¡as reIated to convenLional behaviors such as physical activity
(r="23i p<.001)" Negative correlations were found between
self-esteem and stress in the family Iife area (r=-"21ì
p<" 01 ) but no significant
relationship v¡as found between
self-esteem and stress from friendships"
Àdditional negative correlations included r= -"16 (p<.01) for tolerance of
deviance and a low correlation for drinking behavior (r=
-.145;p<.05) but no significant correlations between selfesteem and other problem behaviors. The low correlations
between self-esteem and behavior are not unusual, in view of
the placement of self-esteem in the personality system
which has a more distal effect on behavior than other leve1s
of variables such as the perceived environment (Jessor &
Jessor, 1977) "
Analyses of relationships between self-esteem and select-

ed variabl-es of a motivational instigation structure, sp€cifically
stronger feeling of freedom of movement and val-

ues of independence, revealed that self-esteem has
motivational elements toward attitude expectations and perceptions ¡¡hich are consistent with the self-concept or which
are aimed at increasing positive regard.
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In this study, difficulty in understanding the part of
the insLrument rvhich was crucial in determining the weighted
scores was a recurrent problem"
When part ic ipant.s were
asked to rate importance of each aspect of "self" to their
overall self-esteem, some participants may have responded in
terms of how important these items are, in general, with no
reference to their self-esteem" It may be accurate to assume, however, that aspects of self which are important in
general, are likely to be importanL aspects of self-esteem.
There was poor correspondence between single-item global
scores measuring overall satisfaction with self and total
scores of self-esteem for individuals in this study, which
suggests that the list of components of self found on the
instrument did not include all the elements which are important Lo self-esteem among t.he study group. Examples of components which were not measured and which may relate to
overall self-esteem include physical appearance and academic
performance. Items relating to these components were found
on the original self-esteem scale but were eliminated
(Schrnid, 1981) to improve scale properties (See previous
section

3,3.3

)

"

Preqnancv-ReLated Attítudes

The attitude of the pregnant adolescent toward pregnancy,

and baby was deterrnined by a semanÈic differential

strument constructed by Leonard (1983).

type inThe semantic dif-
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ferential is a method, originally developed by Osgood, Sucio
and Tannenbaum (1957)" The aim of the semantic differential
is to elucidate connotations and latent meanings of concepts
(Jenkins, 1966).
Àn attitude may be referred to as the evaluaLive dimen-

sion of t.he total semantic space (Heiser,

1957)

"

involves responding to scales with two
bi-po1ar dimensions of meaning and a broad continuum of responses between the poles rather than the pre-structured responses of multiple choice questions.
Àn example of a semantic differential scale i s:
Goods::
::Bad
The technique

Several scales representing different points in the semantic
space vrere combined to give a measure of

overall attitude

toward the concepts "pregnancy" and "baby".
The validity

of the method is not greatly affected by socially desirable responses. Scales representing factors
other than the factors of interest are included to obscure
the purpose of the measurement and to provide additional information regarding the meaning of the concept" The method
is simple to administer and perform. It has been used with
low Iiteracy subjects Lo measure beliefs about diseases
(Jenkins, 1966 ) and r¡ith pregnant vromen and adolescents to
measure attiLudes and beliefs about pregnancy (Green, 1979i
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Leonard, 1982). Several reports support Lhe validity of the
semantic differential

as a Lechnique for attitude measurement (Heise,1957)" Tannenbaum (1956), for example, report,ed a test-retest reliability of r=,87 to r=.93 in a study
¡¿hich examined the attitudes of 135 subjects toward six concepts. Suci (1960) reported reasonable face validity and Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957 ) claim that there is Iitt1e
reason to question the validity of the instrument on the basis of its general correspondence with findings expected
from

common sense.

The possible limitations of the semantic differential
method relate to faking responses, the tendency to place
marks in the middle position and of having to mark a concept
on some rather meaningless scales (Sax, 1979).
The responses to the instruments in this study, however,

indicated good dispersion of responses across the adjective
scal-es and the respondents appeared to be making conscientious attempts to consider the meaning of the concepts.
Adjective pairs which may have been difficult to associate with the concepts were frequently scored as neutral,
confirming observations from the pilot study which support
the face validity of the instruments. Specifically, for the
concept "baby", the adjective pair "successfu1-unsuccessfu1"
was often scored as neutral,
likely due to the association
of success with the child's future, which would be difficult
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to predict" Similarly, the adjective pair "perfect-imperfect" for baby was likeIy associated with outcome of delivÊry, which also would be difficult to predicL, so was often
scored as neutral.
For both concepts, the adjective pair
"awkward-graceful" was commonly given a neutral rating.
This may be due to apparent difficulty in understanding the
meaning of these adjectives.
The responses on the "negative-positive" scales showed

a

distribution which was comparable to the frequency distribution for responses on the "good-bad" scaIe. Furthermore,
there was good correspondence between ratings on the Feelings Form and other findings" For example, ratings on the
"friendly-unfriendly" scale often corresponded with reported
number oi friends in the participant's network and perceived
ability to establish friendships"
There was a trend towards more neutral or extreme scores

at the final interview, rather than scores that fel1 between
the extremes, which may be a reflection of a fatigue factor.
In Greene's (197g) study of feelinis during pregnancy in
relation to pregnancy outcome, semantic differential factors
which correlated with poor outcome and contributed to a predictive index lrere, according to concept: hard (pregnancy),
cruel (childbirth) , strong (baby) "
Leonard (1983) constructed

held by pregnant adolescent,s,

a scale to measure meaning,
for the following concepts:
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self, pregnaocyn the baby, and smoking. fnitial measures
were followed by a post-test after subjecLs had participted
in a "self-enhancemenL" program.
The scale used in the present sLudy is an adapted version

of Leonard's scafe" Identical sets of 12 adjectives follow
each of the concepts "baby" and "pregnancy". (See Àppendix
A). These adjectives $¡ere selected by Leonard on the basis
of their high loadings on evaluative factors as determined
by extensive research (Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1951) as
well as their relevance to the concept (Leonard, 1983). In
Leonard's study (1983) involving 30 subjects in each of an
experimental and a controL group there was a significant
change (p<"05) in attitude toward pregnancy and the baby for
the experimental group but not for the conLrol- group" There
v¡as no significant difference between subjects in the experimental and control group in adjusted post-test scores on
attitude toward seIf, pregnaDCy, or baby.
3.3,4

ReadabiliÈv

Readability levels of the instruments $rere assessed using
the SMOG index ( uct,aughtin, 1969) and did not exceed the
Grade 7 reading level.
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3"3"5 Oualitatïve Methods
The rationa Ie for introducing qualitative methods in this

investigation is:
1.

To provide a basÍs

for understanding the substantive
significance of the guantitative findings (fifstead,
1979)

2.

3.

3.4
3.4 ,1

"

Triangulation of methods (Denzin, 1978) or bringing a
var iety of data and methods to bear on t.he same
points will increase the validity of findings (Green
& Gordon, 1982), namely the measures of social support and pregnancy-related attitudes, thus eliminating overdependence on a few quantified abstractions.
Explication of "whol-es" rather that isolated entities
focuses on context and history (eisner, 1980, p" 135)
and explains process v.s. outcome (CampbeIl, 1979) "
PRELI MI NARY PROCEDT'RES

Review and

Pilot Testino of Instruments

AII instruments and recording forms nere reviewed by a
panel of three judges to determine content validity,
suitability of wording for Indian and Metis participants, and
any unnecessary difficulties
inherent in the instruments.
Additional comments were elicited from faculty members involved in supervising the study" The following revisions
were made in response to the comments and suggestions of the
revier{ers

3
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order of t.he adjectives on t.he semantic
di f ferent ia1 scale was reversed for the concept "baby" to
elirninate bias due to response paLtern.
Feel inqs Form

-

The

ÀSSIS- Responses for two items were simplified s1ight.ly, and

culturally appropriate wording v¡as taken not,e of , For example, "borrow you" ylas to be used to replace "lend you" for
participants from traditional Indian background.
simplified. For example, "the
same sex" was changed to "female". Response choices for the
final question were made more consistent with the explanatory noLe prefacing the question" Specifically, the word "importantr' $¡as used more consistently.
This change was rr¡arranted on the basis of the pilot testing results" Both the
original and revised form of the instrument are found in ApSelf-Esteem Scale-

$^Tording was

pendix À.
The pilot

testing was conducted by the researcher with
five residenLs at Lindenview. Interviewing procedures were
followed as practiced in training sessions (see explanation
in Lhe next section). Participants $¡ere able to respond to
the questions with very little
with the excepdifficulty,
tion of the final question on the self-esteem sca1e, which
r{as subsequently changedr âs previously indicated. There was
some occasional confusion with the alternating polarity of
responses Lo the Feelings Form items" This was resolved by
altering the meÈhod of administering the inst.rument; inter-
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viewers were insLructed to read aloud each response t.hat the
participant checked off t.o ascertain vrhether it was the intended response. The Iength of the interviews was shorter
than expected, ranging from 10 to 15 minutes,

3,&"2

InLerviewer Traíninq

Orientation and training of volunteers involved two sessions, totalling eight hours" The first session involved an
overview of the study, discussion of the sample group, instruments, and interviewing technigues, âs well as organízation and scheduling of data collection"
Ways to respond to
potential difficulties
or questions were discussed.
The
initial session ended with the trainees engaging in practice
interviews. A tape-recording of the practice interviews v¡as
subsequently reviewed by the researcher and feedback was
provided at the second session. Between-person differences
in interviewing technique s¡ere noted and suggestions for
eliminating extreme variation were offered.
The trainees
attempted to make the appropriate adjustments in one final
practice interview "
3,4"3 lnitial Contacts
Staff persons at Lindenview Residence or Mount Carmel CIinic
contacted the researcher with the names of participants who
had been told briefly about the study, using t.he "Descript.ion of Prenatal Support Study" sheet as a guide, and who
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had signed consent, forms (See Appendix À),
views with Group A participants

rnitial

inter-

were arranged by Lindenview

while initial
interviews with Group B part.icipants
were arranged by interviewers who telephoned the young women
at their homes"
staff

3.5

PROCEDT'RES FOR CONDUCTING ThTTERVTEWS

Group A participants v¡ere interviewed in private rooms in

Lindenview residence and Group B participants

were inter-

viewed in a quiet place in

their homes" The order in which
the three instruments were administered at each interview
was randomized to eliminate the possible bias due to respondent fatigue. The interviews were conducted at monthly intervals with final interviews conducted two to three weeks
before the participants' delivery dates"
The instructions and items on the scales vrere initially

read aloud and once the participants came to understand the
instrument,s, they hrere able to f i 11 the f orms out more independently

3"6

"

SCORII{G OF CIUANTITATI\TE DATA

The cut-off points for determin ing whether scores are
high, moderaLe, or low were arrived at basically by dividing
t.he range of possible scores int.o thirds and establishing
the dividing points accordingly,
In t.he case of neLwork
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size, t.he range of scores used was as observed from the
data, and was again divided into t.hirds. For support satisfaction, the possible range of scores was considered t.o be 6
to 18 corresponding to the range of scores for support need.
There vrere scores l.ower than 6 in one case when the support
function columns on the Àssrs were left brank" However the
designations appear to be appropriate in terms of dividing
up the range which covers greater than ninety percent of the
scores, and the middle scoring range contains greater than
fifty percent of the scores. The scores for pregnancy- reIated attitudes ranged from 1-7 with 1-3 as negative, 4 as
neutral, and 5-7 as positive, corresponding to the designations on the component sernantic differentiar scales of the
Feelings Form"
Division factors equal to the number of items on the instruments have been applied to the scores for pregnancy-related attitudes, as werL as total scores and subscores for
self-esteem,
The non-r.¡eighted self -esteem scores !,¡ere derived f rom the

of responses to items in Question 2 of the self-esLeem
scale. Weighted scores began with the sum of the products
of items in Question 2 and corresponding items in euestion
3, Suitable division factors are applied afterwards to arrive at more manageable numbers and also to facilitate comparison between total scores and subscores.
sum
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Scores v¡i11 be referred to as low, moderate, oF highr âc-

cording to the criteria

in Table
TÀBLE

1

1

Criteria for Classifying Scores as Low,Moderate, or High

Suppmt tutisfætien

$uppart

hM

hletwmk Size

Total

P

&lf-Estærl ( weiqhtd)#
Slf-Estæn ( non-wei#ttd)n

rrymray- Reletd Att i tu#
ê e/,w

3"7

qplræ

to

ffiæ@ræÊe

6-9
6*9
0-4

t0-r3

t0- t3

t-?

6bb8l Self-Estærn
Totnl

Lw

funpeÍw æØ ,fuiel

il-t5

3

4-5

5-t0

N-7

?-3

,flrills

4

t4- I8

l4-rE

5- t0

t-4

l-3(@tive)

8{t@ô

(Nartrel)

il-t5
,{-5

5-7 (Pæitive)

st¿þww

Ï}ATA ANÀLYSTS A}TD TT{TERP&ETATION

The raw scores f or each i t.em on the three instrument,s
were entered into

a computer data file"
Weighted and adjusted scores, freguencies, and means Þ¡ere generated using
the Statistical Ànalysis Syst.em program. These results and
additional qualitative information were reviewed for each
participant to develop case studies.
À case study may be defined as an "intensive or complete
examination of a facetr ân issue¡ ot perhaps the events of a
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geographical setLing over time" (Denny, 1978) oÍ, more simply, "ar¡ explanation of an instance in acLion" (MacDonald &

, 1977 , p. 181 ) " l^Ihere there lvere discrepancies between quantitative and qualitative data regarding support
netr,rorks, support satisfaction, and pregnancy-related attitudes, guantitative data or methods were often held suspect,
given the inherent weaknesses of the methods (CampbeIl,
1979), the instruments, and factors affecting the responses
(See Section 1"8)" An attempt was made to explain discrepancies according to social-psychological theory in relation to
personal life situation.
Explanations given by subjects,
themserves, of the social realities they encounter vrere considered. Data from various sources v¡ere thus integrated, as
parL of a process to arrive at "grounded theory" (Filstead,
1979) " This process vlas bot.h creative and inductive. patterns were identified and new questions emerged which required further follow-up to arrive at final interpretations.
Wa1ker

The interpretations of the data vrere then discussed
jointly with the nurse, social worker, and administrator of
Lindenview and the interviewers, Àny misrepresentations or
omissions that were identified v¡ere corrected.

Chapter IV
STT'DY FTN'DTb{GS

the initiar thirteen participants in Group A and
three participants in Group B, there were three drop-outs,
leaving a finar sample of eleven participants in Group À and
two in Group B" rnterviewers r¡rere unable to rocate six referrals from Mount carmer crinic. Àt reast ten other potential Group B participants refused to participate in the
study when requested by the nurses at Mount carmer clinic.
some of the refusals were young native women who were described as very shy and others vrere concerned about the confidentiality of the pregnancy. This chapter includes presentation and discussion of the findings for the two groups.
From

The first

two sections describe the two groups and provide some background information on the type of conditions
that the native participants were exposed to on the reserves
and rerevant cultural beliefs and values. This background
information is referred to later in relation to case studies
which are presented in the subsequent section.
Each case study begins with relevant demographic and
background information obtained from participants when the
Recording Form (see Àppendix A) was completed and from agency records" Addit.ional background information from agency
62
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records which is referenced in t.he text is found in Àppendix

B,

A map showing the locat.ions of t.he home communities of

each participant is found in Àppendix C.

Findings for each
variable under the headings of "social support", "sel-f-esteem" and "pregnancy-relat.ed attitudes" are then explained,
not ing patt.erns of change between interviev¡s. Relat ionships
betv¡een variables and corresponding data from various sources are then discussed, followed by a brief summary.
The overall findings are first

relation to
the research questions" In the next section several aggregate profiles for certain clusters of case studies which are
similar are presented. Profiles of Group B participants and
study drop-outs are among these"
Follow-up interviews are
also summarized"
The chapter is completed with

discussed in

a discussion of

some

addi-

tional findings.

4,1
&"1

DESCRTPTION OF rHE STUDY GROUPS

,'l

Demoqraphies and Backqround I nf ormat,ion

AGE

The mean age for both Group A and Group

was 17,5 years.

B participants

Eight of the Group À partic ipants and one
Group B parLicipant were in their late teens ( 16 to 17 years
old), Three Group À part.icipants were over 1 I years o1d and
the remaining Group B participant was I years of age.
1
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STAGE CIF PREGBüff{CY

The average stage of pregnancy and range

view are

shown

in Table

at each inter-

2

TABLE

2

Stage of Pregnancy

I nte

GROUP

.1ST

A

6

rvi

ew

2ND

3RD

4TH

7.2

7"8

8.3

(4.5-7.s) (s"5-8"s) (6"s-9.0)
B

4"5
(4"0-s.0)

5.5
(s.0-6"0)

7
(6.s-7.5)

(8"0-8"s)
8"3

(7"s-9"0)

Note !. Figures in table a re average number of months
gestat ion.
Figures in parentheses are range of months gestation"

As shown in the table,
the average months gestation lras
progressively higher at each interview, although the range
was greater at the first

three interviews than at the fourth
interview. This v¡as because for all participants who had
four inLerviews, the fourth was the final interview for
them. while participants who began the study early in their
pregnancy had four interviews, others who began later in
pregnancy had only two or three interviews.
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The distribution

of participants according to
interviews !ùas as shown in Table 3.
T,qBLE

Number

number of

3

of Interviev¡s
${umÞr of

Durirq Prqrwry

Follw-up

5

4

4

4

3

2

I

8RüJP
A

ft

3

ts

SOURCE Õtr RËFERRAL

(Group a)

The major source of

referrar to Lindenview was sociar
workers from child and Family services (cars) or other
heart.h and social service agencies, incruding pregnancy Distress services, a pro-rife group in a town outside of winnipe9, and Mount carmer crinic. of lesser prevalence were referrals from friends, physician, oF a family member.

EDUEATTO}T

Eight of Lhe eleven participants in Group Â, had completed
Grade 9 or 1 0 and the range for last grade completed was
f rom Grade 7 to Grade 12" The mean r¡as 9"4"
For Group B,
one participant had completed Grade 9 and the other had compJ-eted Grade 10.
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SOT'RSE

OF TB{COffi

All participant.s reported some financial assistance from
Child and Family Services or welfare agencies. Eight of the
eleven part.icipants reported sociar assistance as their major source of income. Four participants reported family as
a source of income and in three cases thi s vras thei r ma jor
source of income. One participant in Group B reported no
source of income and the second participant reported welfare
as her major source and her boyfriend as a secondary source.
CT'LTT'R^AL BACKGROI'¡ID

Identifiable cultural backgrounds were Indian, from Ojibway and Cree bands, and Metis"
Six participants and both
participants in Group B were non-native Canadians,
PLAN FOR THE CHILD

Eight of the participants in Group À r.¡ere keeping their
babies and the remaining t.hree decided to relinquish. Both
participants in Group B had decided to keep their babies.
PREVTOUS PREG}{ANCIES

of the participants in either Group A or Group B had
experienced a previous pregnancy,
None

PRENATAL CARE

AII participants attended prenat.al classes and were under
the care of a physician. No other prenatal care programs
were mentioned by the participants"
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The mean scores and subscores for the study variables by
interview are presented for both Group À and Group B in Ta-

ble
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t{etwork CharacteríeÈíee

4.1 "3

Table 5 presents Lhe average numbers of friends, familyo
and professionals making up the neLworks of participants in
Group À and

g for each interview.
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As indicated by the group means and later confirmed by
the case studies, neLwork size was, in most. cases, in the
low to moderate range of t.hree to ten persons. The mean vJas
six members, which was lower than the mean of ten members
reported in the Iiterature among pregnant teenagers in Arizona (Barrera ,

1982)

"

The largest network size v¡as fre-

quently reported at the first interview, reflecting a period
during which community supports as well as supports at Lindenview were accessed by the participants.
The lowest number of network members r^ras usually reported at the second
ínterview, reflecting a period of adjustment to a nelr living
situation and breaking away from outside supports. This
trend was observed even when the participants !{ere at later
stages of pregnancy and vlere being interviewed for the final
time at the second interview"
After the second interview,
as friendships and relationships with professionals at Lindenview v¡ere established and some family supports or other
community supports were maintained, network size increased.
A stight decline occurred at the final interview, in some
cases, which was most likely due to less socializíng and,
thus, less people who were named, primarily, as sources of
support function F (Social Participation). Supports at onemonth follow-up either remained constant or increased.
The pattern was identical for Group B participants,

with

the exception that. Participant 28's network increased rather
than decreased at the final interview. The explanation for
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the decline in network size at the second interview among
Group B participants is more difficult
to explain in Lerms
of their life situation but may be related Lo change of residence which both participants had made shortly before the
first interview.
Higher scores for neLwork size were noted among younger
participants who socialized frequently, and native participants, after they had been to their home communities" À1though most parLicipants had at least one professional-, one
family member, and friends, both at Lindenview and from the
community in their networks, the Iargest proportion of network members vrere friends. A considerable number of friends
leere girlfriends
in the community and were frequently reported as providing support function F (Social Participation). The next highest number of network members v¡ere fami1y members,
followed by professionals, which usually
included the social worker at Lindenview for Group A participants" At the third and fourth interviews, the latter pattern v¡as reversed, with professionals outnumbering family
members" Thus, in severaL cases, professionals gradually became partial replacements for family supports, although in a
few cases, the opposite occurred.
There was a trend towards a decreasing proportion of out-

side supports, including friends, family, and professionals,
in relation to supports at Lindenview, over the study period. When this trend r¡as observed, it vras in most cases due
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to a decreasing number of outside supports and, in some cas€s, an increased nurnber of support persons at Lindenview
conLributed as weIl.
Support from friends was more consistent over the study period and may be related to the consistently reported high need for social participation among
part ic ipants,

Àpproximately one half of participants named Lhe father
of the child as a support person" Exceptions included naLive
part ic ipants and one part ic ipant rvhose home was not in Win-

nipeg. The father was often listed as a provider of support
function À (Personal Feelings) and C (edvice) and, in two
casesr âs a source of negative interactions.
By contrast,
the participants' ovrn fathers, when Iisted, provided mostly
tangible support "
Confirming Barrera's (1981 )

finding of no significant
correlation between network size and support satisfaction,
network size was not always consistent with support satisfaction in this study" For example, there was a tendency
for network size to decrease at the second interview, while
support satisfaction scores often remained constant or increased" This may indicate that the quality of support from
whatever number of support persons is a more significant
factor determining support satisfacLion" Negative interactions may also have had an effect. All participants reported one or more negative interactions with either a friend,
family member, or professional. Conflicted network, or num-
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ber of network members who v¡ere a source of both support and
negative interactions was, however, lower than the average
reporLed in Barrera's study.

&,"1,& General Perceptíons CIuestionnaire findínqs
Six of the eleven participants in Group À and both of the
participants in Group B met with the researcher for a finat
interview during which they r,¡ere asked open-ended questions
related to the study variables. À copy of the General perceptions Questionnaire used in these interviews is found in
Àppendix À. The researcher was not able to conduct a final
interview with several of the participants due to early deliveries, participants leaving the residence before their
due date or unavailability of participants at the scheduled
time of the interview. The results that were obtained are
summarized belov¡"

In response to the first item on the questionnaire, all
participants expressed the opinion that support from other
people is important during pregnancy" Two participants felt
Lhat support is very important.
When asked why support is
important for t.hem, pêrsonally, and for other young r.¡omen in
their situation (Question 2), participants generally responded that having people to talk to for advice and to find
out whether they are doing the right thing were important"
Relating to support need during pregnancy, many responded
that they simply couldn't do it alone. Other explanations
of vrhy support is important included:
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"getting support to avoid frustration (or depression) "
"support in making decisions" (i"e. decis ion to give up
child) "
ttencouragement

t'

"knowing there are others in same position"

to Iisten"
"companionshi p" /" friendship"
"someone

"advice about pregnancy

and

delivery"

"financial support"
In response to Question 3, most reported that the support
they personally received during pregnancy was helpful, in
the v¡ays indicated by responses to Question 1 and 2" One
participant indicated that it made her more relaxed and another participant in Group B reported that it made her feel
better about herself and her situaLion"
In response to Question 4 regarding suggestions for services for pregnant teenagers, one participant indicated that
she would like to see more residences like Lindenview, but
she would prefer that only pregnant teenagers be allowed to
stay. Financial assistance 1¡¡as mentioned by one participant
who indicaLed that Child and Family Services did not provide
enough. Schools for pregnant teenagers in more areas of the
city was another suggestion. One Group B participant suggested support groups and another suggested more advertising
of existing services through such means as posters in buses.
Several participants in Group À had no suggestions for additional services "
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In response Lo Question 5, four parLicipanLs indicated
thaL, initially,
Lheir attitude towards pregnancy rÁras positive, and subsequently it became more positive oE, as in one
case, remained the same" Another two participants whose attitudes were initiatJ-y positive said they developed more
negative attitudes as pregnancy progressed. One of these
participants had experienced increasing homesickness.
the two participants whose attitude was initially
negative or who perceived pregnancy as "scary", one eventually developed a more positive attitude, while in the case
of the other participant, who had decided to relinquish her
child, her initially negative attit.ude gradually became more
negat ive,
Among

Fina1ly, responses to Question 6 indicated that participants felt thaL the information they provided was meaningful
and represented their true feelings, âlthough two persons
indicated that the questions "sort of showed how they feel"
and another indicated that some of the questions were "stupid", for example the question regarding perceived friendliness of baby
"

&"1

.5

Â,ttempÈed Chanqes

ín Health Behaviors

part.icipants in Group A reported some attempt to
change health behaviors, Seven of the eleven parLicipants
reported quitting drinking and three report.ed quitting
All
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drugs. six participants reported changing smoking habits;
Three said that t.hey quit smoking completely and three said
that they cut down. Two participants were known t.o have continued t.o smoke and did not report making any changes. The
remaining four who did not report a change in smoking habits may not have practiced these "problem behaviors" prior
to pregnancy or may have cont,inued pre-pregnancy smoking
habits"
seven participants

indicaLed that they had attempted to

in their diet since becoming pregnant. Three
said that they ate more regular meals, two said that they
had cut down on junk food and ate more irut.ritious mears, two
increased the amounts of food they ate, after being advised
to do so, and four participants reported no dietary changes.

make changes

The two participants in Group

to improve their
during pregnancy"
&"2

reported similar attempts
diet and reduce negative health behaviors

BACKGROU}M ThTFORS6ATTON

some background on

-.

B

Ih¡ÐIAN PARTICTPAN'TS

the conditions on the reserves and
relevant curtural beriefs and varues are outlined below.
More di st inguishing inf ormation about the region t.hat each
participant is from wilt be incruded in the case studies to
fo1Iow.
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À report submitted by the First Nations Confederacy
( 1 985) provided the results of a survey rshich identified
mental health concerns and perceived needs of the status Indians of Manitoba,
In the area of education, the report identified that the
locaI standard of education on reserves is, in general, lower than in the outside community and only twenty percent of
Indians living there completed a secondary education (Smit.h,
1 98 1 )
" A spec i f ic need for sex educat ion curr icula was
identified.
Related problems were a lack of social servicesrin general, DO professional counseling for teenagers, no
community involvement in family planning, the negative influence of television, and a high level of teenage pregnancy. Extra-marital birth raLes h'ere four times the national
average (smitn, 1981), despite a lower average age at first
marr iage

.

In the area of socio-economic status, a high cosL of living and insufficient welfare payments were identified as
problems leading to income levels well below the national
average "

In L.raditional native culture, the family is the true
strength of the community. In more traditional communities,
less mental health problems were found. The present situation finds five times as many children as the national average living in foster homes" Near1y twenty percent of on-
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reserve homes have two or more families living together. Ðr.

Rodgers, a cross-culturaI psychiatrist with t'ledical Services, who has 23 years of experience working with Indians on
reserves, explained that many young native women have children and pass the infant.s along to a childless couple or
relatives. This is accepted practice within the native communities"
4"3

CASE STTJDIES

Group { Participants

4,3"1
4"3"1

.1

ParticipanÈ

1A

interviewed, Participant 1À was 19 years old,
engaged, had completed Grade 10, and was 7"5 months into her
pregnancy "
Following her aunt's advice, she appeared at
Lindenview with her mother, citing inadequate prenatal
weight gain as the reason for seeking care at Lindenview"
She had previously moved from her parents'home and had been
working as a waitress. She had experienced periods of depression earlier in her pregnancy and, two years prior to
her pregnancy she had attempted suicide,
When

first

described by Lindenview staff as being immature
and unrealistic in making future plans.
Although she
planned to keep Lhe child and marry the father, her relationship with the father was described by staff as being unstable. À poor relationship between the participant and the
boyfriend's family also was reported"
She v¡as
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The participant's own family had difficulty

accepting the

pregnancy" Her mother also had given birth Lo an illegitimate child r¿hich she had given up f or adopt.ion"
The participant did not receive any schooling at Linden-

view, with the exception of prenatal classes. She reported
that she had attempted to reduce smoking during pregnancy.
She delivered a 6.5 pound infant.

Social Support
Network size was moderate, beginning with

five members
and increasing to six by the second (final) interview" Family members, her boyfriend, and t.he social worker at Lindenview were named as support persons.
Negative interactions with her boyfriend, his family, and
her own family v¡ere reported.
Support satisfaction rlas low and declined from first
second interview"

to

The participant was, however, moderately

satisfied with Support Function À (Private Feelings) which
refers to talking to people about personal and private feelings. She reported an exceptionally high need for support.
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SeIf-Esteem
The global self-esteem score changed from low to moder-

ate while t.he non-weighted total self-esteem score remained
in the moderate range and Lhe weighted self-esteem score remained in the high range, showing a slight decrease. The
decline reflects t.he decline in the social skiIls subscore.
Items making up the social skills subscore which v¡ere given
low ratings on Question 2 on Lhe SeIf-Esteem instrument,
namely getting along with others and good relationships
with other f emales, also r¡rere given low rat ings of importance in Question 3. On the first interview the competence
subscore was lower than the social skills subscore but this
r.ras reversed on the final
interview, when the participant
perceived herself as having greater self-reliance and decision-making ability.
High ratings of importance of these
items were maintained"

Preqnanc v-Re lated

Àtt i tudes

Attitude towards pregnancy remai ned at the same high level from first to second interview.
Attitude towards baby
vras in the high range initially,
although lower than attitude towards pregnancy, and became more positive by the second interview"
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Inter-relationships between Variables/
Data from Various Sources
The ASSIS indicated that the support network of L.he par-

ticipant did not include any members who were friends. This
finding is supported by the agency report.s of the participanL's limited interaction with others, Low scores on satisfaction with social parLicipation and on perceived ability
to get along with others and establish good relationships
with females are consistent with the above findings. While
the agency did report that interaction increased slightly at
the end of pregnancy, the period of improvement may not have
been long enough to be reflected in the instrument scores,
with the exception that pregnancy s¡as considered to be more
friendly at. the final interview"
Less support from the boyfriend towards the end of pregnancy may explain the decline in support satisfaction in the
absence of a similar decline in network size,

Negative interactions with boyfriend and family, reported
on the ÀSSIS, were confirmed by agency reports.

Positive attitude toward pregnancy and baby may be related to older age of this participant and her plans to marry.
WhiIe the staff reported that the participant frequently
skipped meaIs, the participant

to improve her eating habits,

reported that she attempted
Her efforts toward dietary
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improvement did not appear to be very successful as her pre-

natar weight gain was inadequate and she derivered an infanL
of below average bi rthr,¡eiqht..
In summary, the participant appears to be caught in a
difficult emotional web, involving herself, her boyfriend,
and her family, whire experiencing difficurty establishing
friendships with peers. Her stressful situation is reflected in her high need for support,
and appears to have had a
negative impact on self-esteem, particularly components of
self-esteem rerated to sociar skirrs, and arso is refrected
by low support satisfaction. The benefits which may have
been gained by support from a moderate-size network appear
to have been counteracted by negative interactions with
these members and associated stress l-eve1s.
More positive attitude toward baby and perception of
higher personal competence noted at the end of the study
give some indication of coping and preparedness for motherhood.

&"3,2 PartícÍpant

2À

This 17-year oId participant was seven months into her
pregnancy when she was first
interviewed. She had come to
Lindenview one month earlier after being tord about the residence by a friend.
Her decision to stay at the residence
was influenced by her mother's concern about keeping the
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pregnancy confident.ial,

even from the girl's

father.
came from a middle-class famiry and was reported to
been exposed to negative peer influence.

She

have

The participant

reported that she attempted t.o improve
the quality of her diet during pregnancy by eating less junk
food and had quit drinking.

FoIlowing delivery,
the participant relinquished the
child, returned home, and planned to return to school" It
was later reported that she had become engaged.
Soc

ia1 Support

There was no change in the participant's moderate-size

network from first

to second interview, The boyfriend who
fathered the child provided alr six support functions. Family members, social worker, and friends, from Lindenview and
the community provided various support functions. Negative
interactions with persons including her boyfriend who arso
provided support and others who provided no support were indicated at both intervierds.
Support satisfaction was in the moderate range, yet higher than for most other participants, and increased slightly

on the second interview" This improvement may be attributed
to increased satisfaction with support function À (personal
Feelings) and C (advice)"
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Support need, particularly need for support funct.ion A
and C (as above) and F (positive Feedback) vlas high, de-

creasing slightty from first

Lo second interview"

SeI f -Est eem

Both g1obal score and total

score for serf -esteem r,¡ere
initiarry in the moderate to high range and decreased to
more moderate scores on the second interview"
The decline
may be attributed to l-esser perceived ability to handle setbacks and make decisions which 1ikely rerate to her difficurt decision to relinquish" Both of these iLems were rated
as important to self-esteem.
Pregnancv-Related Att itudes

Attitude

towards pregnancy was in the neutral range,
which was lower than most other participants, and increased
only srightly. Pregnancy v¡as perceived as quite bad, sliqht-

f¿ neqative, and extremel-v foolish at the first interview,
and changed to sriqhtlv bad, neither neqative nor positive,
and guite foolish at the second interview. A decrease in
perceived friendriness of pregnancy arso was noted in the
second interview"

Àttitude towards baby was, however, relatively more positive and, while decreasing somewhat by the rast interview
due to an increase in perceived awkwardness, remained in the
positive range" These scores $¡ere lower than the majority of
the participants.
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Inter-relationships between Variables/
Data from Various Sources
SupporL from mother and boyfriendr âs indicated by the

agency reports, Her boyfriend, and
not her mother, however, v¡as Iisted as someone to discuss
personal feelings with and to turn to for advice.
ASSIS was confirmed by

The reported increase in support. satisfaction correspond-

ed with the decline in support need as expected"
À high
need for positive feedback corresponded with the partici-

pant's perception that the support most needed by young women during pregnancy ís "to know people think you're doing
the right thing".
The decline in self-esteem which was indicated by various

sources may be evidence of

the difficulty
the decision to relinquish the child.
Negative attitude

of adjusting to

tov¡ards pregnancy may conceivably

be

related to the negativity of the participant's family's attitude regarding the pregnancy. The reported unfriendliness
of pregnancy, indicated on the Feelings Form may be related
to negative interactions with residents, as reported on the
ASSIS. Àlthough the participant reported during the final
interview with the researcher that her attitude towards
pregnancy had become progressively more negative, this was
not confirmed by the Feelings Form. Perhaps the participant
was making reference to a change which occurred earlier in
her pregnancy, before the study began,
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Her positive attitude towards the baby may have contrib-

uted to the difficulty that Participant 2A experienced in
her decision to relinquish the child, exemplified by a perception of moderate ability to handle decisions and her expression of concern about "doing the right thing".

In summary, Participant 2A's boyfriend consistently provided a fuIl range of support which was complemented by support from other network members. Participant 2À was crearry
finding difficulty deciding whether or not to relinquish the
child and vras in need of support in the form of advice and
positive feedback" WhiIe there was some indication of increased satisfaction with these areas of support, which may
explain the corresponding decline in support need, self-esteem did not improve accordingry. Less positive attitudes
towards pregnancy may be rerated to negative perceptions and
interactions with family members and, furthermore, may refrect negative middre-class attitudes regarding adorescent
pregnancy" Attitude towards baby was, by contrast,
more
positive"

4.3.2"1 ParticipanÈ

3A

$¡as referred to Lindenview by a social worker,
this 16-year old girl r,¡ith a Grade 7 education h'as on probation from the Manitoba Youth Centre. She was from an OjibWhen she
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in Little Grand Rapids which is characterized by
serious problems wit.h arcohor abuse, depression, anxiety,
Lruancy and violence, to name a few" she was five months
into her pregnancy and had decided to keep her baby"

v¡ay reserve

Participant 3À was the youngest of five children. Her
parents vrere separated, her mother had a problem with alcoholism, and one of her siblings had suffered a violent
death. Her boyfriend v¡as in jai1.
rndications were given,
by staf f , t.hat she and a f riend had broken the law as a ploy
to be taken to winnipeg from the reserve where she had been
staying with various relatives.
WhiIe at Lindenviewn the participant appeared to be shy
and inhibiLed, experienced periods of depression, and expressed a feeling of missing the reserve" she did not indicate any attempts Lo change her eating habits since becoming
pregnant but reported that she had quit smoking.
The participant

stayed in Winnipeg and participated in
the "Moms and Babes" program at Lindenvier+ following derivery, It was iater reported that, after being refused by her

family at Littte Grand Rapids, she had gone to stay wit.h
aunt in a neighboring reserve at pauinguassi.
Social

an

SupporL

At the first interview, Participant 3À identified a support network of two friends who provided support function F
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(sociat Participation) and E (ehysicar Assistance). Her father was said to have been in winnipeg while she þras pregnant but was not listed as a support person. perceived need
for support was high only for support function D (positive
Feedback)" on the second and third interview, despite no
support network during this period, support satisfaction and
support need were both high" These findings courd be indicative of respondent error due to fatigue. The interviewer
had made a note of the apparent fat.igue of the participant
during these interviews. Àn al-ternative explanation wourd be
poor comprehension of the instrument, given her Grade 7 education and the lower standard of education on the reserve
(See Section 4.3).
At the finar interview, there vras a notable increase in
network size to four members, incruding a staff member at
Lindenview, a famiry member, and a friend from Lindenview,
All support functions, with the exception of support function E (physical Assistance) were provided by t.hese members.
support satisfaction was high, and support need was slightry
Iower t.han at previous interviews.

Àt f o1low-up, support sat isf act ion r^ras row and there
no change in support need and netr,r¡ork size"

was

SeI f -Esteem

while a low score on the global serf-esteem scare and
moderate scores on the composite scales were indicat.ed on
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the first int,erview, scores increased on subsequent interviews. The majority of items in Question 2 were first given
a moderaLe or neutrar rating (3)" on the second interview,
"ability to get along with others" was moderate to high and
in Question 3 was judged as verv important to serf-esteem.
Items which vrere consistently perceived as not very important deart with rerationships with males, handling decisions, and common sense. These same items were, in most intervielrs, given a neutral rating (3) on euestion Z.
competence subscores trere lower than social skirts subscores.

Presnancv-related Att itudes
The pattern for

attitude towards both pregnancy and baby
was as follows: Lhe lowest score on the first interview, an
increase on the second and third interview, and a slight decrease on the final interview.
Pregnancy v¡as perceived as

increasingly important,

healthy, friendly, and happy" Àt one-month fo1low-up pregnancy was perceived as even higher on t.he good-bad scale
than it was during pregnancy.
Baby was perceived

as increasingly more positive. On the
final interview most items were given either an extreme
score (7) or a neutral score (4). This tendency ßây, again,
have been indicative of a fatigue or comprehension factor"
No change in these scores at follow-up was found.
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Inter-relationships Between Variables,/
Data from Various Sources

the second and third interview when no network was reported, high levels of support satisfaction and serf-esLeem
which included the iLem measuring perceived abirity to get
along with others were reported. Considering the participant's stressful situation and high need for support, these
findings are contrary to the expected pattern" This courd be
an indication of a participant responding in a vray that she
feels is expected of her or, as indicated earlier, may be
due to fatigue contribuLing to the tendency to choose responses that were rast read for each question on the ASSrs,
Her tendency to give non-committal or mid-range responses on
the self-administered instruments may also be explained by
poor comprehension of the instruments or cultural differences in interpreting the concepts.
On

the final interview, striking improvements v¡ere apparent" Most noteworthy were the increased network size, improvement in self-esteem from t.he first interview, particurarly the item regarding rerationships with other femal-eso
perand perception of pregnancy as extremely friendly.
ceived support need decreased accordingly, Agency staff reported that the participant did well in t.he setting, developed greater confidence and increased interaction with
others. A tearful departure from Lindenview following delivery, âs well as several calls made to the residence from
On
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the reserve where she had gone with the baby, are evidence
of the social attachments she had developed at Lindenview,
The participant did not report any negative interactions

whire at Lindenview, arthough the agency had been informed
of abusive interact.ions between the participant and her boyfriend, who was in jait, after she had threatened to end the
relat i onship.

In summary, Participant 3À had a quite small support network. There were indications that her support network and
support satisfaction decreased by the second interview but
increased again by the final interview, and that support
need fol-1owed the reverse pattern, arthough these findings
r.rere not clear.
rnconsistencies in the f indings may be attributed to difficulties in comprehension of items by the
respondents, due to lower education or culturar differences
in perceived meaning, and sociar desirability of the responses. Levels of self-esteem were moderate and showed improvement as pregnancy progressed.
The scores improved in
the area of sociar skirls but not in the area of competency"
Pregnancy-related attitudes, while initialry quite negative,
were higher on subsequent interviews. A decrease in support
satisfaction was the onry significant change noted at follow-up. The researcher r{as not made aware of any expranation
for this ratter finding but specurates that it could have
been due to restricted social life imposed by the demands of
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the whole, quite substantial
the participant' s situation were noticed"

motherhood.

&,

On

"2 ParÈícípanÈ

"3 "2

improvements in

5A

Participant 5A was 23 years of age and was at six months
gestation when she came to Lindenview from a rural Lown outside of Winnipeg. À counselor with a pro-life group had referred her, She had a Grade 10 education"
Her family had been very protective and had difficulty
accepting and dealing with the pregnancy. Her father had
abused her sexually in the past and, at the time of her
pregnancy, her father v¡as scheduled to appear in court to
face charges, only to have the date put forward. She returned home some weekends and experienced additional upsets
such as her mother's announcement that she may pursue a divorce" she rarery signed out from Lindenview other than for
these weekend visits.
staff at Lindenview described her as
being very unrearistic, racking in serf-confidence, undecided, and easily influenced by others in decision-making.
The participant

quitting drinking,
nancy

reported eating more nutritious foods,
and cutting down on smoking during preg-

"

delivered prematurely after the third interview. Her
father had initiarry refused to take her back home forlowing
her delivery but later, after her doctor advised that she
She
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r{as i ncapable of raising the child
Iowed to return to her parents'

on her

own,

she was

al-

home"

Social Support

rnitiar reported network size was ten persons, increasing
to thirteen at the final interview. Her support network consisted mostly of friends and later included several staff
members at Lindenview. These members were frequently named
as providing social interaction and positive feedback. Accoroingly, satisfaction with these support functions was reported to be high"
The overall score for

support satisfaction vras initiarly

row but increased to a moderate level on the last two inter-

views' support need correspondingly decreased from a high
score to a moderate score.
OnIy one negative interaction was reported, involving her
father and occurring during the first month that the partic-

ipant was registered at Lindenview.
Sel f -Esteem

Non-weighted and weighted total

scores for

self-esLeem

indicated an increase from f i rst to third interview, within
the moderate scoring range.
The globa1 score, holrever, indicated high self-esteem on the first interview and a low
score on the third interview"
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The non-v¡eighted subscores both indicated an overarl in-

crease" weighted subscores, however, demonstrated an increase in perceived competence but no overall increase for
perceived social ski11s. social skills subscores *rere generarly higher than compeLence subscores with Lhe exception of
weighted scores at the final interview.
Preqnancv-Related Att itudes

Àttitude towards both pregnancy and baby were originarly
positive, declining srightly to approach neutral scores on
the second interview.
scores on the final interview were
very positive and higher than earlier scores.
of significant changes in individual items for
pregnancy vrere from sliqhtlv unhearthv (following false Iabor pains) to extremerv healthv on the final interview and
from sliqhtlv bad/neqative on second interview to extremely
qood/positive on the finar interview. For baby, there was a
marked change from sliqhtlv awkward/oood/r¡ositive on the
second interview to extremelv awkward/qood,/posit ive on the
third interview"
Exampres

nter-Relat ionships Between Variables /
Data from Various Sources
I

The pattern

of rerationships between variabres was consisLent with that which wourd be expect.ed based on the theoretical model described in Chapter 2, Network size, support
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satisfacLion,

serf-esteem, and pregnancy-rerated attitudes
each showed a distinct
increase, while support need decreased" The only discrepancy v¡as the decrease in the globar self-esteem score, This finding courd be indicative of
the import,ance of some other aspect of self-esteem not incruded in the total self-esteem scare, such as body image,
or courd indicate a recording error--the participant may
have intended Lo mark verv satisfied instead of very dissatisfied at the finar interview, The participant had missed
the item entirely on another interview.
These positive perceptions may be explained by t.he fact

that the participant had changed from a very stressfur famiIy situation, within which traumatic incidents had occurred
in the past, to a more peacefur atmosphere where she sought
support from a number of available support persons.
Àt the second interview, however, following a weekend
visit to her home and reported false labor, measures of
self-esteem and pregnancy-related attitudes demonstrated
some deterioration. The response to items related to abirity
to handre set-backs and disappointments on the self-esteem
scale was not werr at all on the second interview, while
signi f icant improvements in these perceived abilities were
indicated by finar scores, The participant reported a moderate ability to handle decisions and rery on herserf, which
generarly coincides with agency reports, although the participant appears to have srightly overestimated these abitities.
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À significant increase in network size corresponded with
increased perception of friendliness of pregnancy from neutral to extremeÌy friendlv, and the number of persons named
as providers of social interaction doubled. However staff
indicated Lhat many of the persons she named as members of
her support network must have been brief acquaintances with
people she had met in a nearby coffee shop.
À report by agency staff of a negative relationship between the part ic ipant and her f ather r¡¡as conf i rmed by the
participant's reports of negative interactions.
Ànother
finding that may have rerevance in this regard is that on
the serf-esteem scale, her perception of her rerationships
with mares h'as ambivarent, and this item was classified as
not important to self-esteem,

rn summary, despite her stressful situation, the information colrected for Participant 5À suggests overarl improvement in all aspects examined, despite a sright but temporary
decrine in serf-esteem and pregnancy-rerated attitudes on
the second interview" This fluctuation may have represented
an adjustment period and/or the effects of negative interactions on a weekend visit to her home.

4"3.2,3 Participant

7A

Participant 7A is a Metis girl who was referred to Lindenview by a chird and Famiry services social worker. she
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was 16 years old o 6,5 months into her pregnancy, had com-

pleted Grade 8, and was undecided abouL plans for the baby.
Born in Red Lake, Ontario, she had been apprehended by Child
and Family Services at age 6 and had been a victim of sexuê1, physical, and emotional abuse throughout her childhood
(See Appendix B) "
She reported quitting drugs

but continued to

and alcohol during pregnancy

smoke"

post-natally to relinquish the child" A few
months later she was reported to have become pregnant again"
She decided

Soc

ial Support

the first visit, despite a large reported network including several professional counselors both from Lindenview
and from the community, as well as some friends in the community, the participant reported very 1ittle of support
function À (private Feelings)" She did, however, report a
considerable amount of support function D (positive Feedback) "
Network size declined by one-ha1f by the second interview, reflective of a period of recaIl the first hatf of
which was spent. aL Lindenview and the second half during
which she was reported "AwoL". she reported that all of her
neLwork members during this time were in the community and
half of them $¡ere male. Negative interactions with two professionals at Lindenview and some support in the form of obLaining advice also !¡ere reported during this period" NetOn
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work size had again increased by the third inLerview. A
past social worker (male) was later reporLed as a friend who

provided all support. functions as well as negative interac-

tions.
support satisfaction was high throughout, increasing
gradually from first to third interview. Low satisfaction
with social participation v¡as noted, howevern at the second
interview.
support need v¡as initially

high, but became considerabty
more moderate on the second and third interviews with need
for support functions À (private Feerings) and E (ehysical
Assistance) declining the most.
The reported negative interactions

with staff at Lindenview declined at the final inLerview. A few negative interactions with other acquaintances at Lindenview and in the
community v¡ere reported at each interview.
Se

I f -Esteem

Globar serf-esteem was guite high and consistent throughout the study, Non-weighted total scores and subscores for
self-esteem increased from first to second interview and

then decreased below the initial
moderate scores. The
weighted scores rvere moderate at the first interview but
showed no similar increase on the second interview.
Thus,
while self-image appeared to have improved somewhat by the
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second interview,

this v¡as not reflected in weighted sel f.esteem scores, and all scores shov¡ed an overall decrine by
the third interview"
Items relating to relationships with others, in general,
scored in the low range and weighted social skilIs subscores
were particularry 1ow, indicating that these areas were not

perceived as important to self-esteem. competence subscoresr on the other hand, were moderately high and items
such as self-reriance and common sense v¡ere perceived as
very important to self-esteem.
Preqnancv-Related Att i tudes
The participant maintained a quite positive attitude to-

wards pregnancy, increasing slightly

from first

to second
interview. Perception of pregnancy changed from sliqhtlv
qood,/qui te pos i t i ve to ext remely
Àtt i tude
towards baby scores vrere sI i ghtly higher and showed a decline at the second interview with several iterns scored as
neutral, followed by a significant increase on the final int,erview

"

Inter-relationships Between Variables /
Data from Various Sources
There lÂIere severaL indications from the data that despi te
having several support persons Lo socialize with and report-

ing high satisfaction with support, the participant had dif-
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ficulties in this area" The indicaLions include reported low
satisfaction with supporL function F (sociar participation)
on one occasion, reported negative interactions with friends
both in the community and at Lindenview, and a low social
skiIls subscore on the self-esteem scale. The fact that.
these aspects h¡ere not perceived as important to self-esteem
may be an example of a compensatory attempt to maintain or
improve self-esteem. This expranation could arso account for
the corresponding finding that items on the self-esteem
scare that were given high scores on Question 2 were rated
as being very important to self-esteem.
The role of

her former social worker as a major support
person was evident from the reports of support provided by
him as well as the arrangement made by the participant to
live with him and his girlfriend following delivery.
The observed relationship between support satisfaction
and support need was inconsist.ent between interviews. On
the final interview, scores were high for both support satisfaction and support need which may be attributed to the
reversal from reported negative interactions with staff at.
Lindenview to reports of these individuals providing supports. Whereas, in view of the above, self-esteem would also
be expected to possibly be higher on the final interview, it
appeared to be somewhat lower.
scores on attitude towards
bot.h pregnancy and baby, however, increased from first to
f inal interview.
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Thus, the participanL received support from a varied network and, in particular,
from a friend who was formerly her

social worker" The participant demonstrated high support
satisfaction, improvements in pregnancy-related attitudes,
and a decline in support need. Difficulties in social relationships v¡ere experienced and f inal serf-esteem scores,
while moderate to high, were somev¡hat lower than initial
scores despite high ratings on perceived competence being
maintained" À disruptive emotional past may partially exprain the latter findings. The participant may have indicated higher ratings on perceived self- reliance and perceived importance of personal competence to compensate for
threats to her self-esteemr oE her underlying distrusL of
others

4

"3 "2

"

"4

Participant

8Â

Six months into her pregnancy and one and a half months
before the study began, Participant 8À was referred to Lindenview by a Child and Family Services worker after her parents' refusal to allow her to remain with them due to her
pregnancy. She was, therefore, in the study only for the
Iast month of her pregnancy" She was 16 years old and had
completed Grade 9" Her home was in portage la prai rie and
she had relatives in Winnipeg.
to be an ambitious young woman, working to
complete school credits while at Lindenview and pranning to
She appeared
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pursue a nursing career. Her life

ski11s, however, were reported to be somewhat limited, perhaps due to her lack of
available time to learn them, she reported att.empts to eat
regular mears, consumed less arcohor and drugs and took iron
supplement.s during pregnancy"
she rerinquished her child and returned to live with her
parents in Portage, who were described as being more open
and supportive toward the end of pregnancy and were prepared
to undergo family counseling to resolve existing family
problems.
Soc

iaI Support

Her support network initiarry consisting of eight members
which incruded several family members, two girlfriends,
and

the father of her child, decreased to five members as reported at the second interview" These members provided all
support functions. some negative interactions were reported
to have occurred with family and, on the first interview,
with the father of the child.
staff persons were not named
as sources of social support or negative interactions.
support satisfaction was moderate and support need was
high for both interviews. rn generar, affective support
f unctions rrrere perceived as more adequate than tangibre support functions. satisfaction with sociar participation increased over the study period,
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Sel f -Esteem

Globar self-esteem increased from low to high whereas total self-esteem remained constant at a moderate rever and
weighted total self-esteem decreased from high to moderate,

as reflected in the weighted social skills subscore, social
ski1ls subscores were higher than competence subscores.
Preqnancy-ReIated Attitudes

Pregnancy-related attitudes increased from low scores to

high scores" changes in individuar items for attitude towards pregnancy v¡ere from quite bað/ neutrar to sriqhtrv
qood,/positive, from quite uqlv/foorish to neutral, and from
sriqhtrv sad to quite happv. Àttitude towards baby was very
positive, increasing srightry from first. to second interview.

Inter-relationships Between Variables
Data from Various Sources
The noted decrease in Participant

8À's network size from
first to second interview may be attributabre to her change
of location. Support satisfaction, however, remained at a
rnoderate lever. Her report of continued support from family
on the Àssrs coincides with agency reports of her weekend
trips home and support received from her mother. Another
related finding was Lhat need for support. funcLion A (private Feelings) decreased.
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High scores for support need including high need for social participation and maLerial aid were confirmed by perceptions described during the final interview, indicating

the participanL's need for support to avoid frustration
for companionship and confirming her perceived need for
terial aid"

and
ma-

rmprovement in global self-esteem,

while weighted total
self-esteem scores decreased, may indicate that some unmeasured aspect. of the self, very important to self-esteem had
increased. For example, her image of her schoor performance
may have improved and may be important to serf-esteem. Reports of her rimited life skills correspond with her perceptions of Iow general competence,
Attitude towards pregnancy also became more positive , a
finding which was consistent with the ratings on the goodbad and positive-negative scales but confricted with the report on t.he final interview that attitude towards pregnancy
rdas increasingly negative
The discrepancy may be due to
the short reference period covered by the Feerings Form,
whereas the participant may have referred t.o her entire
pregnancy in her comments during the finar interview.
Her
earrier negative attitude towards pregnancy may be explained
by her being subjected to parental rejection and by the
pregnancy's potential interference with reported career
plans and her middle-cIass teenage lifestyle.
"
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Participant 8Ä's pregnancy generatly became quite posiLive, ât least during t.he final two-month period which was
examined. satisfaction with supporL, provided mostly by
family members, was moderaLe, âs was serf-esteem, and attitude towards pregnancy became more positive.
Attitude towards baby Î^ras very positive and the participant's dif f icult
decision to relinquish the child seemed appropriate, considering that she had a family to return to, who were prepared
to work out their difficulties, a career to pursue, and she
did not appear to have had the time to develop rife skilIs
appropriate to mothering.

4.3"2,5 ParÈicipant

9A

Participant 9A was a 19-year ord girl of cree origin who
had been living in Leaf Rapids, a partialry native community
which is larger,
less traditional,
and has fewer serious
probrems in comparison with the reserve at Little Grand Rapids (see Participant 3A) " she began the study in the seventh month of her pregnancy" she had completed Grade 12 and
planned to keep her child"
The early teen years had been disruptive for participant

94.

Her mother died,

her father remarried, and her nev¡
step-mother beat her " She moved out and lived with her sister prior to coming to Lindenview. She initially tried to
conceal her pregnancy from her father, whom she was very
close to"
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During pregnancy she had attempted
drinking, and drug habits"
Her future plans were to work

Lo quit

smoking,

in an office position with

an Indian band"
Soc

ial Support

Netrcork size at the first
interview was Len members,
which decrined to four by the second intervie¡¡. This difference v¡as attributable to her moving away from family and
friends on the reserve. support from friends lvas maintained
throughout the study, No contact with the father of the
child was reported. support from individuals at Lindenview
increased during her stay"
support satisfaction vras moderate, with scores lower on
the second interview,as compared to the first and third interviews. In particurar, satisfaction with support function
A (Private Feelings) ¡.ras low on the second interview and
negative interactions vlere reported only at this interview.
satisfaction with social participation was low throughout
the study.
support need was high for first

and second interview, be-

coming moderate by the final interview.

rn particular, need
for support function A (private Feelings) and Ð (positive

Feedback) decreased.
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Se 1 f

-Esteem

The global score for serf-esteem was moderate or neutrar

(3) at each interviewr âs vrere the ratings for most items
comprising the total scale. Both weighted and non-weighted
totar scores vrere slightly higher on first and third interviews as compared with the second interview" The lower nonweighted total score at the second interview was reflected
in the competence subscore and the lower weighted total
score is reflected in the sociar skills subscore. social
skills therefore became less important and perception of
compet.ence had decreased at the second interviev¡. rn generâ1, items related to competence were most important to
sel-f-esteem and were rated higher than social skills in
Question 2, and items related to social skills were ress important and were rated as low on euestion 2"
Preqnanc v-Re

lated Àttitudes

Àtt.itudes towards pregnancy were initially
positive and
became considerably more positive by the final interview"
Specif ica1ly, there were improvemen ts on the good-bad ratings and positive-negative ratings of pregnancy.
On the
second interviev¡, pregnancy was perceived as foorish and
sad, whereas on the final interview it was perceived as wise
and happy.

scores on attitude towards baby all were reratively high,
arthough the score on the second inÈerview was below that of
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the first. ínterview, The score on the final interview indicated a very positive attitude Lowards baby
Inter-Relationshios

between

Variables /

Data from Various Sources

on the second interview, there vrere several rerated find-

ings. The participant's netr+ork size decreased by more than
harf, scores for self-esteem, support satisfaction, and attitudes toward baby were the lowest recorded during the
study period, negative interacLions r.¡ere reported, and support need was high, other indications of a negative situation came from agency reports of the participant being quiet and depressed. The participant had commented that it sras
her first time avray from t.he reserve where her father and
sister lived and that she was homesick. she was reported
to have kept her pregnancy secret from her father during
this period.
Towards the end of pregnancy there were indications of

improvement. Her father was informed of the pregnancy
and accepted it.
staff reported Lhat she spent a great deal
of time at Lindenview and participated more . The Àssrs indicated more support persons from Lindenview and pregnancyrelated attitudes became more positive.
some

The final informar interview during which the participant

reported that she received advice during pregnancy corresponds with her final scores on the ASSrs, indicating row
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need for advice and high satisfaction with advice. she also
mentioned that support from family and friends was needed

the most" This comment. is Iikely rerated to the fact that
her or.rn support network was made up primariry of family and
friends and her satisfaction vrith support was quite high.
Her ratings of perceived social skirls were Iow, as were

ratings of importance of the component. items, suggesting
that she courd have minimized the importance of sociar
skills as a psychological mechanism arlowing her to maintain
a moderate Ievel of self-esteem as v¡as indicated by the
globa1 and total serf-esteem scores" satisfaction with social participation was also Iow.

Participant 9À crearly underwent a difficult
period of
adjustment during her pregnancy, refrected in most of the
scores and agency reports, and particularry noticeable at
the second interview. By the final interview, however, a
clear improvement in her situation was evident, particularly
as refrected by scores for sociar support and pregnancy-related attitudes.
The participant's serf-esteem remained in
the moderate range" she indicated an exceptionarry low revel of perceived social skills, yet rated this as not very
important to her self-esteem.
Conversely, her ratings of
items rerating t.o competence vrere very high. The findings
suggest that the participant has developed personal resources and positive atLitudes which alrowed her Lo adjust to
pregnancy and may facilitate coping with motherhood.
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&,"3"2"6 Partícípant 10å
Participant 10À came to Lindenview in her fifLh month of
pregnancy, upon referral by Pregnancy DisLress services rnc.
she was 17 years old, had completed Grade 9 and was taking a
Business Education course by correspondence. Her chirdhood
(see Àppendix B) and she vras dewas unstable and difficult
scribed by staff as being immature.
The participant reported quitting

drinking and drugs and
attempting to change poor eating habits during pregnancy.
FoIlowing delivery, she kept her child and remained at
Lindenview for the Moms and Babes program" Àt the one month
fo1low-up she reported negat ive interactions with tindenview

staff, centered around her decision to disconLinue breastfeeding and stated that she intended to leave the residence.
Social Support
Network size for participant 104 was quite smalr, declin-

ing gradually from five persons at first interview to two
persons at the third interview, t.hen increasing to four persons at the final interview"
No support funcLions were reported to have been provided

by staff but background information reveared that other professionars provided support prior to the participant's arriva1 at

Lindenview. Negative interactions with residents
were reporLed" The father of the chird was listed at each
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interview and provided all
Lhrough to follow-up.

support

functions cont i nui ng

Support satisfaction

fluctuated slightly between interviews but remained in the moderate range. Low satisfaction
with support function A (Private Feelings) was consistently
reported with Lhe exception of the folrow-up inLerview when
a high score (3) was marked. Low scores on satisfaction
with social participation also appeared throughout.
support need decreased initiarly
and then increased at
the f inal interview.
A low need for rnateriar aid was reported.

in neLwork size, support satisfactionr or support need were found at follow-up.
No noteworthy changes

Se

I f -Esteem

À decline in both global self-esteem and the totar score
occurred between the first and fourth interviews. The de-

cline was particularry marked from first to second interview
when the total non-weighted score changed from moderate to
low and the weighted score changed from high to moderate.
The pattern was strongly reflected in the social skirrs
subscore" The competence subscore showed a lesser decline
followed by an increase to the original lever at the final
interview. self-esteem at fol1ow-up had increased to the
level recorded at the first interview.
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The participant scored consistentry 1ow on handling set-

backs. This item, along with self-reriance v¡ere initiatry
given low ratings of importance to overall self-esteem. This
was reversed in later intervierds; on the third interview and
the final interview, items relating to handring set-backs,
decision-making, self-reliance and doing things thaL are expected were the only items that were not scored row in importance

"

Preqnancv-Rel-ated Att i tudes

scores on attitude towards pregnancy and baby were simiIar, although the attitude towards baby scores vrere srightry
higher at each interview. Attitude towards pregnancy decreased substantially from first

to second interview (5.6 to
4.7), then increased slightly and remained fairly constant
for the remainder of the study, Conversely, attitude towards baby increased from first
to second interview (5"8 to
6"3), then declined to the lever at the first interview, At
foIlow-up, however, a marked increase in attitude towards
baby r{as recorded"

Inter-relationships between Variables
Data from Various Sources
The observed pattern of change in support need resembled

closely the pattern for network size. support may have been
sought by this participant when it was needed, resulting in
an increased network size.
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Background information indicating that

with her boyfriend was unst.able was not

her relat.ionship
revealed by the

ASSI S "

on t.he self-esteem scale, perception
of ability to get along with others and relationships wiLh
other females decreased on the second interview, then increased. This pattern corresponded with an increase in negative interacLions, a decline in network size, and a subsequent increase in network size.
Based on responses

The participant's

tendency to rate items relating to com-

petence as more important to self-esteem and items rerated

to social interaction as ress important as the pregnancy
progressed may indicate a developing image of self as a responsible mother,

Àttitude towards pregnancy itserf did not change much,
however, as was confirmed by the participant's remarks during the final interview.
rn summary, the participant's past had been difficurt. and
she experienced difficulty in rel-ationships and coping whire
at Lindenview. satisfaction with support from staff and residents appeared to be l-ow rel-ative to the experience of other participanLs. while there was some decrine in serf-esLeem and attitude towards pregnancy, and fructuation in
support satisfaction, the scores for all three variables remained quite high and support need remained in the low t.o
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moderate range.

support from boyfriend, family, and others
outside Lindenview who were named as part of. the support
net,work may have provided this moderating influence. Àlternatively, these findings may indicate social desirability of
t.he response set. There were some changes in serf-image and
self-esteem as the pregnancy progressed which were suggestive of readiness for motherhood, and more posiLive atLitudes were noted at follow-up.

&.3.2"7 Participant

1

1A

a '17-year old Metis girl who grew up
in Moose Lake, a sprit Metis/cree rndian community and, for
the past one and a half years had been riving with her aunt
in winnipeg" she was pleasant-natured, although quiet. she
$ras ref erred to Lindenview by Mount carmel clinic "
she v¡as
6"5 months in her pregnancy and had compreted Grade 9" Her
mother v¡as an arcoholic, her father had reft the family, and
she had eight brothers and sisters who had arr been taken
into care by child and Family services,
During pregnancy
she reported that she had quit drinking.
Participant

11À was

she derivered a 6"1 pound infant which she had decided to
keep. Her younger sister had derivered a baby and given it

up for adopLion.

Àt follow-up she was staying at Lindenview for the Moms
and Babes program and had made arrangements t,o move into an
apartment with her child.
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Social Support
Her network during pregnancy was very sma1l,

beginning

with only a girlfriend and the father of her chitd and later
including one or two friends and, on one occasion, her aunt.
At the foIlow-up interview, which was aft.er a visit to Moose
Lake, she reported a much larger network of twel_ve members,
including a nurse, family members, and friends both from
Lindenview and in Lhe community.
she indicated having experienced negative interactions
with her aunt at the first and second interview and with
three friends at the follow-up interview.
satisfaction with support was moderate and support need
was very low at the first interview.
on subsequent interviews, support need gradually increased to reach a moderate
leveI.
support satisfaction decreased to the l-ow range on
the second interview, then increased, with high scores recorded at the third interview and at foIlow-up. The rower
scores for support satisfaction at the earlier interviews
may underestimate actual revers because, for the periods being studied, there were severar support functions not provided and zeroes v¡ere recorded for satisfaction with these
areas of support. since perceived need for these support
functions was low, satisfaction with support was probabry
higher than indicated by the score"
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support function A (privaLe Feerings) was the only support function that was given high ratings of perceived need
throughout the study.
ModeraLe scores on need for advice
were reported at the final interview and the follow-up interview, and moderate scores for need f.or positive feedback
and sociar participation were reported on the second and
subsequent intervier¡¡s.
scores f or the remaining supporL
functions were Iow"
SeI f -Esteem

À high score (4) on globar self-esteem was recorded
throughout the study, though decreasing to a moderate score
(3) on the second interview.
TotaI self-esteem scores increased slightry within the moderate range. Non*weighted
competence subscores improved from low to moderate scores
and weighted compet,ence subscores increased substantiarly
within the moderate range. social skilrs items were rated
as less important to serf-esteem than were competence- related ítems, handling set.-backs, and serf-reriance" After
the first interview, both competence subscores were higher
than the corresponding social skilrs subscores. Àt the
third interview and at foIlow-up, the abirity to establish a
good relationship with mares, in particurar, was perceived
as not important to serf-esteem. Àt fotrow-up, ar1 measures
for self-esteem increased"
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Preqnancv-Related Àtt i tudes

Attitude towards pregnancy and baby increased from first
interview through to fol1ow-up. Àt the final interview during pregnancy, however, there !{as a stight decrease in attitude tov¡ards pregnancy, whi.ch !{as initialry neutrar and had
then increased considerably. Ratings on the attitude towards
pregnancy scale had changed from neutral and sliqhtlv neqative to guite qood and extremely positive. Scores for attitude towards baby r,rere all positive and were generalry
slightly higher than scores for attitude towards pregnancy.
Inter-Relationships between Variables,/
Data from Various Sources

support satisfaction vras quite high and support need
quite low despite smal1 network size and, furthermore, when
network size increased substantially at folrow-up, support
satisfaction was virtually unchanged, possible explanations
for these findings are that the quatity of support from
those few network members during pregnancy rlras very high,
and at follow-up,
positive effects may have been counteracted by negative interactions, which the participant had
also reported" High support satisfaction may arso rerate to
perception of her family's acceptance of her pregnancy; The
participant had mentioned that her grandparents and other
family members were happy about her decision to keep the
chi Id

"
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follow-up, a greater number of friends in her network,
high satisfaction with sociar participaLion,
and improved
social skills subscore, which included one item indicating
improved abitity
to establish relationships with other femares, all confirm that the participant had developed in the
area of social rerationships" This finding may also relate
to staff reports that the participant enjoys parties and often came home late in the evenings. The increase in toLal
self-esteem is consistent with these findings although it
likely relates more to improvement in perceived competence
Lhan perceived social ski11s.
The participants perception
of competence may have carried over to her abirities as
rnother; she appeared to be conscientious in caring for her
child as was confirmed by agency reports,
AÈ

changes in global serf-esteem scores were in the opposite

direction of changes in total serf-esteem indicating that,
perhaps, some other important aspect of self-esteem was not
measured by the instrument or, alternatively, that one measure of self-esteem, presumably the total score, is more sensitive than the other"

rn summary, the participant was quite satisfied with the
support she received from her smaIl network, and her perceived need for support was low. while perception of competence increased throughout her pregnancy, perceived social
skill-s declined somewhaL, though improving by follow-up, at
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which time the participant stilr remained at Lindenview.
other favorable improvements at fo1Iow-up indicated that the
participant had adjusLed to the setting at Lindenview and,
at least temporarily, to being a mother.

&"3"2"8 Partieípant

12A

Described as a preasant, confident, mature, yet somewhat
reserved 17-year oId, Participant 12A came to Lindenview at

five months gestation after hearing about the residence from
a friend.
she saw Lindenview as an opporLunity to continue
her schooring, while not having to face the probrems associated with being pregnant in a regular school in Dauphin.
she had been taking Grade 1 1 and Grade 12 courses. she
lived in the smal1 community of Cormorant,,
Her cultural
background is Metis.
she reported Lhat she quit smoking during pregnancy. she
had been undecided about her ptans for the baby, initially

intending to give it to her aunt to care for and finally deciding, two months prior to delivery, to keep the child and
return to her parents' home"
Soc

ial Support

The size of Participant 12A's network was moderate; Five
to six persons v¡ere named at each int.erview, Many were rel-

atives, especiarly those named at the third interview after
her trip home for christmas. Her mother provided several
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support functions and her father provided support function B
(t"taterial Aid), D (positive Feedback), and E (etrysicar Às-

sistance) as werl as being a source of negative interactions.
The sociar worker at Lindenview was named several
times as a provider of advice and positive feedback.
Friends vrere infrequentry named as supports and they were
twice named as sources of negative interactions. The father
of her child was not identified.
support satisfaction r.Ias in the high range throughout the
study, increasing following her christmas visit to her home,
and decreasing on the fourth (finaI) interview, mostry due
to the rack of reported sociar participation at this interview" satisfaction with social participation had been low,
initially, and then increased to a moderate score (3) on the
second and third interviews.
Support need at the first

interview was moderate, and
then decreased slightly to the low scoring range on subsequent interviews. Need f or support f unct ion À Ì{as the only
item given a high score of (3), recorded at the first interview.
Self-Esteem

Global serf-esLeem remained at a moderatery high score
(4) throughout the study, while total scores increased from
first to third interview and decreased on the finar interview, returning Èo the original Ievel.
Arl non-weighted
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scores v¡ere

in the high range, while weighted scores were in

the moderaLe range.
The sociar skills subscores were higher than competence
subscores at each interviewn with the exception of the final

scores"

while the competence scores, particutarly the
weighted scores, increased, Lhe social skirrs subscores decreased.
Preqnancv-ReIated Àtt itudes

Attitude towards pregnancy was initiarry in the neutrar
range, which was rower than other participant's scores. The
score on the second interview was, however I a great deal
more positive and the score increased further on the third
interview. Major shifts were from quite neqative,/sad to
sliqhtlv neqative,/ quite happv.
Àttitude towards baby scores were srightly higher and increased graduarry from first to finar interview, arthough
these scores also were lower than the average for other participants"
Relationships between Variables,/
Data from Various Sources
The relative pattern of the variables based on the ÀSSIS
f indings r{as generally as expected, over the first three in-

terviews.

Support need decreased as support satisfaction
and network size increased . On the final interview, support
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need remained low and support satisfacLion may only have appeared to decrease due to the sociar participaLion support

function not being provided and t.herefore being assigned a
rr0't on the support satisf action question. r f the scores
are
interpreted as a true drop in support satisfaction at the
finar interview, this wourd be consistent with the lower
score for self-esteem on the final interview, which was
strongly reflected in the social skitls subscore,

the participant's relatively secure background,
combined with support provided by several reratives and professionals during pregnancy, may exprain the high lever of
support satisfaction and decreasing lever of support need
perceived by this participant.
The results also indicated
overall improvement in self-esteem, pârticularly rerating to
perceived competence. There is some suggestion, however,
that towards the end of pregnancy, support satisfaction and
serf-esteem $¡ere slightly rower due to rower satisfaction
with social participation. These findings also corresponded
to the participant's network not incruding any friends, and
her lower perceived ability to establish rerationships with
femares and to get along with other people in general. The
improvements noted above, âs well as the participant's perception of greater "common sense for dealing with day-to-day
living" on the serf-esteem scare, and considerable improvement in pregnancy-rerated attitudes are suggestive of participant 12A's preparation for motherhood.
Thus,
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&,"3"2,9 Participant

13A

y¡as only f ive months advanced in her pregnancy
Participant 134 came to Lindenview due t.o f amily conf rict.
Her doctor had referred her. she !ùas 16 years old and had
completed Grade 9"
Her major source of financial support
was her fami1y. she Fas sociable, and popular with peers,
while immature and experiencing difficulties in relationships with adults who she perceived as authority figures. À
difficult relationship between her mother and herself was
associated with her truancy, negrect of rures, and general
irresponsibility"
The participant perceived that her mother's expectations for her were unrearistic.
Her rerationship with her father was not as troublesome,
}Then she

The participant did not report any attempt to make chang-

es in her diet during pregnancy. she smokedr âs vras noted
by the intervievrer, although she reported that she had cut
down. she arso reported that she had quit drinking during
pregnancy and that she did not take drugs"
she was adamant in her decision to keep the chird.

Fol-

lowing delivery her plans were to finish the courses she had
begun at Lindenview and to return to her family's home. she

arso pranned to comprete her high-school education at a
school with a better social reputation than the school she
had previously attended,
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Soc

ial Support.

size for Participant 13À indicated a gradual decrine. Àt the first and second interview, however, network
size was large (1q and 9 rnembers, respectivery) due Lo people named who had socialized with her at parties yet provided no other support funct.ions, Thus, the actual- amount of
support provided, as indicated by the number of ,X's on the
ASSrs, decreased from first to second interview, then increased, and decreased again slightly at the final interview. Network members who were frequently named as providing several support funct ions incruded her parents,
grandparents, two girlfriends,
and a male friend"
Àt the
final interview her network had narrowed down to parents/
grandparents, her best friend, and the father of the chird
who had only been named once before, at the first interview,
as a source of negative interaction.
NetvEork

Negative interactions with her mother were reported at
the first interview.
The social- worker at Lindenview was
listed as a support person on the third interview.
The fluctuation in support satisfaction

in the opposite direction of changes in network size, but all within
the high range of scores. The most significant change, however, occurring at the third interview, was due to the
score of 'r0rr for satisfaction with support function B (t'taterial Aid), because this type of support lvas not provided,
v¡as
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since satisfaction with this supporL function þ¡as high for
the other three interviews, however, and support need was
reported to be lower at the third interview than at other
interviews, it may be assumed t.hat overarr support satisfaction on the third interview v¡as actualry higher than rùas apparent from the score" Following this assumption, it would
appear that perceived support satisfaction remained fairly
constant over the study period"
Support need and, in particuLar,

need for support func-

tion A (Private Feelings) and F (social participation) hTere
consistently high, whereas need for support function D (positive Feedback) was consistently Iow.
Sel f -Esteem

The globa1 self-esteem score (4)

indicated satisfaction
with serf on all four interviews. Total scores arso were in
the moderately high range, increasing on the second interview, decreasing slightly on the third, and increasing again
sr ightly on the f inal interview to a l-evel which was somewhaL higher than the original score, Both weighted and nonweighted scores forlowed this pattern" while the weighted
competence subscore showed an overall decrine, there was no
overarr change in the non-weighted subscore from first to
final interview" social skills subscores, particularly the
we i ghted scores ,
r¡¡ere cons i stent 1y hi gher than competence
subscores and increased on the finar interview. pa preqnancv-Related Àttitudes
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Attitude towards pregnancy was in t.he posit.ive range, increasing quite substantially from a score of 4.7s on the
f irst
interview Lo 6.00 on the Lhirdo t.hen decreasing
slightry to 5"75 on the final interview due Lo a change from
perception of pregnancy as quite beautiful to sliqhtly uqrv,
overarl, perceptions of pregnancy improved, changing from
neutral / sriqhtlv awkwarð./ ouite foolish to guit.e positive
qraceful- sliqhtlv wise
Ratings f.or attitude

tor¿ards baby !¡ere very positive at

the first interview, decreased very slightly on Lwo subsequent interviews, and finally increased to the highest possible score.
Inter-Relationships between Variables,/
Data from Various Sources

scores for social support, self-esteem, and pregnancy-related attitudes were high and increased during the study
period. The participants' general percepLions of support

also indicated that she had been supported in a beneficial
way and that her attitude towards pr"gnun.y r,ras positive.
Reports and observat i ons of her soc iabi l- i ty $¡ere con f i rmed
by a large reported network of friends, high scores of perceived importance of social skirrs to serf-esteem, and high
ratings on Question 2 on the self-esteem scale for these
items" Reports of immaturity were substantiated by rower
scores on competence versus social skilts on the self-esteem
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measure, ratings of iLems such as "doing Lhings expected
o , , " as only somewhat important to self-esteem, and her reported conflicts with persons in authority and rack of attention to health risks during pregnancy.
The participant's report that support during pregnancy is

very important is consistent with her reported high need for
support. She reported at the final interview that support
v¡as needed to "talk about everything". This was consistent
with her report of high need for support function À (private
Feelings)" Finally, she reported that the support she received had helped her to make decisions, and, correspondingLy, her perceived ability to make decisions increased.
also mentioned a period of depression, which may
be linked to a slight decline in self-esteem and network
size during this period" There is no strong evidence, however, to indicate that there were any severe negative effects. The participant had, in fact, indicated that the
support she received was helpful in allowing her to overcome
She had

depression.

The general picture of

Participant 134 is of a fairly
typical immature 1 6-year o1d from a middle-class family.
She had a high need for affective type of support during her
pregnancy and she appeared to have sat isfied this need considerably during a four-month period al Lindenview, through
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support. from family, friends,

and professionars.

This was
indicated by high support satisfaction¡
sêrf-est,eem, and
pregnancy-rerated attit.udes which each increased during
pregnancy.

4"3,3

þ ParÈicipants
4,3"3 ,'1 Partícipant 1E
GrouÞ

This 17-year ord, described as neat, preasant, and courteous as well as immature was only in her fourth month of
pregnancy when she lras first visited.
Her fourth and final
interview was conducted just before her eighth month of
pregnancy. she had moved to winnipeg from British corumbia
where her mother r¡¡as riving.
she apparently did not get
al.ong well- wi th her mother "
Her f ather and other f ami ly
members r1'ere in winnipeg. she was not attending high-school
at the time of the study, but had compreted Grade 9. No
source of income v¡as reported"
she s¡as staying at her
grandmother's house and she had decided to keep the baby"
During her pregnancy she attended prenatal classes and
received care at a medical clinic and later from a private

physician"
ing to quit

she reported eating more regularly and attemptsmoking"

Her prans f or af ter del ivery Ì.¡ere to remain with her
grandmother for a few months and then to move to B"c" Lo
stay with a boyfriend who rras not the father of the child
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but with whom she had been riving prior t.o coming to winnipeg. she arso intended to go to a cornmunity correge in B"c.
Lo "get a trade".
The interviev¡er feIt her prans to be
somewhat unrealistic"
she v¡as eager to learn more about the
study and to be informed of the results.
Social Support
Her network, as reported at the firsL visit, consisted of
eight persons, mostly relatives and three crose friends, in-

cluding one mare friend. Ànother male who was identified as
the father of the child was named as a source of negative
interactions" on subseguent interviews he was risted as a
source of support function E (ehysical Àssistance) and F sociar Participation) as werr as negative int.eractions. Her
grandmother v¡as named at the first three interviews as providing affective-type support and materiar aid. A support
worker r.Ias named only once, âL the f inal interview.
Network size decl-ined to five

on the second interview,
due to fewer family members being named, and whire fructuating on subsequent interviews, remained in the moderate
range.

supporL satisfaction was initially

very high, but dropped
considerably on the second interview and by the fourth interview had declined to the Ìow scoring range. very littre
positive feedback was reported from the second interview onwards and scores f.or satisfaction ¡¡ith this supporL function
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were low"

satisfaction with support function A (private
Feelings) and c (advice) was moderate to high for the first
two interviews and low on subsequent interviews. support
function F (social Participation), howeverr wâs consistently
in the high satisfaction range, arthough a moderat,e score
was recorded on the final intervier¡" Àt each interview, the
participant reported receiving materiar aid from her father
and other family members and reported high satisfaction with
this support function.
Support need
Se1

r¡¡as

high throughout the study.

f-Esteem

Globa1 scores for self-esteem were moderately high (4)

throughout the studyo with the exception of a moderate score
(3) on the third interview.

Tota1 scores at the first interview tlere in the same
range as the global score, but declined to scores which remained in the moderate range on subsequent interviews,
The above pattern was refrected in the social skirrs
subscore" Àn overall decline in the competence subscore was
similar to that of the social skills subscore but was not
observed until the latter harf of the study, when "ability
to do things expected ..." declined. rtems rerating to competence trere consistently given high ratings of importance
t.o self-esteem and ratings of importance of social skilrs
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decreased. Thusr wêighted social skirls subscores tended to
be rower than weighted competence subscores, Non-weighted
social skills subscores, however, v¡ere generally higher than
non-weighted competence subscores, with t.he exception of the
second interview at, which t ime the 1o¡,¡est scores f or soc ia1
skills were recorded.
Preonancv-ReIated Att itudes

Àttitude towards pregnancy was positive and fairly stabl_e
from first
to third interview , t,hough pregnancy was perceived as gradually less beaut iful and more awkward, and the
score declined slightly on the final interview, when pregnancy vras perceived as less f r iendly and less happy"
ÀLtitude towards baby scores, which were higher Lhan the
above scores and increased from first to third interview,
also declined on the finat interview.
Inter-relationships

between Var

iables

Data from Various Sources

Fluctuation in support satisfaction followed a pattern
similar to fluctuation in net!¡ork size. Because the high
initial
score for support need was the highest possible
score, upwards shifts in support need could not have been
detected, if in fact they had occurred., coinciding with declining support saLisfaction.
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The parLic ipanL had explained that receiving adequate
support, in her view , means feeling better about herself and
her situation " The st.udy findings agreed with her perceptions -- As supporL satisfaction and network size decreased,
self-esteem and, to some degree, pregnancy-related attitudes
also decreased"
on the finar interview, support satisfaction had decrined, pârticurarry satisfaction with sociaL participation,
positive feedback, and advice. setf-esteem and pregnancyrelated attitudes arso declined. These findings may have
been rerated to the participant's compretion of prenatal
classesr ês well as reports of continued negative interaction with the father of the child and with her mother.
satisfaction with advice, índicated by the ASSIs,
agreed with her perception, voiced at the finar interview,
that support was not arways useful because peopre may offer
a variety of conflicting opinions which can read to confuLow

sion.
The participant

had identified emotionar support as important during her pregnancy and this vras confirmed by high

scores for

need for support function A (private Feerings)

and D (positive Feedback) and decreasing satisfaction with

positive feedback as the number of persons providing this
support function decreased.
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Globar scores for self-esteem did not forrow the same
pattern as total scores. This finding may again be an indication of varying sensitivity of scores or other possible
weaknesses of the instruments,
Another di screpancy Ìdas between the part ic ipant' s stat.ement that her attitude towards pregnancy had improved, and

the resurts of the Feerings Form, indicating that her attitude towards pregnancy v¡as stable and then decreased on the
final interview" The participant's comments may have referred to an earrier period when attitudes were more negative.

Participant 1B's situation and personal background appeared to be somewhat unstable, r€flected in frequent changes in her network and, correspondingly, in support satisfaction and serf-esteem, each of which showed an overall
decrine. rt was evident that she had a high need for support, particurarry affective support, yet this need was apparently not satisfied. Perception of perceived competence,
which was important to this participant's self-esteem, declined and while ratings of perceived sociar skills fluctuated, estimation of the importance of these aspects of selfesteem gradually decrined. Àlthough her struggle to find
lhe support she needed and to adjust to her pregnancy and
forthcoming motherhood seemed to be difficult,
she managed
to maintain a positive attitude towards pregnancy, her baby,
and her self.
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&"3,3,2 Partícipant

2ß

Participant 2B was five months
Mount Carmel CIinic referred her to
years old and had completed Grade 1
nancial assist.ance from welfare and

1

into her pregnancy ç¡hen
t.he study. She was 18
. She was receiving fiher boyfriend"

The interviewer noted that, similar to participant 18,
she v¡as neatly-dressed and preasant" she arternated between

her boyfriend's parents'home and her family home in sL. vital and during her rast trimester of pregnancy she $¡as living with her boyfriend in an apartment.
The condition of
each of these residences was crean and neat. For approximatery one month she cared for a two-year-ord child who vras
her boyf riend's daughter and !¡as lef t with her by the
child's mother who had moved out of town" whire she had responsibirity for the child she appeared t.o be tired and worried. she was hospitalized with high bl-ood pressure shortly
before the final interview.
she attempted to drink more mirk and eat vegetabres during her pregnancy. she reported having been a social drink-

er but quit during pregnancy. Following delivery she stayed
in an apartment with her boyfriend who wourd support her and
the child, and planned to finish her high-school education
by correspondence.
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Social Support
Participant 2B reported a moderat,e-síze network which was
somewhat larger than the average" The rov¡est number of neLwork members v¡as seven, reporLed at the second interview,
and the highesL number was fourteen, reported at the fourth
interview" Large network size was maintained at forlow-up"
Her network included two key support persons a boyfriend,
who was not the father of the child, and her mother. These
individuars were listed at each interview, and provided atI
support functions over the study period. Her network also
included her boyfriend's family, her own siblings, and a few
friends who she socialized with. The father of her chitd
and her own father rd¡ere not listed"
Her boyfriend was twice listed

as a source of negative
interactions, as was his previous girlfriend,
the mother of
the child that the participant had been temporariry caring
for.
Support satisfaction was high as was support need, the
former increasing slightly over the study period while the
latter decreased slightJ-y. At forlow-up, support need increased srightJ-y"

satisfaction with positive feedback was
the onry item consistently given only a moderate score on
with the exception of the forrow-up interQuestion 2'
view despite severar network members being risted as providing this support function"
Likewise, need for social
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part.icipaLion htas the only item on Question
sistently assigned a moderate rating"
Se

3

which was con-

I f -Esteem

As observed with several other participants, a moderately
high rating (4) was assigned on euestion 1, indicating over-

arr satisfaction with serf"
The total scores fluctuated
more, but were also in the moderate to high range"
There r¡as a tendency for

scores to increase overalr from
first to third interview and then to decrease. Alr scores
at fo11ow-up were higher than initiar
scores. competence
scores were higher than social skills scores, wit.h the ex-

ception of the final interview when "ability to do t.hings
expected. . . " decreased" rt shoutd be noted in relation to
these findings that the final interview v¡as conducted shortry after the participant h'as hospitarized with high blood
pressure

"

Preqnancv-ReIated Àtt itudes

Attitudes toward pregnancy were only srighLry positive at
the first interview, and decreased somewhat before climbing
to a f inal score which was higher than t.he initial score.
The follow-up score rdas higher than scores recorded during
pregnancy. Ratings on the good-bad and negative-positive
scales vJere constant, however, in the 6-7 scoring range.
Pregnancy v¡as perceived as verv awkward and ratings of preg-
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nancy as sliqhtlv

foolish

changed

to guite wise at the final

interview and at fo1low-up.
Attitudes towards baby were
a similar pattern.

slightly

higher and foltowed

Inter-Relationships between Variables
Data from Various Sources

A trend was noticeable in the area of sociar rerations
between the participant and other f emales. Few f riends r¡¡ere
indicated on the Àssrs as providing support function À (private Feelings) or c (edvice), although the participant indicated both on the ASSrs and in response to the final 'perceptions of support' questionnaire, that she had a high need
for these support functions" Abirity to estabrish good relationships with females progressed from difficurt
to neither easv nor difficurt
as ratings of importance of this
aspect of serf-esteem changed from not very important to
somewhat important.
Perceived "friendliness" of pregnancy
had increased towards the end of pregnancy and at follow-up.
The participant's comment during the final interview that

her attitude towards pregnancy had become more positive
confirmed by the results from the Feelings Form.

was

In summary, this very conscientious young woman had a
high need for affective-type support, which she apparently
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able to satisfy through a quite large neLwork consisting
primarily of her immediate family, her boyfriend, and his
family" SeIf-esteem fluctuated between moderate and high.
Þras

Pregnancy-related aLtitudes,

while not exceptionally high,
v¡ere nonetheless in t.he positive range and had improved
somewhat at the final
interview and even moreso at followup. The interviewer noted at follow-up that she was doing
very well caring for her chiId.

4,3"4 DroÞ-outs f

IncompleÈes

participants from Lindenview and one of the Mount
carmel referrals dropped out of the study after one or tvro
interviews. AnoLher delivered prematurely after onry one
Two

interview

"

1[.3"4.1 Participant
Participant 44,

4A

7-year o1d who had completed Grade 1 0
and was seven months into her pregnancy was int.erviewed only
once before she lefL the residence"
Her whereabouts, fola

1

lowing her departure, was unknown.
The participant

an adopted chird.
while she $ras
pregnant, her parents had moved to ontario. she intended to
keep her child.
she did not report any attempt to change
eating habits during pregnancy, buL quit drinking,
v¡as
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Her scores on all three
than the group average.

inst.rurnenLs were generally lower

her networkn she named three friends who
she had socialized with and the sociar worker who had provided support function E (etrysical Àssistance). No affective-type support was risted and negative interact.ions with
a mare friend and her "boyfriend" were indicated. support
need was high and support satisf action r{as low
when asked about

"

Globar self-esteem was low and total self-esteem scores
barely reached the moderate 1eve1.
Social skills subscores
were much higher than competence subscores" The onry item

given a high score was ability to establish relationships
with males" The corresponding question referring Lo femares
was given a neutral rating.
Pregnancy-related attitudes were neutral, corresponding
to severaL items being given a neutral rating of rt3tt on the
Feelings Form"
Àttitude towards baby was slightly higher

than attitude towards pregnancy, Both pregnancy and baby
were perceived as neither good nor bad. pregnancy, ho"ur".,
$¡as perceived as quite positive, arthough slightly unfriend-

Iy and sad"

&"3.4"2 PartÍcípant

6A

Partic ipant 6À, who vras
educat

17

ion, came t.o Lindenview

years old and had a Grade I
during her

fifth

month of
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pregnancy v¡hen a friend told her about the residence. After
the second interview, she reft the residence to l_ive in an

apartment and could not be contacted.
she could, generally, be described as problematic. Her
background vras unstable; she had changed residence frequently and her mother v¡as separated and r{as tiving common-raw at

the time of the study. During her stay at Lindenview, she
had poor attendance for programming, left the residence often without indicating where she was going, and ried.
she
was described as having unrealistic expectations and not
facing her situation, yet she planned to keep the chird,
she did not attempt to change smoking, drinking ¡ ot drug
habits.
Her average-size network did not change much from first
to second interview; members included severar family members
and friends in the community. A boyfriend was listed at the
second interview as a source of support function A (private

Feerings) and o (positive Feedback) as werl as negative interactions" Despite receiving support functions A and D
from several network members, satisfaction with these support functions was low, with the exception of satisfaction
with support function A being higher on the second interview" support satisfaction scores improved from moderate to
high and support need was high at both intervievrs.
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Globa1 self-esteem decreased from neutral to very dissat-

isfied, while non-weighted total self-esLeem scores !{ere
high and decreased only slightry and v¡eighted total serf-esLeem scores actually improved from moderate to high scores.
Thus, the low score for grobat self-esteem may have been due
to respondent error or some aspect of self-esteem not measured by total scores. Perceived abirity to handre decisions, self-reliance, and handring setbacks decreased whereas most items on rerating to social skilrs increased, An
exception to the latter finding is that ability to establish
a good rel-ationship with a male showed the greatest decrine.
This finding may be rerated to negative interactions with
her boyfriend, reported at the second interview. rtems on
the sociaL skills subscore were perceived as low in imporLance to self-esteem on the first interview, and on the second interview, art aspects of serf on the scare were judged
to be high in importance to self-esteem.
Àttitude towards pregnancy decreased somev¡hat from a positive to a neutral score. rn particular, the pregnancy was
perceived as more foolish and awkward. Attitude towards
baby scores were relatively higher and increased.
on the
second intervier+ the participant marked the highest rating
of ttTtt f or each item on the Feelings Form f or the concept
"baby " .
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4,3,4.3 FarLíeípant 1&e
A sixteen-year old referred to Lindenview by a social
worker at seven months in her pregnancy was seen only once
before she derivered prematurely, Her last grade compreted
was Grade 10" she would be described as friendry and talkative. she had reported an attempt to drink more mirk and to
cut down on smoking during pregnancy. she pranned to relinquish her chiId"
Her network vras seven members. A major support person
r+ho provided all support functions was a boyfriend.
Her
mother aLso provided several support functions.
other network members vrere mostry friends in the community, she re-

ported negative interactions with the fat.her of her chird
and several other individuals"

satisfaction with support was very high and support need
was arso in the high range although considerabry rower than
the support satisfaction score.
Global serf-esteem was scored as quite dissatisfied (z)
and totar self-esteem scores and subscores were in the moderate to high range.

Attitude towards pregnancy was neutral and attitude towards baby was only sright.ly higher" Both scores ï¡ere much
lower than the means for Group A participants.
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The case of Part icipant

who, after an initial interview decided not to part ic ipate f urt,her, is found in Appendix B.
&"&
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FT3['DTB{GS TN RELATTON

TO RESEARCH QT'ESTTOb{S

In the following discussion, reference is made to alI
study participants generally and some dist.inctions between
Group

4,.4"

f

À and Group B participants are noted.
Research Ouestion

1

will the level of support satisfaction among pregnant adolescents in both groups increase during the study period?
The data indicate that support satisfaction increased for
most participants over the study period"
rmprovement in

support satisfaction

vras refrected

in the group means and
for six participanLs in Group A and one participant in Group
B, scores for support satisfaction tov¡ard the end of pregnancy h'ere higher than initial scores. Two other Group A
participants had scores which were in the high range and
constant, over the study period" with one exception in each
of Group A and Group B, scores on the final interview were
all in the high range" Three participants in Group A and one
of the Group B participants had lower scores at the final
interview than at earLier interviews"
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High scores rdere most

for satisfaction with support function À (private Feerings) and c (Advice) and the
proportion of high scores for satisfaction with these support functions steadily increased. support need scores for
these support functions were also high and decreased.
common

4"4,"2 Research CIuesÈion ?
will the level of support need among pregnant adolescenLs in
both groups decrease during the study period?
support need decreased over the study period. A pattern
identified for greater than two-thirds of participants v¡as
initially high scores which gradualry decrined, while rernaining in the moderate to high scoring range. support need
scores for Group B participants all were in the high range,
with a slight increase in one case and a sright decrease in

the other case.

4,4"3 Research Ouestíon !
wirl the level of self-esteem among pregnant adolescenLs in
both groups increase during the study period?

Due to the observed variation

among participants

in

whether self-esteem scores increased, decreased, or remained

constant, there is not strong support for the suggestion
that self-esteem increased over the study period.
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Global scores were constant for the majority of participants. Three participants indicated an overalr decline in
globa1 serf-esLeem, and Lwo participants' scores increased.
Total scores fluctuated, buL increased overall among approx-

imately one harf of t.he participants, whire the remaining
participants' scores decreased. There was an increase in
self-esteem from first

t.o second interview for srightly over
one half of participants. À slight decrine in scores at the
finar interview was noted for nine participants in Group À
and both Group B participants, reflected most strongly in

the decrine in perception of social skills and items relating to self-reliance and handling setbacks. These patterns
were similar for weighted and non-Ì.¡eighted measures, ê1though the weighted scores fructuated the most, The number
of participants whose weighted and non-vreighted competence
subscores increased and exceeded social skills subscores was
approximately egual to the number of participants whose sociar skills subscores increased and v¡ere higher than competence subscores "
Competence scores decreased overall in
only one case, where attitude towards baby and overall serfesteem decreased as welI.
However, there were more social
skills subscores in the high scoring range, overalr, than
there r¡¡ere competence subscores in the high scoring range.
There v¡as a tendency toward high social skirls subscores
among younger participants,
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High rankings were common for perceived abirity to get
along with oLhers, ability to establish a good relationship

with other f emales, and decision-making abirity"
The lo¡oresL-ranking item referred to abitity to handle set-backs and
di sappointments,

several participants demonstrated a pattern of scoring
items on Question 3 of the self-esteem scare in reration to
t.heir responses to Question 2 which is suggestive of a tendency towards self-consistency (Rosenberg, 1979) or defensive re-appraisal (Lazarus, 1971) " particurarly when an
aspect of self was given a low rating on euestion 2, the
corresponding score on Question 3 indicated that the aspect

is not important to overalr serf-esteem. These same participants ranked items as very important to self-est,eem when
the items were given high ratings on euestion 2"
4.4,"4 Research Ouestion å
will pregnancy-related attitudes among pregnant adolescents
in both groups shift during the study period?
There rras a predominant, pat.tern of increase in both att.itude towards baby and pregnancy.
The findings agree with

Leonard's (1983) rindings that aLtitude towards pregnancy
increased as a result of a serf-enhancement program. with
onry two exceptions, all of the participants' scores for attitude towards pregnancy increased substantially,
and the
same e¡as observed for attitude towards baby, with only three
exceptions,
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There was a strong tendency for attitude t.owards pregnancy scores at the final inLerview to show a slight decline or

no change from scores at the previous interview. A possible
expranation for this finding is that attitude towards pregnancy decrined as the pregnancy became more awkward due to

the size of the baby" This expranation is verified by
scores on the Feelings Form item related to awkwardness or
beauty of pregnancy. Àn alternative explanation wourd be
that the lower scores at the finar interview are related to
the tendency toward marking the items on the Feerings Form
with either a rr4rr or a ttTtt on the final intervierv.
Despite the decline,

initial

final scores ÞIere seldom Lower than

scores"

Attitude towards baby was positive at the end of pregnancy for all participants"
This could be due to a stronger
identification with the child at the end, due to increased
size and activity of the fetus and the universal positive
regard for infants. Positive attitudes toward teenage pregnancy are not as common and many participants perceived
pregnancy as increasingly ar+kward, unappealing, and restrictive.
In one Group A case study, where attitude towards pregnancy decreased, t.he participant's family did not approve of
the pregnancyr âÍl aLtempt was made to maint.ain the secrecy
of the pregnancy, and the participant had decided to rerin-
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quish the chird" rn anoLher case, the participant's overalr
experience of pregnancy had gradually become more negative,
as reflect.ed in scores for the other variables and confirmatory agency reports, Àttitude towards both pregnancy and
baby also decreased at the final interview for part.icipant
18, and lower scores for all variabl-es v¡ere found.

rr on the semantic dif f erentiar scares !{ere
rare" when they did occasionally occur, pregnancy was indicated as ugly, awkward, foolish, or unfriendly.
Ratings of

rrl

4,4"5 Research OuesËion 5a
Will support satisfaction be positively related to self-esteem?

The data did

not indicate that support satisfaction vras
closely related to self-esteem. rn fact, self-esteem scores
frequently decreased or remained constant while there was
improvement in support satisfaction, support need, and pregnancy-rerated attitudes.
The two variables did correspond,
however, for the two Group B participants and t$¡o participants in Group À. The failure t.o observe any improvement in
serf-esteem whire support satisfaction increased may be due
to potential positive effects being overridden by an opposing effect on self-esteem or it may be possible that beneficiar effects on self-esteem are derayed and courd not be detected during the study period. Another possibility is that
self-esteem may have been so row due to traumatic past ex-
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periences suffered by some participants that. onry rong-term
improvement,s in life

situation and support sysLems could
have a positive effect on serf-esteem. Jessor and Jessors'
(1977) work with young adults demonstrated only a weak correlation between social support. and self-esteem"

4,4"6 Research Questíon
Will support satisfaction

5b
be

positively related to pregnan-

cy-related attitudes?
The study resulLs suggest that support satisfaction is
positively related to pregnancy-related attitudes"
The

large majority of participants' scores for pregnancy-re 1a ted
attitudes increased, matching the increase in support satisfaction scores.
In the case of Group B participants and
Participant 1À, whose satisfaction with support scores decreased, their pregnancy related attitudes also decreased"

&,.4"7 Research Question 5c
WiIl support saLisfaction be inversely related to

support

need?

The study resul-ts bear strong evidence that

there is an
inverse rerationship between support satisfaction and support need. As support satisfaction increased among participants, support need almost invariably decreased, although
scores in t.he low range vlere rare. Conversely, when support
sat.isfaction ¡.¡as moderate to low, support need was invaria-
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bIy high. Furthermore, in most cases, âL the early inLerviews, support need scores Þrere higher than support satisfacLion scores, while at the final interview, support satisfaction scores !ùere higher than support. need scores.
4.5

AGGREGATE PR.OFTLES

Each case study reviewed in this chapter presents a
unique situation and individuar response to the situation,
some simirar patterns among clusters of two or more participants emerged, and are described below.
pattern is exemplified by participant 3A, 9A, and
11À" Each of these participants had a disruptive past involving such probrems as viorence, abuse, arcohorism, and
family breakups and were either Indian or Metis. Each participant also reported a small- neLwork and row support satisfaction and other more negative attitudes earry in the
study rerating to homesickness. During their stay at Lindenview, with improved social rerationships and support from
professionars, their situations improved substantiarly. Attitude tordards pregnancy was characteristicarJ-y low at the
first interview and improved considerably.
On subsequent
intervievrs, attitude towards baby was guite positive among
these participants, remained in the high range, and improved
following delivery. serf-esteem arso improved and, for part ic ipant 1 1À, reached a score of rr 5 rr at f orrow-up. These
findings refrecL a more positive attitude towards teenage
One
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pregnancy, characteristic among naLive groups, and may arso
exemplify how having a child has contributed to making their

lives more meaningful and making themselves feel more important " Pregnancy may have been regarded as increasingry more
positive because it gave them the opporLuniLy to receive
services and supports which may otherwise have been unavailable to them"
The profile for participant 7A and 1oÀ is similar to the
above profile,
in the sense that these participants had ex-

perienced problematic family background and ongoing negative

interactions. They appeared to be unique, however, in their
responses to the situation,
perceiving themselves as extremery self-reliant and thus¡ F€jecting outside intervention and indicating poor sociar skirrs and minimar social
interaction.
Network size was quite smalr and satisfaction
with social participation Ì,/as Iow.
The total scores for
support satisfaction and support need !¡ere moderate to high,
showing some improvement. Lower serf-esteem than the average for Group A was noted for these two participants, pregnancy-related attitudes v¡ere high, demonstrated a decline at
the second interview, corresponding with the beginning of
the third trimester of pregnancy, and increased at followup, as did self-esteem"
older participants, 1A and 5À, each with a Grade 10
education, were both described by Lindenview staff as immaperceived support need was high and
ture and unrealistic.
Two
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on family r¡¡as indicated, yet negative interactions with family were reporLed. Another characteristic
common with the two participants was difficulty
in social
relationships. Although participant 10À perceived her social skills to be high and was satisfied with the support
she received, st.aff at Lindenview did not observe that she
had established a strong support system.
Participant 1À,
however, was crearly racking in the area of sociar skirrs
and rerat ionships ,
Àccordingly, her support sat i sfact ion
score v¡as Iow. Evidence suggested that self-esteem was lower than average for both participants. By contrast, their
attitudes toward pregnancy and baby vrere very positive.
Perhaps without having to bear the stigma of pregnancy at a
young age and arso due to the fact that they had discontinued their schooring and had no reported career p1ans, motherhood was regarded more favorably by these participants.
dependency

In contrast with the above profiles, a few participants
(2À,8À,12A,13À, and 144) were from a more middle-class supportive family, r¡Iere at a grade level expected for their
â9ê, and were apparently concerned about careers. T^Iít.h two
parexceptions, each had decided to relinquish the chitd.
ticipant 12À and 13À had decided to keep the child. participant 12À's decision may have been rerated to the greater
acceptance of motherhood at a young â9ê, within Metis culture" Participant. 134's adamant decision to keep Èhe chird
$¡as likely
relat.ed to her poÌ¡er struggre with parents and
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authority in general, and was, perhaps, her means of establishing her identity as an adult who can make independent
decisions.

support neLworks among the five participants were generaIly quite large and stable. Support satisfaction was moderate to high and remained constant or increased, whire support need decreased" serf-esteem was moderat.e to high and
did not demonstrate a significant shift from first to finar
interview" An exception was a slight decrease for participant 2A due to lesser perceived ability to make decisions.
Pregnancy-related attitudes increased with attitude towards
pregnancy initiarly fower and increasing more than attitude
to¡vards baby.

4.5,1

Group B Participants

Participant 2B seemed to be more positive, more capable
in dealing with her pregnancy, and deveroped more positive
attitudes towards pregnancy than did participant 18. There
were, however, a few similarities between the two participants, relating to decreasing availability of supports and
saLisfaction with these supports.
Their support networks,
while as large or larger than networks among Group À participants, consisted of family and friends, while professionals
were generally not named. This latter observation is not
surprising, considering that these participants h'ere riving
in the community and face barriers to professionar services
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whereas these services were readily accessible Lo Lindenview
res ident s .
Group B participants received Iess positive

feedback, and satisfacLion with this type of support decreased for Participant 1Bn and was constant aL a moderate
lever for Part.icipant 28. overarl support satisfaction as
well as support need was higher among these participants
than among Group À participants.
self-esteem scores rdere
similar to scores for Group À participants, arthough slight1y higher. Pregnancy-related attitudes remained quite positive although the attiLudes of participant 1B and zB shifted
in oppos i te di rect ions .
&.5

"2 Drop-outs

Both Participant 4A and 6À had unstabre famiry backgrounds, difficulties in family relationships, and very ritt1e support from family. satisfaction with support, particularly affective-type support (support functions À and D)
was Iow. support need \.¡as high"
serf -esteem was moderate
to low and competence subscores were considerably rower than
social skil1s subscores,
Both had generally negative or neutral attitudes towards
pregnancy and did not attempt to make many changes in rife-

style habits during pregnancy, yet they had both decided to
keep their babies.
The two participants v¡ere each involved with a boyfriend.
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the life situation and experience of pregnancy for
these two drop-outs appeared to be considerably more negative and problematic than the majority of Group À participants "
The participantso themselvesn would be described as
Thus,

more negative and unco-operative in general.

4,5,3

Follow-up Int,erviews

Although onry four follow-up interviews v¡ere conducted,
there appeared to be some similarities.
Network size remained constant, while support satisfaction declined, in two

cases. Support need increased in three cases and remained
constant in one case" serf-esteem scores improved, particularly items relating to competence, and attitude towards
pregnancy and baby improved in each case.
The slight

decline in supporL satisfaction may be exprained by restrictions on sociarizing,
due to the demands
of motherhood, and greater need for support, positive attitudes towards serf and the baby and perceived competence,
although they demonst.rated an initial
post-derivery erevation, could later be threatened as demands increase after
the initial one month period.
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Behavíora1 Línks

There was some evidence in this study, based on partici-

pants' reported attempts to change health
gesting that more positive attitudes and
support are linked to more positive hearth
1ink, and the research which supports it

behaviors, sugsatisfaction with
behaviors. This
were discussed in

SecLion 2"6"

4,6,2

Defensive Re-appraisals

À related finding, also supported in the riterature, is a
tendency towards serf-consistency in perceptions of serf and
ways of behaving to maintain or enhance self-esteem" part.icipants with row self-esteem judged the least favorabl_e
aspects of themselves to be not very important to self-esteem and vice versa, Lazarus (1971) has pointed out how
this type of coping mechanism may serve Lo short-circuit a
damaging stress reaction"
Àn exampre $¡as given of young
American Negroes who, despite massive discriminationn expressed a higher rever of serf-esLeem than whites of comparable age.
Ànother interesting finding is that participants who exhibited lower self-esteem had higher pregnancy-rerated atti-

tudes. These were usuarly young women with disruptive family background and no prans for furthering their education or
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careers. Having a child may have been regarded more positivery because it was perceived as a means of enhancing
self-esteem. Às furt.her support for this suggestion, both
self-esLeem and pregnancy-relat.ed attitudes increased substantially at follow-up intervievrs"
rn some cases, however, coping methods may have been ineffective or a Lhreshord level of stress may have been
reached.
Several participants who experienced negative
evenls or interactions such as a famiry argument during a
weekend trip home reported a decline in support satisfactionr sê1f-esteem, and attitude towards pregnancy soon afterwards, This general tendency is in accordance with Gad &
Johnson's (1980) study which revealed that negative rife
events vrere significantly correlated with perceptions of
health status and personal adjustment.
4"6,3

Positive

Feedback

Posit.ive attitudes

towards pregnancy þ¡ere generally en-

couraged by family and friendst

Arl participants reported
that they had received positive feedback during pregnancy.
The nurse at Lindenview spoke of her observations that the
expected arrival of a child was eventuarly accepted by most
of the young womens' neLwork members, family members in particurar,
and that many expressions of support were provided. Boyfriends who were the fathers were in several cases
invol-ved and provided af f ect.ive-type support.

Chapter

V

st MMARy, TMPLTCATIONS, ANÐ RECOMMENDATIOI{S

To review,

an exploratory study, aimed at discovering
whether there were improvements in selecLed psychosocial
factors among two groups of pregnant adolescents exposed to
differenL arrangements for prenaLal care and examining in-

ter-relationships

among these

variables

v¡as conducted over

a

twelve-month period"

Three standardized instruments -- the Arizona sociar support rnventory schedule (Barrera et a1., 1981), the self-Esteem scare (Jessor & Jessor ,
1977), and the Feerings Form
(Leonard, 1983) -- v¡ere used to measure sociar support vari-

ablesr s€1f-esteem, and pregnancy-rerated aLtitudes, respectivery"
Àn additional- instrument, the General perceptions
Questionnaire, was developed by the researcher for the purpose of obtaining quaritative data. rnstrurnents Ìrere reviewed by a paner of judges and pilot-tested with pregnant
adorescents who were similar Lo the study participants.
Trained interviehrers administered the instruments during individual interviews with participants, conducted at monthly
intervals during the second and third trimester of pregnancy
and at one monLh post-delivery"
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rndices of supporL satisfaction,
support need, network
size, global and composite scores of self-esteemr âs werl as
competence and social skilrs subscores, and measures of attitude towards pregnancy and baby v¡ere obtained, The incorporation of qualitative information in case studies served
both to validate findings from standard instruments and to
explain findings for individuar participant.s in reration to
âgê, cultural and family background, and other personal factors,

The participants who compreted the study vrere eleven
young pregnant women, ranging from 16 to 23 years of a9€,
who registered at Lindenview Residence during the summer and
falI of 1986 (Group a) and two additional pregnant adorescents who v¡ere living in the community and who were referred
to the study by a community health clinic"
The discussion

of findings addressed the

following re-

search guestions:
1

' wilr the level of support satÍsfaction among pregnanL
adolescents in both groups increase during the study
per i od?

2"

will the level of support need among pregnant adolescents in both groups decrease during the study period?

)

Will the level of self-esteem among pregnant adolescents in both groups increase during the study period?
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Wí11 pregnaney-relabed

attitudes among pregnant adolescents in both groups shift. during the study peri-

odl
tr

r,li11 support satisfaction

a)
b)
c)
in

be

posit.ively related to self-esLeem
positively related to pregnancy-related attitudes
inversely related to support need
both groups of pregnant adolescents?

Further insights into common siLuations and trends observed among clusters of participants h'ere brought forth in
the presentation of aggregate profires and further discussion.
The remainder of this final

chapter hiqhlights the major
findings of the study, discusses implications, and provides
recommendations for development of health education programs

for pregnant adolescents.
5.

1

F4AJIOR FINDIbTGS

The trends identified among clusters of participants reveared several unique patterns but, oD the whole, supported

the importance of social support among the participants in
this study as a resource for reducing stress. A,rr participants had a high need for support, particularly people to
talk to about personar and private feelings, peopre to turn
to for advice and support in decision-making, and friends to
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socialize with"

This was evident by the scores for support.
need recorded on the ÀSSIS throughout the study, and general
perceptions which $rere expressed during final interviews
with the researcher"
Support satisfaction was in the high range on final interviews for most participants.
When negative incidents or

conflicts with network members v¡ere reported, support sat i sfaction often decreased to low scores, although in most cases participants showed eventual improvement in support satisfaction"
High support satisfaction was not conditionar. on having
large support networks. r n f act , support networks r4'ere gen-

eralry not large, wiLh an average of six members. Networks
were usually comprised of family, friends, and professionars. Friends, who the participants met with for fun and relaxation, made up the greatest proportion of network members
and support from other pregnant teenagers, in particular,
was viewed by some of the participants as crucial in helping
them to cope during pregnancy" The participants' mothers,
one or two close friends (maIe or female) and the sociar
worker at Lindenview were frequently named as support persons providing a range of support functions, parLicularly
af f ect ive-type support "
Participants in Group À were able to maintain supports 1n
the community, as well as to develop a support system of
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friends and professionals at Lindenview, arthough in several
cases, ouLside supports decreased somewhat and were replaced
by support persons at Lindenview. The part.icipants in Group
B had less supporL from professionals but appeared to compensate by having a greater number of family and friends in

their networks.
Network size often increased just prior to delivery,
which may be related to the fact that the pregnant state of
these young vromen and their need for support was more visibre to famiry and friends at this tirne. support need generaIly decreased, although scores were rarely in the fow scor1ng range.
Support need I as discussed in Chapter 3 and
supported in this study is closely tied ¡vith stress and anxiety and negatively related to support satisfaction"
serf-esteem scores fluctuated considerabry and few clear
trends were identified among participants over the study

period, nor were there many strong indications that self-esteem was rerated to support satisfaction,
support need¡ ot
pregnancy-related attitudes"
The fluctuations may reflect
real changes in self-esteem caused by negative rife events,
and positive aspects of the program at Lindenview incruding
social support" on the other hand, due to rimitations of
the instrument, particularry the inability of the insLrument
to measure change in perceptions of physicar appearance, the
scores may not accurately reflect overall self-esteern.
There was a prevalence of lower total self-esteem scores at
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the final interview, ofLen due to decreasing perception of
social skiIIs. conversely, competence subscores freguently
increased over the study period.
weighted scores, which incl-uded estimations of t.he importance of each component of self-esteem, n luctuated to a

greater extent than non-I,rreighted scores and the relationship
between weighted and non-weighted scores !ùas inconsistent.
A tendency to underestimate the importance of aspects of
serf-esteem that v¡ere given low ratings on the serf-esteem
scale was observed, and may represent the participants' attempts to maintain or enhance levels of self-esteem.
one of the more striking findings v¡as the high scores and
l-ever of improvement of scores on the Feelings Form measur-

ing pregnancy-rerated attitudes.
Àttitude towards baby was
consistently higher than attitude towards pregnancy. À
sright decrine in these scores at the final interview was
equally apparent and vras 1ikely related to the increased
awkwardness and unappearing body changes associated with
pregnancy closer to delivery.
The findings

arso suggest that support satisfaction v¡as
positively rerated to pregnancy-related attitudes among the
st.udy part.icipants"
Follow-up scores measured one month post-derivery

demon-

strated initial elevation in self-esteem, attitude towards
the baby, and perceived competence.
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Findings from Lhe instruments and additional gualitat.ive
information converged to reinforce and eraborate the patLerns ident i f ied above r âs well as t.o reveal unique patt.erns
among clusters of participants.

Participants with extremely disruptive family background
who had experienced social deprivation or numerous negative
life events but who removed themserves entirely from these
situations appeared to utirize the supports at Lindenview
and showed improvements during the study period. others,
with similar backgrounds, who faced ongoing negative interactions tended to isolate themselves socially and showed
onry minimal improvements" yet others, who were described
as immature and unrealistic did turn to others for support
and indicated higher perceived satisfaction with support and
self, ãlthough agency staff had concerns about their coping
abilities.
rn contrast with the above examples, several participants
had more stabre middre-crass backgrounds, stable supports,
and aspirations for future careers. These participants demonstrated considerable improvements and had some of the
highest scores for support satisfaction and serf-esteem.
Finally, Group B participants had very high need for support, less support from professionals, and less positive
feedback. whire one participant was very satisfied ¡vith the
support she received from a rarge network including family
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a boyfriend, the other participant was less satisfied and reported negative attitudes Lowards the end of

members and

pre9nancy

"

In general, the psychosocial benefits accrued appeared to
be greater, the longer the participant was staying at Lindenview. For example, severar participants were abre t.o develop greater sociar skil1s and establish a network of
friends when they remained at Lindenview for ronger than Lwo
to three months, rt vras evident that several participants
developed an artered perception of themserves as more competent, and praced greater importance on such aspects of serf
as doing things expecLed of them, decision-making abilities,
and common sense, thus indicating greater maturity and readiness for parenting responsibilities,
5.2

IMPLICA,TIONS

Àt Lindenvíew Residence, an appropriate atmosphere for
managing stress appears to have been created, where pregnant
adorescents can share their experiences whire being given
enough freedom to maintain outside cont,acts and meet socialization needs, where professionals give support and guidance
and act as facil-itators of more supportive family rel-ationships, and where educational needs may be met.
The adaptability of human beings vras demonstrated in this

setting

among

participants who used defensive re-appraisals
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to minimize personal deficits,
established crose ties with
other individuars despite being in a strange nev¡ setting and
situation, and in the case of Group B participants, utilized supports in the community in t.he absence of any professional help and in one case, were apparentry able to satisfy needs for support.
The study provides convincing
evidence to document the high need for support at reast
among the group of pregnant adolescents in this investigation and arso indicates that, despite the adaptability of
these individuals, the demands of the situation frây, in some
cases have exceeded abilities to cope" This may have occurred more among pregnant adolescents who withdrew from the
study or who did not participate in the study. In order to
facilitate stress-buffering among this group, negative attitudes towards themselves and their situation would need to
be dealt with"
one specific aspect of dealing with their situation which
vras particularly
difficult among the participants in this

study v¡as deciding whether or not to keep the chird" Af fecting their decision-making, the positiveness of pregnancy-related attitudes among most participants, the high degree of affective support and advice from family and close
friends, the high lever of satisfaction with this support
and, finally, the decision made by most participants to keep
the child may all be inter-rerated.
To expand further,
there may be a pervasive social norm which is perceived by
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these young

women

and which directs them towards motherhood.

rn addition, among the many participants who had an unhappy
and difficurt
chirdhood and experienced family conflicts,
having a chird may be perceived as a means of fulfilling
personal needs such as the need to be roved and accepted,
the need Lo feer important, and the need to be independent
and adopt adurt rores. other perceptions which were commonry
expressed by participants, namely the perceived need for social participation,
and the desire to fulfi11 educationaland career goals suggest thaL chird-bearing may introduce
confrict and make it difficurt for these young women to meeL
all of their needs.
5

"

3

RECOT.{I{ENDATIONS

The program at Lindenview Residence appeared to contrib-

ute to meeting the expressed needs of the young women in the
study and to the development and maintenance of positive
pregnancy-related attitudes and high levers of support satisfaction' community programs such as day schoors for pregnant Leens, counseling, drop-in support programs, or selfhelp programs could be designed to meet the common needs for
intimate interactions, advice, and socialization expressed
by these young women" rn view of the negative impact of interpersonar confricts on attitude towards pregnancy and support satisfaction, it appears that the facilitation of improved communication and interactions between the young
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and their families, boyfriends, and peers during pregnancy would enhance outcomes of this type of program" Moth*
ers of these young r,romen, who were of ten reported as sources
women

of support and advice, shourd be involved in these programs,
Assessment procedures

in facilities or programs for pregnanL adolescents could be improved by incorporating a few
questions pertaining to support networks and satisfaction
with the major areas of support" Individual counseling and
group programs could then be tairored to enhance support
functions which are recognized as deficient.
The programs must be rnade attractive and accessible to

those most in needr âs these young women are likery to benefit the most in terms of stress reduction, Most of the
young women who make use of

such programs are referred by
child and Family services workers who are mandated to folrow

teenagers under 18 years of age. professionals in hospitars
where deliveries to young mothers are high report that those
between the ages of 18 and 23 "falI

between the cracks" and

are not exposed to services. others, like the drop-outs and
refusals in the study, who may be missed by community health
and social service programs appear to have more negative attitudes, emotional difficulties,
stressful life situations,
and are probably most in need of sociaL support, rmproved
advertising of programs for pregnant teens and better systems of identification and referrar to these programs are
therefore necessary"
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At a time when some cruciar decisions are being made by
these young women and t.hey are seeking support in doing
this, it may be appropriate to introduce some decision-making skirls which can be used not only for making an appropriate decision regarding whether or not to keep the chird,
buL al-so for making the inevitabre decisions they wirl face
regarding their future directions. Factors which need to be
addressed in the decision-making process are the needs of
the infant for optimum development and the participant's own
needs, potential, and opportunities for deveropment of soc iar ski11s, career advancement, and personal fulf illment.
Expectations that giving birth to and caring for a child
will overcome their personal difficulties
and meet their
needs must be dealt with more rearisticarry"
rdealry, decision-making skil1s should be deveroped earlier, within the
school system"
There are certain social interventions which should take
prace before pregnancy occurs, either to prevent a pregnancy
which wourd have a poor long-term outcome or Lo minimize
difficurties and stressfurness of the pregnancy. rn partic-

ul-ar, counser ing by soc ial- workers or school guidance counselors to encourage career goars and programs or courses to
facilitate sat.isfying peer rerationships would be beneficiar"
rnterventions which deal with probrems such as neglect, sexual abusen and disruptive family interaction which
affect the emotional well-being and self-esteem of the young
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are additional
to child-bearing as a
that are lacking"
women

means

of prevent.ing them from Lurning

means

to overcome areas of their lives

Prenatal programs designed t.o buird on the arready deveroping sense of compeLence, positive attitude towards baby,
and support from friends could encourage carry-over to other
aspects of functioning such as continuing schooring or overcoming problem behaviors affecting health.
Probrem behaviors such as drinking arcohor, smoking and

taking drugs among adorescents characteristicarly occur in
clusters, as v¡as evident in the reported behaviors of some
of the study participants who continued to smoke and did not
report making any of the recommended dietary changes during
pregnancy. The hearth risks to the developing fetus associated with these behaviors, not to mention the risks to the
young women, themselves, are extreme (Moghissi & Evans,
1977; Naeye & Tafari, 1983)" Àny smarl successes in reducing them would be commendable and, according to serf-efficacy theory (Bandura, 1977) may contribute to further improvements and carry over to other behaviors.
Àny means of assisting young pregnant women in perceiving

that they are carrying a rear child, through the use of visual aids and discussion of prenatar growth and development
may be beneficiar in stimurat.ing positive feerings toward
the child at an early stage and increasing their motivation
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Lo modify behaviors such as smoking

which have a

direct ef-

fect on the infant's health"
rt is likely that behaviors such as smoking are a means
of stress reduction among this group. To replace t,hese,
more positive ways of coping with stress must be rearned.
Groups of pregnant adorescents in existing programsr âs is
found at Lindenview, can be a buirt-in source of role-moders
and supporL for positive behavior changes. Tn this type of
setting, participants gain an opportunity to practice dealing with peer pressure and making health-rerated decisions.
Àlthough factuar knowledge regarding the hazards of smoking
appears to have only a minirnal effect on smoking behavior
(ucetister, 1979) , programs which use a skirrs approach, integrating cognitive and affective rearning, and which make
use of peer group activities have been effective in deterring smoking behavior (Evans & Raines , 1978) "
5.3,1

r'urther Research
There is a great dear of room for research to discover the
types and functions of social support most effective for
specific problems such as adolescent pregnancy, and toward
understanding the mechanisms by which social support can reduce stress.
Àn in-depth investigation of the inter-rerationships of serf-esteem, stress, and sociar support wourd
contribute Lo an understanding of the stress process. This
type of research may help to justify more programs that of-
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fer supportive environments for pregnant adolescents. FinalIy, within specific programs where improvement in support
satisfaction and sLress reduction have been documented, an
attempt shourd be made to conduct more elaborat.e program
evaluation to specify which program components are most, effect.ive and could be duplicated elsewhere.
5.4

CONCLUDIÌdG STATEAæÀTT

In some of the most extensive work in the area of stress
and coping, Lazarus (1971, p" 55) states:
"To be effective in stress management, rife settings must
be constructed so that its members can withdraw from damaging or threatening sociar rerationships and substitute others, remove themselves into solitude or find a safe haven
within a loving and supportive family group, r€gister complaints and change the system when it-rãirsl find
activities
and services which can be preventive or therapeutic, obtain
reassurances about societal threats to secuiity, maintain

defensive re-apprai saIs. . . "

while safe havens, in an absolute sense, are difficult to
create, for where there are human beings in interaction with
each other and their environment there wilr always be potentiar f or conf lict and negati,ve events, a more or ress saf e
atmosphere may be constructed on a temporary basis, as in
the setLing at Lindenview Residence. The need is great among
pregnant adolescents for such a temporary sancLuary because
of a multitude of demands and high stress levers which these
young women are facing, threatening to exceed their ability
to cope. within such a setting, as exemplified in this
study, the opportunities are great for utilizing buirt-in
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supports and enhancing the experience and outcome of pregnancy. There arso are opportunities to go beyond this, towards improvement in sociar skills,
competence, decisionmaking abilities,

and health behaviors. Facilit.ating t.hese
ratter improvements is where heal-th educators and other pro-

fessionals v¡orking with pregnant adorescents should be putting more effort in order to enhance the quarity of rife for
these young women in the years ahead.

Append,ÍN A
DATA COILECTTON
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TbüSTRT'MENTS
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Description oE PrenaÈal Support Studv

I am a graduat.c student from the university of Manitoba"
I em doing a study about t.he help t.hat young women receive
during the stressful time of pregnancy. The information I
collect will be useful t.o find out if the life situation of
pregnanÈ teens can lead to improved social support and
positive at,tiEudes.
If you agree to part.icipate, you will be asked how
satisf ied yÕu are wit.h t.he help you receive, how y(.1u would
describe yourself, and your feelings about pregnanc]¡. This
will take about forEy minutes. You will arso be asked what
monbh of pregnancy you are in,
your source of income, and
whether or not you have decided to keep the baby after
delivery.
The interviews wi Ll be repeated each mont.h unt i I t.he end
of your del ivery" You will. meeL alone ¡sith t,he researcher.
Flhatever you tell Èhe interviewer will be kept privæte. you
will be free to withdrat* from the study for any reason.
There will be no penalty if you withdraw.
If you have any questions, please phone myself, Heather
El Gamal., at 269-6808 (evenings) or leave a message
at 474*90ì4 and i will geÈ in Èouch with you"
Please show bel.or* whether or not you wish to participate
and sign your name at the bottom of Èhis page.
Thank you very much.

Heather El

PERMISSION FOR}I
Name

Do you agree

Signature

to participate? (Yes or

¡¡o)

Gamal
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IruTERV¡EWER f{CITE5

Please use the followrng wordìng as a guide
PUqPIST

IF

fcr exrlaÌiing the stuu-rv

STUDY

"-Because pregnancy durìng
ti-re teelrage yeafs ien D?r¡ely sr,ressful, we
need to kncyr hclv teenaqers me)",¡e:l_ ne suppclted dr..:r.:li3

ËisgnaiÌi)!i,

WHAT i5 tXPtCi[D

"i

ûr PARTiC'PAñrs

tc n-reet ulith ycu 0Íì:e a ncnth untilvor.lr^ delir¡eny. D_,riiq
cur meetìngs whìch wììl take 20 minutes t0 half ar;. hcur-, I wculd like
you to znsvier the questions as nonestj,v as you cai-: ii there is any
question you wouìd nather nct ansv/et, you can iejl me so and we ll
q¡¿in it "
!

r',rculd like

.È'

|

-

iStDBAti,i

i ilbe leliina you know wl-rat we fìnc cul about the gr-cup of teenaoer-s
we taik tc For erannple, Ìf vue f ind out tnat hatf cf the group rs happy
wrth the suppor-t tlrey are getting dur'1ng pregnancv, i'll tellyou tfrìs
I won't be gìving out any inforrnatìon abcut any cne p?fs0n."
CONFIDENTIALITY

"This ìncludes inf ormatìon about yoursell. I won't give out
any rnfonmation
about you alone What you teìlme wiil be kept pr'ivate and won't get to
your teachers or'anyone at home "
FRTEDOI'1 TO WITHDRAW

"lf

you feel you'd like to dr'op out of the study at any time, you are free
to do so and there will be no penalty."
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Data Col lection Procedures
IP{TERVIEVdER P{OTES

BeüËryÞ_er
,- r'nc ani
- LljìlJLllL

to bring the fûll

Fnnn-,
iUr ili

- Pecoidinq forrn
- ? ronie: oi each of the 1-hiee insti-urrients

-

interv iewer notes:
Data Col lection Procecures
Expianation of tne 5iuoy

*lelf-tsteem Scale (intervievter notes)

-

RecriiCir-rc sheei f or ASSIS

-

i-)nn¡ìln
r-q!iLtiJ

Fnocede¡res to foålos¡:

-

identìly yourseìf. lxol¿lr t,nat y0u are ir.c;¡n ¡¡s Ur-rir¡er:iity of iianttooa
;:rr-i,,1 1-nãt vcu a-? c¡iir:ctinq infcrmatl0n ioi a:tudv
about the r,ind cf
:ii:3lit anC help tlra+'r-ar;=^t t-ee¡s rergìr¡e al.d ncw r,nsr,, fsç,1 ¡ncut
ihefnselves and their pi?ünancy

-

Exnlain ihe study

luitner, fcllcvrrini ycur'Ixr]anaticn cf tne study'

lnterviewer Notes.

-

Ask the participant to harrd irr consent lorm or have her
she has not alneady dorre so.

-

Answer any questions the particìpant may have

- Administer the three instruments in the assìgned

f

ill

one out

if

orden, foìlowing one
of the six codes shown below:
(FF= Feeìings Form; ss=Arizona sociaì support lnventory schedule;
St=Seìf-Esteem Scale) xsee attached sheet

-

Schedule the next meeting

if

possibte
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Coded Qrder

for Admlnfsterfng lnstruments

Code #:

Order

:

st

SS

SI

FF

SS

FF

SI

2nd

SE

FF

SS

FF

ST

SS

3rd

FF

SS

SE

SE

SS

FF

ì

Part ic ipant

&

lnterviewer

Schootr
å-

(if attending):

[-ast grade cornpleted

ÌvinE with: Parent(s)
Boyfri end

Fîanital Status:
I

ncome

Ethnic

haby:

Aìone
Other

Age:

(11a.¡or Source)

Plan for

Guardian
Husband

Otfier inconne

Keeping

Reììnquishing

group: lndian/

0ther (non-Canadian)

f"1et

Undecided

is

Referned by

Previous pregnancies:

Fnenatal classes (y/N)

Other prenatal pnognarns

Stage of pregnancy:

Have you

tried to make any changes in the way you eat since you became

pregnant?

(YES

or N0)

_

tried to make any changes in smoking, dninking, or drug habits?
or N0; if YES, indicate which of these)

Have you
(YES

ADDIT IONAL INTERVITWTR COIIIIENTS
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&e'sãomø $oeÃeå Søøpøse Eøeeewãew Sc&cdeã$.e {A,$SüS)

In the nest few mint¡tes I would tike ¿o get an idea of lhe people v¡ho are importaot to
you i! e number of differqnt, weys. I srilt be reading descriptions of ways that people
are often inportantto us. Then X will be asking you to give lne the firstnames, ¡ÄlUå"1s,
or níc&names of the.people w9o fír lhe description. These people night be friends.
fømily nembers, teachers, minisærs, doc{,ors, or other people you might-know.
I will only want you t0 give me the names of people you actualfy know and that you
have actuelly talked to.during the past m9qth. trt's possible, tåerx, th øLyou won't gãt a
chance ts nam.e sonne importeat people i-f for oûe reason or eeother yôu haven'inaø
any coatacewith them in the past month.
Ïf you have any questions about the descriptions efter I read each
t,o try and make it clearer.

A. PHãVÅTE

one, please ssk me

FffiT"TWGS

l.W'!en you went to þl& to soneone about things tåat ¿re very persrgnal end
private, who do you tålk to? Give me tåe first nemes, initiels. or nicÉ.ac&es of the
people ûar you h¿ve tetked m during the lest ¡aosgh cbout things thet are very
personal and privaæ.

-

HST APPLIC^AEIE (GO TO Å3 )

FR0BE: Is there rilnyoûe else

2.

thetyou c&e think of:

During rhe past montå, would you heve ü.ked:

I - ø lot eone opportunities t0 t&Ik to peopte about your

personel and private feelings
Z afew üore opportunities
3 - or wss this about. right?

3. Iluring the pest month. how nuch do you think you
people to r¡illk ro ebout things ûha[ were

I - not at ell
eliule bir

2-

]-quiteabit

verf pers0nal or privaæ?-

needed
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B.

WATERT,&L

1.

Å[þ

Who are the people that, iû the past rû.o&[h, bave loaned or given you $25.00 or
or have loaned you some valuable object thatyou neeled? Ybu can $.a.Ëe

rú.ore

some of the same people thât you named before
or you can n¿me some o[her people

if lhey fír this description

too

_- NOT APPLIC,{BLE (G0 T0 B3 )
PR0BE: Is lhere âny.'ûe else that, you caf, thintrl of ?

2.

During the

pasû

mon[h, would you have liked people t¿ h¿ve loaned you:

1=¿loLmore

Z-alittlemore
3 - or wâs it about right?

3.

During the past month, how much do you think you aeeded people who rrould
give or lend you rhe ibings thât you neededZ

I = not at all
Z.alitrlebir
3=quiteabit

C.

ÅÐVTCE

l.

wbo have you goÊe to in the past nôtrth when you needed some advice?
Remember, you cârr flane sr-rme of the s¿rne people that you nentio¡eti
before 0r )¡ûu could n¿ne sôfûe äew peopte.

NÛT APPLICÄB-T-E (GO TO C3 )

PROBE: Auyone else?

?.

During [he pâsr nrû[h, vould you have liÊ.ed:

I = alotmore advice
2 = øli¡tLe more advice
3 - or v¿s it abour, right?

3.

During the pas[ nûar,h, how nucb. do you rhink you needed 16 get advice?
1

- not ¿t ¿ll

2-¿linlebit
3-quiteabit
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D,

P&S[TãW'E FM&B&CK

L

Who are tho people that, in the past mon[h, have letyot¡ knov¡ that they liked
your ideas or the things that you did? Theæ might be people you nent"ioned
bofore or nes? people,

NOT ÂPPLICÂBLE (GO TO D3 )

FROBE; Änyono else?

Z,

Duriog tbe pasl month would you have liked people
ideas or things åhat you did?

Ëc

[ell you they liked youn

I = a lot rnore ofien
2=alittlemore
3 = or wâs

3.

it

abouË.

right

During the past month, how much do you think you needed to have people let
you Enov when they liked your ideas or things thar you did?

I = not at all
2=alittlebit
3=quiteabit

E.

PHYSÍCAX. ÂSSTSTÂHEE

L

Who are the people thet, iû the past, month, have given up some of Lheir tine
and energy to holp you tako care of sonnething that you neoded to do---things
like driving you sone place you needed to go, helpiûg you do some work
around the house, goiag to the store for you, and things líke that?
Remenber, you night have lisæd t&ese people before or they could be oew

nanes,
NOT APPLICÅBI-E (GO TO E3 )

FROBE: Anyoao else you can think of?

2. During the past nonth, would you have lited:
I

=

a lot

nore help with thiags

tha,t,

you needed to do

2 = a little nore help
3 = 0l wfls it about right?

3.

During the past moûth, how nuch do you feel you seeded people srho could
pitch in ùo help you do thiogs?

I = ûot et all

?-^l:ret^h¡f
É -4Utug UtL

J=quiteabit
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F.

S{KÏAE pÅ&TãCrpÅTU0W

1.

Who are the people that, in the past, month, you got &ogether with to have
or relac vith? These could be nesr a¿m.es ûr ones you lisæd before.

fun

¡{OT APPLICABI.E (GO TO F3 )

PROBE:

Aoyone else?

Z.

During [he past rûonth woufd you have li-ked:

I = ¿ lot nore opporlunities
2=¿fewmore
3 = 0f wâs it about right?

Lo get,

together virb. people for fun and refaxation

you think that you needed t0 get together with other people for
fun and relaxation during the past noâth?

3. How much do

I = no[ at all
-alittle bit,
3-quiæ¿bit

Z

G

SEGAT'TV'E TMTERÅCTTOWS

l.

Who ere the people that, in [he last ¡oonth, you have had sone unpleasant
disagreements with or thaü have made you atrgry 0r upset? These could be
nev naäes 0r ã¿mes you listed before.

NOT APPLICABT^E (GO TO

H)

PROBE: ,ånyone else?

H,

PMSOHAT. Cfr^&R^&,gEERXSTTCS 8F' MESWORK MEMEERS

Nov I vould like to get some information about the people you have just listed.
OFOR

EACH PÍRSON ON TI{E LIST .[SK:

1. Whil is this person's

relationship

ro you ?

FAMILY nf,EMBERS , ASK THEEIACTRELé,TIOI{SHIP (nother, brother, etc.)
FOR FROFESSIONAI PEOPL^E, ASK TIIE PR0FESSION (æecher. social worker, etc.)
FOR IRIEI{DS, ALSO BE SPECIFIC (friends fron schoot, egency, 0r orher)
FOR

2. Are any of these people the fmher of your baåy? Indicaæ which person, iÎ
listed.

(n
@

r

ParÊfcfpenÈ

ToÈetr e

f:

2.*-* 2.*-

a*-

Intewlwer:

J

3**

Date:

2i**

3.
@

3.
@

3"
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*Example of a Completed ASSIS Sheet

Partlcfpant ttz

DAEe: I / zo / r¡'

20-

rnrerviewer

fl

,
-V

-

P.Vt0

z' LtNoâ

3.

morHÉ/1

nr lE
n^J

t0.
11 .

L2.
13.

15.
ToËâ1

Ê

2.2

2-L

3iÅ- 3.L

3.À

2.3

-l_

.3
.I

z3
3.J

Notes on deriving network indices from the ASSIS
To understand the scoring instructions described below, it will be
usefuL to refer to the example of a comPleted network answer sheet.

1. Total netetork size: This is the number of network members who
least one form of social support during
æt
the preceding month. In other words, this is the number of
indi'¡¡iduals named by the respondent a't least once.
2. support satisfactign: This score is obtained by summing the
the support categories A-F. On the
@
answer sheet you can See these Scores recorded at the bOttOm of
each column. This score is 17 in the example.
3. support need:Sirnilarly, this score is simply the sum of responses
Eõr TEem-T3-in each of the support columns A-F. In the examPle
this score is 11.
4. Conflicted neÈwork size: This is the number of network members
are a source of both support and inter@
In other words, this-ÏE-the number of indipersonal conftict.
viduals \.tho have a check mark in column G.
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5eìf-Esteem Scaìe
[ruTERWIEWER ruOTES

I

. FXPå-A!FU TT¡E üNSTRI,.IF{Efl{T:

"what l'llbe asking you to d0, as you read each question, is to think of
yourself, as a penson. Then you will circle the best response to the
question."

2.

REÂD OUFST8ÛN

Wait for'the

3

I

and the responses.
subject to circle a r'esponse.

EXP¡-A¡ru EL'ESTBOF{ 2:

"ln the next questions, l'ìl be asking you how you see yourself, not how
satisfied you ar-e with what you see. Again, circle the best answen for
each question."

if

N.B. You may read the first item and,
they have no difficulty in
nesponding, then allow them to proceed on thein own to complete Q-2.

4.

READ QtgEST¡Oru

3&

tF¿STRU¡CT80ru5. Add

"Put a 3 if you think it is something that
feel about yourself on the whole."

the following explanation:

is very important to how you

"Put a 2 if you think it is something that is somewhat important to how
you feel about yourself on the whole."

I

"Put a
if you think it is something that is not very important to how
you feel about younseìf on the whoìe."

5. ASK IF TI-IERE ARE AruV AUEST¡O${s.
TF¡Effi W¡TFl T¡-lE F'tRST !TEH and, if they have no diff iculty in
responding, allow them to proceed on their own to complete Ouestion 3.

6. 455!5T'
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ParLicipanL #

Inærviewer

SE{,F_ESTEE&g

i.

How sal,isfiecl are vou with yourself at this point in your hfeT

VERY SATãSF'ÏET} Þ{ETTffiEe SASSSFTEB DTS5ATTSF'ÏEÞ VruY
sÅT[sF[EB
WTR $TSSATÍSF"IEB
ÐTSS&TISF'TEE}

2.

well are you able to dû lhe things that are erpected of you
at this stagê in vour life?

â. Hr$/

HOT WET"I. AT

b

AE.L

WOT TOÜ

WET"g- WEÍ,T. PRFÍTY WET.T.

VffiY

WELS"

How well are you able to get along with other people.

VRY WET.L

PRETT'Y

WE[.L

WES.T. ruTT TTO WE[.N.

c. How easily are yôu able to establish

MCIT WEE"[.

a good relationship

AT Ar.E.

with other

females?
VËRY ÐIF'FICÛÏ.T ÞTFFTSULT' WEXTHER EASY
WCIR T}IFTTC{ILT

E.&SY

WERY EA.SY

d. Hov vell are you able to handle setbacks and disappointments?
s'mY

wEI"r.

pRETT',y

WEÏ.I- WELÏ. &$T T{}t WEI.X. K0r

WEX.L A,T Åã.n

e. How interesting are you to ôther people?

TÛO

EET

PRETTY

WTT THTERESTIHG HOT
E
WERY
AT
TNilTERESTTHG THTERESTIHG TSTERESTTNG THTEREST'TKG

ÅI.L
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f, Huw mucfi rÕünion sense do you have for dealing with
day-to-day living?
Å 6REÅT ÞEÅT. å FåTR ÂMOUHT 5OME MTT TÛO W{ICffi H{}T MUCW
ÅT "&[-n-

rely on yourself when problems arise
rather ihan turning [o o{,hers?

g. How much can vûu

W$T'MÐCH

AT,åI"9"

WCIT T'{}E

WÐCE SOÞ6EWffiAT A E'ATR A 6REAT
AWOUHT IIEÅL

h. How well do you handle important decisions in
VERY

wELr-

PRETT'Y

vour life?

wEr-E wE[-[- wt? r'$@ WELL WCIT WEX.í AT Aã.n

i. How easily are ,vou able to establish a good relationship

with

males?
VERY ÐNFFNC{ILT T}TFF"TCUI"T PðEãÏHER

EASY E"å.SY

V'ERY E.&SY
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3

ffi@W ÃMPORT'^ENY' å5 EACffi ÛF T'WE ãTEMs ffiffi"&W 3'T ffi@W
FEET åtsO{JT" YOURSEN"F TN IffiE WffiOr"E?

M,&RK YGTR AWS@'ERs
USE THtrS

KEY $

ORil

Y'GE.}

T'ffiE &r-AffiK ã-EEIES BESIT}E Eé.C& Tï'EM

Very imporrant

Z

Somewhat important

Å

Not very irnportant

'à. To be able to do the things lhat are eErected of you at this stage in
)¡our life

b. To be able to get along with other people
c. Ïo be able to establisfi a good relationship
d.

with other females

To be able to hanclle se1-backs ancl disappoinlnents

è. ïo be interesting tr other people

f.

To have common sense

g.

ïo rely on yorself when problems arise, rather than turning to

for dealing with day-to-day living

others

h.

To handle important decisions in your

i.

To be able to establish a good relationship

life

with

males

* Original

Version
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Verbal fnstructions for Self-Esteem Scale (fnterviewer notes)
be asking you to do, as I read each question, is to
think of yourself, as a person. Then you will circle the best
response to the guestion"

"What I'II

FEAD QUESTION

response.

I and Responses and wait for subject to circle

a

"In the next questionso l'11 be asking how you see yourself'
not how satisfied you are with what you see. Again, circle
the best answer for each question"
READ QUESTIONS 2 a - í . Pause after each question' allowing the
respondent to circle the answer.
"Please go through the questions one more time. this time mark
on the l"ine beside each question how important each point about
That is'
yourself is to your overal-I feeling about yourself.
when you think about yourself, on the whole, how important is
each one of the points? Use the key on the last page.
Put a 3 if you think it is something that makes a big difference
to how good or bad you feel about yourself on the whol-e.

put a 2 if you think it is something that Íakes some difference
to how good -or bad you feel about yourself on the whole.
Put a I if you think it is something that nakes very liÈËle difference to hów grood or baC you feel about yourself on the whole.
"Are there any questions?"

190

*0riginal Version
I.

satisfied

How

SATTSFIED

VERY

s¡trsrrrn

?.

are you with yourself at tl'.is point j_n your litee
NEITHER SATISFTED
NOR DISSATTSFIED_

How ${oULD YoU DESCRTBE YoURSELF

IN

DISSATISFTED

VERY

D'ÏSSATISFIED

TERMS oF:

a. How well you are able to do the things that are expected
of you at this stage in your life?
WELL

VERY

PRETTY

VIELL WELL

NOT TOO WELL

NOT WELL AT ÀLL

b. How wel-l you are able to get along with other people?
WELL PRETTY I¡IELL
WELL
NOT TOO WELL
NOT I^IELL AT AIL

VERY

c.

How

with

easily you are able to estabLish a good relationship
someone of the same cêv?
EASY

VERY EASY

DTFFTCULT VERY DTFFICULT

NETTHER EASY
NOR DTFP]CULT

d. How wel-l you are able to handle setbacks and d i sappoint:nents
WELL PRETTY I^IELL
WELL
NOT TOO T{ELL NOT WELL AT ALL

VERY

e. How interesting

you are to other people?

VERY

PRETTY

INTERESTING

INTEP.ESTTNG

f.

How much conmon

living

?

NOT MUCH NOT TOO MUCH
AT ALL

A BIT

NOT TOO

INTERESTTNG

lñrnnesrrl¡c

A

A FAIR

GREÀT

SOME A

SO¡IEI,¡HAT

FATR AMOUNT

How

VERY WELL

A

GREÀT DEAL

arise,

NOT MUCH
AT A],L

well you handle importanÈ decisions in your life?
PRETTY VIELL hIELL NOT TOO WELL
NOT WELL AT ALL

i.
VERY

TOO
MUCH

NOT

ÀMOUNT

h.

NOT INTERESTING

AT ATJ,

--sense you have for deaJ-ing with day-to-day

9. How much you can rely on yourself when problems
rather than turning to others ?
DEÀL

How easily you are able to establish a good relationship
with someone of the opposite sex?
EASY
EASY NE]THER EASY
DTFFICULT
VERY DIFFICULT

¡ron

?

orrrrcult

*0riginal Versíon
(cont.

Sel-f -Esteem

3.
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)

MARK ON THE BLANK LINES HOW ]I"IPORTANT EACH POINT ABOUT YOURSELF
IS
TO YOUR OVERALL FEELTNG ABOUT YOUP.SEI,F.

USE THIS

a.

KEY:

3

It makes a big difference

2

Ít makes some difference

I

lt makes very 1ittle

difference

well you are abre to do the things that are expected of you
at this stage in your life
b. How wel-I you are able to get al-ong with other people
How

c. How easily you are abre to establish a good relationsip
other females

with

d. How v¿el1 you are able to handle setbacks and disappointments
e. How interesting you are to other people
f.

How much ccùnmon sense
1 ivi ng

s-

How much

h.

How

you have for dealing with day-Lo-day

you can rely on yourself when problems arise, rather
than turning to others

well you handle important decisions in your life
i. How easily you are able to establish a good relationship
mal es

.

with

192

Panticipant #

lnterviewer
FEE[-8M65 FTRr4

This form is

¿o

find out your feelings about, your pflegnanry and your hahy.

Flease mark the form like this:

Make a check {u1 on one of rhe 7 speces between the two words,
depending on how closely the word fits for you.
Fon examnle:

sad

If you see your pregnancy as being quite sad...

r.{ r-=-i -:-:

-Lz3+567

1 = extremely ! = neutralor
doesn I t fit
?=quiteg-quite
9=slightlyT-extremel_y

:-

happy

!

= slightly
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WABY

I consider my baby to be:

happy

sad

1234567
unfriendly

:

:

:

:

-7654321
- - -

-

friendly

:

:

-

-

perfect

imperfect

tr?.34567
healthy

unhealthy

76543?,

I
q/Í3e

foolish

t?,34567
dirty

clean

7654321
graceful

awkward

1234567
successful

unsuccessful

765q321
unimportant-

:

:

:

r?,3q567
- - -

beautiful

763432r

:

:

-

imporüant

:

-

ugly

positive

negative

\3,34367
gæd

76543?,r'

bad
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PR6GWArufrY

I consider my pqesnancy to be:

gmd

had

7654321
negative

positive

1?,34367
beautiful

765437,t

unimportanl,-

:

:

!234567
- -

successful

uSly

:

--

:

:

-

important

:

-

unsuccessful

765432r

graceful

awkward

t234567
dirty

clean

7654321
fmlish

wise

L?34167
healthy

unhealthy

7654321
perfect

unfriendly

imperfect

r?,34567
:

:

:

:

:

:

-7 -6 -5- -4 -3 -2, - t

sad

t234567

friendly

happy

19s
GEruERAL PERCEPTãOruS OF- 5{-'PPORT
-OUESTIONS TO USE AS A GUIDT-

l.

think that getting support from othen peopìe during pregnancy is
importanl or not so impontant?

Do you

Why/Why not?

2. What are your ideas of the kind of suppont most needed by gir

ls in your

situation?

3. Hov¿ has the support you received during pregnancy been heìpful or not so
helpf ul?

4. What kind of senvices

lor pregnant teens would you ìike to see more of?

5. Has your ovenaìì outlook on pnegnancy been positive or negative?

Duning your pr"egnancy did your

outìook change? lF YES: llore positive or

more negative?

6. Do you feel that the kind of information you were asked to give during the
interviews showed how you really feel about the suppont you received
during pnegnancy and your true feelings about pnegnancy?

7. ls thene anything about the support you received duning pregnancy that you
wouici iike fo ado?

Appendíx
BACKGROT'3{D T}üFORS4ATTOS{

Partic ipant

E

ON STÎJÐY PARTTCTPANTS

7À

The participant's

father, who irnagined she was the result
of his wife's infidelity rejected and mistreated her. When
she was four years old, the father deserted the family" She
has a twin sister, vrith whom she is described as having a
love-hate relationship"
The pair vrere taken into a receiving home which further angered the participant.
She was
again rejected three years later when, after she and her
twin vlere adopted, the adoptive parents sent her back to the
receiving home one year later, and kept the other twin. The
adoptive parents displayed physical and emotional affection
towards her, which may have caused the participant some confusion, under the circumstances. She later became involved
in prostitution"

Partic ipant

1

0A

As an infant,

Participant
an emotional issue for her"

adopted, which became
She had experienced family

10À was
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problems, including an alcoholic, tempermental father.
Two
years prior to her pregnancy, she was referred to a psychiatrist due to a suspicion of hypochondria"
The father of

the child was reported to have physically
abused her in t.he past but spent much time with her and was
supportive during her pregnancy. The relationship was described by Lindenview's social worker as being unstable.

Participant

3B

Participant 38 may be more appropriately regarded as a
refusal rather than a drop-out r âs she had not received much
information prior to the first visit and when she discovered
that she would be interviewed over several months, which may
have been inconvenient because she r^ras living with an older
couple, she opted to withdraw her participation after the
first interview.
She v¡as 19 years

old, had completed Grade 10, and was described as neat, confident, and pleasant.
Her cultural
background was Metis. She was supported by her boyfriend"
Her

network was four persons, including the father of the

her mother, and tvro girlf riends " Her mot.her was
I i sted as a source of material aid and her boyfriend as providing physical assistance as well as negative interactions.
Support satisfaction and support need were both moderate.
chi Id,

198

) r{as indicated f or globaI self -esteem"
The non-weighted totaf score was in the same range and the
weighted total score was slightly lower"
Both subscores
were in a similar range.
Self-reliance and handling decisions were the only items rated as very important to selfA high score

esteem

(4

"

Àt.titude towards both pregnancy and baby were quite positive.

Appendix

C

IOCATTON OF PARTTCTPÀNTS HOME COMMTJ}{TTTES

-
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LOCATION OF PARTICIPANTS

I
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